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WEDDING BELLS.
At the home of Mrs.
Livermore Falls, Jan. 10th,
Gladys May Wyman, be,,f Edward White Libby of

\ s

ss

The ceremony was perby Rev. J. M. Paige,
1'niversalist church, who
ting service. During the
stood under an
:i i'lal pair
ported a white wedding bell.
-i> of the dining-room, where
!,ch was served directly after
The
uere green and white.
::ie parlor on the arm of her
E. Wyman, who gave her
,.rm’s Wedding March was
I. IE Clary, who as a recesWedding
Metideissobn’s
s.

inimii

the ceremony, “Oh,
in Robin Hood, was sung
The bride was gowned
-4
airieda bouquet of carnaimmediate family and a
The presents
ere present.
young couple were many
Mr. and Mrs. Libby left for
ng

’■

their wedding trip,
at
-y will make their home
The bride is a daughter
.>
a is
Wyman, for years an
an
She always has residFalls, and is a member of
Charity Rebekah Lodge,
F., and Mistletoe Temple,
;tnd will be greatly missed
-mis. Mr. Libby is a sucd business man of Stock-
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Letter From Washington.\

(Special lo Tlie Kepublican Journal.)
Washington, D. C., Jan. 20:h. Waldo
County looms up large in a scrutiny here of
the records of Maine members of Congress.
It has had representatives in thirteen of
the 60 Congresses, which cover the period
of the existence of the National Government. Three of the five Congressmen elected from Waldo County were Belfast men.
Hugh J. Anderson, afterward governor of
Maine, wait the first. He was a member of
the 25th Congress, the first session of which
began September 4, 1837. He was born at
Belfast, Mass., in 1801 and had become a
practicing lawyer there by the time that his
native town became Belfast, Maine. His
constituency reelected him before he assumed gubernatorial honors. Four years
after Gov. Anderson left Congress Benjamin White was elected from Montville for
hut one term. He was a farmer and had
served two terms in the legislature before
he secured the Democratic nomination for
Congress. It was a very long way to Washington in those days, before the construction of railroads, and Farmer White was
The first
very slow about taking Iris seat.
session of the 28th Congress began in December, 1843, but Mr. White did not appear
here until a year later, w hich enabled him
Ebenezer Knowlto draw a little mileage.
ton of .South Montville was chosen as a
Kepublican member of the 34th Congress,
He
which convened December 3, 1855.
studied theologi in youth, hut prospered
mightily in politics and at one time was
speaker of (lie .Maine legislature. The next
after
Theologian
Waldo County man
Knowlton was Nehemlah Abbott of Belfast, who, as a Kepublican, succeeded to

Mr. Knowlton s seat in the 85tn congress.
He came from Sidney, Me., his native town,
and was a lawyer. After returning from
Congress he practiced law in Belfast. It
was 26 years after Mr. Knowlton’s retirement that Mr. Milliken became a CongressHe was in the National House for
man.
nearly 16 years, beginning with the 48th
Congress, up to the time of his death here in

April

ol 1897.

Maine is now the only State that has two
grand old men in the Senate, and almost the
only State that ever had two Senators at the
same time who were entitled to that distinction and were keeping up an active interest in the legislative work of that branch
Alabaifna had two grand old
of Congress.
Democrats in the Senate in Mr. Morgan
and Mr. Pettus, both of whom died during
the past summer.
They were considerably
older than the Maine Senators and took an
active interest in legislation, but bore nothing like the burdens that Senators Hale and
Frye bear.
New- York lias two old Senators, old in
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_If., Cminingbam 3 (4)
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igh will play M. C. I. of
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CORINNA 19.

local team defeated
my team by a score of 22 to
iilested game. The visitors
at the end of the first half:
Corinna.
..lg., Ireland
.rg., Knowles
.c., Arnold
.If., G. Badger
.rf., K. Badger
bite and Harmon. Time, 20
a
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Eugenie E. Reach et als, Shanghai, to
James E. Hall,Sear-port;land in Searsport.
Charles A. French, Stockton Springs, to
Ralph A. Curtis, do.; land in Stockton

Springs.
Henry 11. Hawes, Stockton Springs, to
Charles E. Sanford, New York; land in
Stockton Springs.
Isaac Jackson, Belfast, to Laforest E.
Burgin, et al, do.; land and buildings iu
Belfast and j>oi thport.
William Jackson, Montviile, to George B.
iigh school basketball team
Jackson,
tVaterville; land and buildings in
following games: Kock- Montviile.
John C. Lamb, Troy, to Flverett Davis,
••Imol, at Belfast, Jan. 24^;
school at Belfast, Jan. 291 Burnham ; land in Burnham.
Joel S. .Haddocks, Lincolnville. to Charles
Institute at Pittsfield, Feb.
E. Brackett, do.; land in Lincolnville.
: Maine probably at Belfast,
Annie C. Trim, Islesboro, to Amariah
Trim, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Chester A. Whitten, Knox; to Percy F.
won the 100 yard dash in
Day, will play one of the Bessey, Freedom; land in Freedom and
here Jan. 29th, when U nity.
Llewellyn Webb, Troy, to Collii.s E.
lie Belfast team.
York, do.; land in Troy.
William A
Winchester, Searsport, to
iC'tk IN
STATE PRISON.
Jeremiah F. Wheaton, do.; land and buildin
Searsport.
Me., Jan. 19. Edward M. ings
is
“Bucksport” Smith, aged
DANGER OF CATAaRH.
iAouer in the State prison
"• served fur
nearly 20 years,
assaulted and killed early Unless Properly Treated With
Hyomei,
■>
How Brooks, aged 23 years,
Becomes Serious.
nlenced to tlie prison lor 20
and who has served four
Catarrhal troubles are far more danger‘1
ous than they seem at first thought.
sentence.
■

inmates of the insane deafter the killing Brooks deli.nl been his intent to kill five
including the overseer of the
lepartment and the physician.
»d occurred at 7.30 o’clock while
’’re tiling hack
up the stairs from
they had been e.ean
‘joins, where
'bunks, unknown to the keepers,
**d an iron bar from one of The
" hen he reached a turn of the
he was momentarily out of sight
"I ”1 >, he suddenly drew out the
,;|‘hed smith, who walked iu front
the head.
I'ped in his tracks and several
B amed
upon his head by the fn1
1 lie man’s skull was fractured
uougb
removed to the hospital de1
tiiere was no hope of saving his
■
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■
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Capt. Elisha W. l’endjeton of Islesboro
died at 3 o’clock Wednesday afternoon, Jan.
15th, after an illness of about two weeks
from blood poisoning, caused by an ulcerated tooth. The news of his death was a
shock to his many friends in this city, as
few were aware of his illness and he was a
man much above the average in physical
strength, and in the prime of life. Capt.
Pendleton was born in Islesboro 53 years
ago and at an early age began following the
sea.
He rose rapidly in his chosen profession, and commanded many fine vessels in

ness

home is iu Bucksport, and he was
"I state prison for life on April
having been convicted on the charge
■

i.r
While detailed in the
■iiment lie had never given
any
and was known as a
;
trusty

insane

special

in that

If you have catarrh, there is an irritated
state of the mucous membrane and weakened tissues which aff id an ideal lodgment
aud culture medium for disease germs,
especially those of consumption.
You should get cured as quickly as possible befoie any dangerous germs that you
may breathe lodge on the diseased tissue
and work destruction in the thtoat and
lungs.
The easiest, simplest, quickest, surest
and cheapest way to cure catarrh is by the
direct method, breathing Hyomei.
This
wonderful medicated air treatment does not
drug and derange the stomach, but is
breathed in, directly following and destroying all disease germs that may have been inhaled.
The unusual way in which Hyomei is sold
by A. A. Howes* Co. is the best evidence of
their confidence in the treatment and should
dispel all doubt as to its curative properties.
They agree to.refund the purchase price to
anyone whom Hyomei fails to benefit, and
you do not risk a cent in testing its healing
virtues. A complete outfit costs but $1.00
if it helps you, not a cent if it does not do
all that is claimed for it.
2w4
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Friends in this city have received news of
the death in Wintlirop, Mass., of Mrs. Sarah
M., wife of Arista R. Earnes, formerly of
this city, now of Boston, after an illness
Mr. Earnes was the manaof some years.
ger for several years of the first creamery
located in the city. They removed to Boston
She was born In New Haven,
in 1900.
Conn., and the interment was in Derby,
Conn. Both Mr. and Mrs. Eaines had many
friends in this city, and much sympathy is
felt for the bereaved husband.
True S. Reagan, a well known and highly
esteemed citizen, died on Monday last, lie
had been in failing health for some time
and only recently returned from the west.
An

obituary

services

will be

will

be

given later.

held

at

Thursday, afternoon at 2
Adolph Rossbacli officiating.

Funeral
home this,
o'clock, Rev.

his

Died at his home, 800 Main Street, Winchester, Mass, January 14, 1908, Joshua
Farrow, aged 82 years. Deceased was the
only son of the late Deacon Joshua and
Eunice (Trim) Farrow and was born at
lslesboro, Maine, March 21, 1826. In
1848 lie married at Isle-boro, Dorothy Helen,
youugest daughter of Joshua and
He is surElizabeth (Stewart) Dodge.
vived by six sons and a daughter. He received Ins education in the common schools
of Isiesboro and in the Belfast Academy.
For many years lie was prominent in his
native town, fiist as school master and
school superintendent and later as builder
In the days when the
and ship owner.
coasting trade flourished in the shore towns
v,
he
as
of Maine,
extensively interested iu
vessels and was a substantial owner in
many of the smart coulters of Belfast and
Bangor. In 1869 lie amoved to Winchester, Mass., where for nearly 40 years be
was actively engaged in the building business, which he conducted with marked
success, almost up to the time of his death,
lie was a Unitarian in religion. In politics
lie had been an ardent Republican since the
organization of that party. Unostentatious
in his uiauner he was a man of the strictest
business integrity, practical Judgment and
sterling worth.

at

97 Central street, Bangor.

Keuel Smith, for nearly 50 years a resident of Bangor, died Jan. loLh at the home
of bis son, Keuel I’erley Smith in Brooklyn,
from rheumatism, with which he had been
affected for many years, lie was past 71
years, and besides his son, who is on the
editorial staff of the New York World,
leaves a daughter. Miss Helena W. Smith,
well kuown as a lady of many accomplishments and particularly as an artist of recognized talent.
SECRET SOCIETIES.

manded bv him until a few years ago.
About thirty years ago Capt. Pendleton
married Leona, daughter of the late Capt.
Thomas R. Williams, and his home has
been at the Williams homestead, which in
recent years he had greatly improved. It
occupies a sightly position on the south side
of Crow Cove and in the days of “Captain
Tom,” and later, has ever been the scene of
In the death of
a gracious hospitality.
Capt. Pendleton Islesboro loses a loyal citizen, one ever ready to work for her interests, a kind-hearted and charitable man. He
is survived by his wife, by a sister, Mrs.
Lucy Pendleton of Camden, and by three
brothers, Roscoe of Lincolnville and John
W. and Loranus F. Pendleton of Islesboro.
lie was a strong supporter of the First
Baptist church and an active member of
The
Island Lodge, No. 89 F. & A. M.
funeral was held at 11 a. n).,Jan. 17th, under
the auspices of Island Lodge and was vet y
largely attended. Rev. 11. E. Warner, pastor of the First Baptist church, officiated, j
There was a very large turn out of Masons,
Busisome 30 of them marching five miles.
ness was
practically suspendad on the |
island during the services.

Mrs.
37th, 38th, 39th and 40th Congresses.
Pike was the author of Ida May, a successful anti-slavery novel, and of other books.

The Pomona meeting at Harvest Moon
Grange, Thorndike, January 11th, was well
attended and the discussion on dairying
The program was
was interesting to all.
well carried out and everything worked
along smoothly. The songs by brother Phinney of Morrill were heartily encored, and all
hope be will come again. Harvest Moon
held its regular meeting Jan. 18th with a
good attendance, and the outlook is good for
a

Henry F. York, a well known resident of
this city, died at his home early Tuesday
morning, Jan. 14th. He was 69 years of age
and is survived by two sons, Frank S. York
of this city, and Walter H. York of Nashua,
N. H formerly of this city. Mr. York has
always been a resident of this city and his
death will be felt by a wide circle of friends
who held him in high esteem.—Bangor Commercial.
Mr. York was a native of Montville. His
son Frank is engaged in the grocery busi-

the foreign and coastwise trade. For several years he was first officer of the bark
John M. Clerk, built at Camden for and
commanded by Capt. Joseph Conant, and
sailing to China and Japan. When Capt.
Conant retired from the sea he gave the
command to Capt. Pendleton, for whom as
a man he had the highest regard, as well as
appreciation of his seamanship and executive ability. The bars was lost later in the
Indian ocean under peculiar circumstances.
With a heavy swell running and not a
breath of air stirring, a strong current set
the bark onto a reef and she became a total
loss. The water was too deep to permit of
anchoring, amlall efforts to save the vessel
After serving as deputy colwere in vain.
lector at the port of lielfast for a time Capt,
Conant went to Camden and in partnership
w ith Capt. Isaac Coomtfs built several ves
sets, among them the schooner William II
Sumner, built for Capt. Pendleton and com-

The death of Dr. Benjamin Colson occurred very suddenly at his residence 273
Center street, Bangor, Tuesday night, Jan.
14th. He was 81 years of age and had many
friends who will learn with legret of his
demise. Tuesday Dr. Colson appeared in
liis customary health and observed his
office hours as usual, treating a number of
Alter suppatients who called to see him.
per he complained of not feeling well and
Dr. Colalmost immediately passed away.
son was probably one of the best known
clairvoyant physicians in this section of the
Mate and during Ins long practice has treated many hundreds of patients, some of
whom have come long distances to see him.
lie was born in Monroe Jan. 31, 1826, where
lie
he spent the earlier years oi Ins life,
represented his town in the legislature of
were
the
which
other
offices
ami
held
is the currency bill, being shaped up in the ’75
Later be
id' his fellow townspeople.
finance committee; the other is the bill to gifts
moved to Prospect, then to Belfast, coming
There to Bangor about 13 years ago. lie has been
increase the efficiency of the navy.
Besides bis
in active practice for 51 years.
are honest differences of opinion regarding
wife, he is survived by two daughters,
both bills and they will he hotly contested. Tamson'S.
and Mrs. Amory IV. Staples of
The senior Maine Senator is capable of giv- this city, a sou, Josiah Colson of Prospect,
ing and receiving hard knocks and is, in a brother, Rufus Colson of Monroe, two
Mrs. Clarence Leach of Rockport
both fights, showing his usual resourceful- sisters,
and Mrs. Margaret Patterson of Haverhill,
ness and the energy of a youngster.
Dr.
Colson was a Free Mason.— BanMass.
Senator Frye, in the meantime, is trying gor Commercial.
to do the work that most Senators would do
Dr. Colson had many friends in this city
He is getting all the
later in the session.
and vicinity and after his removal to Banlittle bills which come up before his committee through the Senate at odd moments, gor was a frequent and always welcome
lie sits by the hour waiting for opportuni- visitor.
He spent the summers at Temple
ties. He i?> very ciever at that sort of effort
where he had a fine
and prefers to do what he has to do right Heights, Northport,
and will be greatly missed by the
away at the earliest moment and to do his cottage,
The
resting, if there is resting ahead, later in frequenters of that attractive resort.
the session when nearly everybody else is funeral services were held last Friday
in a scramble to gather up the odds and
in Bangor, Rev.
ends and balance the books for the end of morning from his residence
E. VV. Emerson of Manchester, N. H., offithe session.
Representative and Mrs. Burleigh were ciating. The bearers were C. M. Conant,
invited a few nights ago to the diplomatic
W. Staples, Frank W. Staples and
reception by President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Amory
They have also had invitations to one of Josiah Colson of Monroe. The interment
Mrs. Roosevelt's musicales, which are given was at Monroe.
in the East room to audiences of distinguishThe funeral of Mrs. Mary P,ike, widow of
ed officials in Washington.
Congressman F. A. Pike of Calais, was held
the Baptist church in Calais Jan. 17ili,
at
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
conducted by Rev. A. J. Padelford. Deceased had made her home of late years
uiuisicis
iu
co.
x lit?
esitiiv
luiiuwuig
with her niece in Baltimore, and her death
occurred in that city. Mrs. Pike was 82
were recorded in Waldo county Registry of
Deeds for the week ending, Jan. 20, 1908: years of age and was well known and highly
esteemed.
Edmond S. Ames, Searsport, to Edmund
Mr. Pike, who has been dead for some
J. Ames, do.; land anu buildings in Sears-

port.

NEWS Of THE GRANGES.

was

♦Word has been re- years and in point of service, but they are
hi;.
is in this city of the marri- ; infirm and are little moie than figureheads
Year’s day of Miss Lydia in the Senate. Iowa has one grand old man
There is hardly a man
!y of Belfast, and Ellery j in Senator Allison.
Hie marriage was performed in the senate more worthy of the appellation, but he is too ill most of the time to do
-e, California, ami Mr. and
! reside for the present at much bard work and the tasks that fall to
Mis> sleeper was employ- him a:e taken up largely by Senator Hale,
has been tiie case for the last three
.•ai's as stenographer for
as
in in this city, going from
years.
Senator Hale is having his hands full with
\Yis, and later to San
iriends extend congratula- two important measures, which at e the most
prominent matters before the Senate. One

t.

,

The funeral of Mrs. Caroline B. Blaisdell
held in the grange hall in East Orland
Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 14tb. The high regard and esteem in which the deceased was
held was apparent from the very large attendance of grief strioken friends and relatives who came from far and near to pay
their last respects to her they knew and
loved so well. Rev. J. W. Priee spoke words
of comfort to the bereaved and the East
Orland choir rendered two beautiful appropriate selections. The bearers were four
grandsons of the deceased, Harry Jellison
of Hucksport and Loren, Lorenzo and Arthur Blaisdell of East Orland. The interment was at East Orland.

OBITUARY.

j

Orriu J. Dickey, Great Sannap of the
Great Council of Maine Ked Men, was in
Castineon Friday evening, where he raised
up the newly elected officers of Peutagoet
Tribe of Ked Men.

Templar Tactics and Manual written
and arranged by Dr. LangdonS. Chilcott of
Bangor for the use of the Knights Templar
eomuianderies in this State has just been
issued, and is attracting much attention
among the members of the order.
A

Claremont Commandery, Knights Templar, has appointed a committee, consisting
uf the first three officers, to make arrangements for the observance of St. John's Daynext

June.

The program,

as

at

present in

contemplation, includes a pilgrimage to Belfist.in company with De Valois Coinmandtuynf Vinaihaven and Camden Command-

of Camden. Claremont is the parent
commandery of De Valois and Camden, and
also of Palestine of Belfast, so that what is
planned will be practically.a reunion of the
criginal Claremont Commandery. It will of
course be necessary to secure the acquiescence and co-operation of all these other
organizations before anything can be definitely decided upon, and what their plans
may be has not yet been learned. It is, however, believed that the plan will be generally
approved of, and eventually carried out.—
Rockland Opinion.
cry

Past District Deputy E. D. Chase, assisted by Benjamin A. Fogg as marshal, recently installed the following officers of
Star of the West Lodge, F. & A. M., of
Unity: W. M„ Roy Knight, S. W.; Dr. J.
E. Cook, J. W.; Charles Stevens, treasurer;
Ruel Berry, secretary; E. T. Whitehouse,
S I).; Austin Myriek, J. I).; Lile Stevens
S. S.; Herbert Clark, J. S.; It. A. Fogg,
marshal; Samuel Myriek, tyler. About 125
members and invited guests were present.
After the installation ceremonies a fine
supper was served in the dining room,
which was attractively decorated.
During
the evening there were several voc I selections, instrumental music, a solo by Mrs.
E. M. Soule, and very pleasing numbers
were
rendered by E. D. Chase, E. M.
Soule and,Roy Knight.

1908._NUMBER

Hope Grange held its installation Thursday, January 9th. The officers were installed in a pleasing manner by Mrs. Obadiah Gardner, ably assisted by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Gardner, all of Rockland. A
Clam
large company was in attendance.
chowder, cake, pies, doughnuts and coffee
served.
were
Interesting remarks were
made by Obadiah Gardner, George <ash
and others. A dance followed the installation ; music by Fred Waterman of Appletog, clarinet, and Mrs. Berry, Searsmont,

waiting

UALLDA^E.
Mr. and Mrs. Asa M. Gowen were buried
'rom their late home last Sunday afternoon.
Kev. T. R. Pentecost, an old friend of the
'amily, officiating. Those from out of town
who came to attend the funeral were Mrs.
Eliza Young and Frank W. Gowen from
Waterville, sister and nephew of the deceassd; Mrs. Ada Woods of Burnham, a niece,
tnd Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Sylvester of Lib*rty. Mr. Sylvester is a nephew of Mr.
3owen.. ..Leon Wiggin was quite sick with
the grip last week-J. E. Hall loaded acar
with apples at Unity last week.The next
meeting of the Ladies Club will be with Mrs.
Olive Banton Friday evening, Jan 31st—
C. A. Hall has moved his gasoline saw mill
to the Monroe corner.Mrs. Diantha
Stevenson is quite sick with the grip.

Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held a
regular meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 18th,
with Worthy Master F. H. Brown in the
chair. As it was the first night after the
installation of officers the usual committees
W. E. Gould was appointwere appointed.
ed librarian, with instructions to revise the
library. One application for membership
After recess a short program
was received.
was rendered, a; follows: duet, Bryant and
Susie Reed; instrumental music, Florence

Morton; dec, John Goodwin; song, verne
and I’earl Chase.
Narramissio Grange, Orland, has electe r
the following oflicers: Master, Fred M.
Keyes; overseer, A. If. Hutchins; lecturer,
Fred Buck ; steward, Charles E. Valentine;
assistant steward, Louis Hubbard; gate
keeper, Harold Leach; chaplain, Airs. Martha Hutchins; Ceres, Airs. F. M. Keyes;
Pomona, Mrs. C. A. V\ ight; F'iora, Mrs. JW. Eldridge; lady assistant, Mrs. Gertrude
Hutchins; treasurer, Airs. A. B. Hutchins;
secretary, Mrs. Clara A. Valentine. The
officers were installed Saturday evening,
Jam 18th, by Air. and Airs. Richard Whitmore.

11. I’. White installed the following officers of Comet Grange, Swanville, Jan.
13th:
AI., Clarence Walker; 0., Joshua
Littlefield; L., Alls. Joshua Littlefield;
Sec., Mr. Seeley; Steward, Herman Bacbel

der; S. S., Charles Seeley; L. A., Cecil Pat
terson; G. K., Richard Robertson; Chap.,
Louisa Cunningham; P., Airs. Seeley; C.,
Aliss Nellie Rose; F., Miss Gladys Curtis;
Treas., Raymond Maiden. After the installation a supper was served. V isitors
and Alorning
were present from Granite
Light Granges.
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, observed
its 36tli anniversary January 16th. The
following speakers were present and addressed the meeting: lion. Edward Evans
of Waldo, lion. Payson Smith of Auburn,
Prof. Backenstrapper of the University of
Alaine and Hon. B. Walker MeKeen of
Fryeburg. A good-sized audience was in
attendance and a general good time enAt the last regular meeting of
this grange Saturday evening, Jan. 18th,
the 1st and 2d degrees were conferred on
two candidates.

joyed.

Grange, Brooks,

opening exercises; conferring
program:
fifth degree; report of granges ; address of
welcome by A. G. Caswell; response by
Hattie Paul; remarks for the good of the
order; appointment of committee; recess;
music; question, “Resolved, That it is not
for the interest of the order to have open
sessions in the afternoon at the Pomona
meetings?” tobeopeued by B. F. Foster.
Remainder of the program by Victor
Grange.
BURNHAM.

Mrs. Emily Huff, an aged lady, is very
low with consumption.Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin Cook are on the sick list—Frank
Hunter has a large amount of lumber out in
:he woods ready to haul to market, hut
there is not suow enough yet to eveu do the
yarding.Fred Fletcher has over 1,000
rords cut in the woods awaiting snow to
Paul it five miles to the station to be ship-

ped.

was

in this

Mrs. James H. Howes is in Boston for
several weeks’ stay.
Miss Marian Wells leaves this morning
for Boston to continue her musieal studies.
Miss Emeroy Ginn was the guest of Miss
Bessie Robbins in Rockland the past week.
Mrs. Willard Bean of Tbomaston arrived

recently to visit her son, Maynard C. Bean.
Herman Cross of Belfast is registered at
the University of Maine for the short winter

course.

Mrs. Arthur W. Morse went to Camden
Monday and will be the guest of Mr. aud
Mrs. W. S. Hill.
Mrs. Osmond Wcos er spent a few days
in Camden the past week with her mother,
Mrs. L. M. Bryant.
Maurice Towle is at home from Havera visit to his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Tow e.

hill, Mass., for

piano.

lira

with open fireplace will be added to
hat floor. When the work is completed the
house will be modern in every way.

D. 0. Bowen, Esq., of Morrill
city last Friday.

prosperous year in the order.

The following oflicers of Harvest Home
were
installed Monday
evening, January 6th, by District Deputy
Necrology of the Town of Searsmont.
A. J. Webb, after which the usual bounC. E.
Deaths recorded by the clerk of Sears- teous harvest feast was served:
mont for 1907:
Lane, W. AI.; W. C. Austin, W. 0.; Kate A.
Y s Mos I)ys
Lane, W. L.; W. C. Rowe, W. S.; Everett
Jan. 18, Vera R. Richards. 0
7
3
Felker, W. A. S.; Laura A. Jewell, ,V. 0.;
Feb. 4, Emma Gould.84
0
0
8, Gardner L. llemenwaj .72
8
25 ! II. P. Clifford, Treas ; Mrs. E. A. Carpen10
19
9, Lydia Lassell..77
ter, Sec’y ; P. B. Clifford, G. K.; Dora SanMar. 11, Frances C. Luce. 58
7
It!
born, Ceres; Emma Ames, Pomona; Alartha
9
4
25, George T. Donnell.68
Lane, Flora; Alertie Ames, L. A. S. Re31, In Belfast,
marks were made by Brothers Webb, Lane,
5
12
Joseph If. Dyer.23
Matthew
Lassell.85
3,
0
28
April
Dow, Baclielder, Emmons and others.
"
4
0
7, Sarah A. Bartlett.67
At the regular meeting of Seaside Grange,
19, In Belfast,
William T. Howard.. .68
3
25
Belfast, held last Saturday evening in Odd
24, Rodney Witherspoon. ..76
5
28
Fellows hall, a very iuterestng program was
0
0
May 12, Mary A. Morse.86
Russell
A.
presented by the Lecturer. Airs. Raekliffe.
Buck.
4
0
15
20,
June 1, In Topsfield, Mass.,
In the business session it was voted to se0
16
Ralph L. Knowles... .25
hall
of Odd F’ellows
rental
cure the
6
4, Sanborn McFarland_66
10
evenfor one year for the Saturday
July 14, In Concord, N. 11.,
Daniel Brown.89
2
0
ing meetings at the price made by
.1,0
/A,1,1
LM.IIonm
If
a
ale.
tmiull
to
18, Rebecca A. Mahoney...71
11
18
1
29
28, Frank C. Bean.32
offer
a reward of $250 for the apprehension,
7
17
Aug. 4, Marzette C. Turner.54
or information which might lead to the ar0
18
23, Ralph E. Jones. 0
7
25, Lewis It. Morse.82
2
rest and conviction of the party or parties
Greenleaf
28,
Childs.69
0
20
who caused the fire in the Seaside Grange
0
0
Sept. 6, Ella Larrabee.30
Hall by which it was destroyed on the
15, Andrew K. Fowles.69
10
15
22, In North Vassalboro,
night of January first. The city will offer
Charles A. Dunton_47
1
19
a like amount, making the reward $500.
Oct. 24, Anna V. Thompson....94
8
15
Waldo
Dec. 1, John P. Wellman.80
A very enjoyable meeting of
0
2
9
4, Alden Robbins.77
11
County Pomona Grange was held Jan. 14th,
with Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike.
Receiver Denied.
The officers were all present except Lecand Flora. The meeting was
Portland, Jan.'19. In the matter of the turer, Pomona
presided over by Worthy Master Martin.
United Illuminating company of this city After the opening exercises a class of two
Judge Strout of the Supreme court after a was instructed in the fifth degree. Ten
hearing Saturday decided there is no need
The
for such receiver. This company is a hold- granges responded to the roll call.
ing company for subsidiary companies doing noon recess was then declared, and the
business in Fort Fairfield, Belfast, Kastport
Patrons were well cared for in the dining
Farmington and Dexter. Monday an order
dinner the Grange was again
was issued
restraining it from making a room. After
common law assignment.
called to order and a tine address of welcome was given by Olive Hurd and was
CAMDEN.
fiuely responded to by Annie Clement. The
II. E. Capen of Augusta, proprietor of the
"At the present prices of hay and
topic:
has
the
architects’ plans
Bay View House,
will it pay the fanners to engage in
grain
for au extensive alternation of the hotel,
dairying?” was opened by the Worthy
work upon which will be commenced when
Master, followed by the secretary, J. W.
the preliminary arrangements are completLibby, A. S. Ward, E. Ware, Del. Paul,
ed, and which will result in making the Mrs.
Paul, Small, G. Clark, and Mrs. Cox.
house one of the most modern hotels in this
all thought that good cows would pay
section of the State.
The house is at pre- They
at any time and that it was the best paying
sent a two-story structure with a pitcli roof
branch of stock husbandry. The literary
and containing about forty rooms, only 28
entertainment was: singing by the choir;
of which are large ones. It is the intention
recitation by Maud Ware; rec. by Rose
to add two stories lo the building, also a flat
Arthur Ward; song byroof with central drainage, which will give Tweely; dec. by
Bell Crosby ; readthe house a total of about 60 nice rooms, 20 Mabel Farwell; rec. by
Alice Coruforth ; song by S. M. Phinuf which will be fitted with baths.
On the ing by
The
an encore.
Si st flour the kitchen will be moved to the uey, who responded to
next ureetiug will be with Victor Grange,
rear of the house; some changes will be made
Searsmont, Feb. lltlr, with the following
in the dining room, and a large

room

PERSONAL.
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iug at the home of Mrs. T. P. Logan, returned to Madison Monday.
Mrs. Roy Webber has returned from Banwhere she was smployed as a milliner
for Miss Nellie Crowley.

gor,

Mr. Frank L. Ho mes of Bangor visited
his parents. Mrs. and Mrs. Frank S. Holmes,
at Citypoint last week.

Bridgton Academy has opened for the
winter term. Phil J. Libby of Freedom has
entered the senior class.

The schooner Edith A., which was purchased ill the fall by Norman White, is
hauled out at Lawley’s.
This boat will be
remembered by the yachtsmen that visit
Marblehead iu the summer as having a
very much cut-off stern. Workmen are now
lengthening out the stern which will give
her a much better appearance, and also
make her easier iu a seaway.— Boston
Globe.
Dr. Sherman Perry left Camden last week
for Worcester, Mass., to begin his duties as
intern of the Worcester city hospital.
Dr.
Perry is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Perry. He was graduated successively
from Hebron academy, Colby college, and
the Harvard medical school, and has successfully taken the examinations of the
board ef registation of medicine iu both
Maine and Massachusetts.
He was one of
twenty-five competitors for his position and
The Worcester
one of five to be appointed.
city hospital is the largest but one in the
State of Massachusetts, the Boston city
hospital alone being larger. Camden naturally feels a little pride in the achievement
of this one uf her sons,
Mr. Frank II Hoag returned last week
from a visit with his uncle, David Nutt of
Manchester, X. II., who is seriously ill. Mr.
Nutt is a brother of the late Mrs. Mary J.
Hoag and an uncle of Mrs. Willis E. Hamilton of this city, and has frequently visited
in Belfast. He is the oldest inhabitant of
Manchester and well remembers the homo
of his ancestors, who were among the eariy
settlers of the country and who took up a
large tract of land in New Hampshire on
which the town of Londonderry afterwards
stood. He tells many interesting stories of
the family traditions and early history and
of the famous little man, Commodore Nutt,

Gen. C. W. Tilden of Uailowell attended
the meeting of the State Loan and Building Associations in Lewiston last week.
The Journal had a call Monday from Mr.
C. A. Lewis, the treasurer oT the Fairfield
Journal Publishing Co. of Fairfield, Me.
Wilbur Knowles of this village was called
to Thorndike last week by the death of his
sister, Mrs. Edward Littlefield.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.
Miss Flora Putnam of Thomaston was
the guest last week of her cousin, Mr. L.
C. Putnam and also visited at the home of
Maynard C. Bean.

4t

THE CHURCHES.
The week of prayer at the Methodist
Church was continued through last week,
with good attendance and much interest.
The subject of the morning sermon Sunday at 10.45 <it the Universalist church will
be, “Thou Bringest Certain Strange Things
to Our Ears.” Sunday school at 12, m.
First Parish church ^Unitarian). Service
Sunday at 10.45 a. in., with sermon by
the pastor; subject, “Something more about
Unitarian Beliefs.” Sunday school at 12
noon ; subject of study, “Jerusalem Saved.”
next

Capt. J. 0. Hayes left Monday noon to
join his vessel in Portland after a few days
There will be services next Sunday in the
visit with his family. He will sail shortly
chapel at East Northport at 10.45 a. in. Serfor Newport News, Va.
mon by the pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
ClemMrs. R. F. Dunton and Mrs. Amos
ent left yesterday morning for Lewiston to
attend the midwinter meeting of the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs.

Jerry Hayes, who is employed on cable
work for the New England Telephone Co.,
spent Sunday at his home in Belfast and returned to Guilford, Monday noon.
Miss Myra Ladd of Bucksport is visiting
friends in Portland for a short time. Later
she will leave for Philadelphia, where she
w ill spend the winter with relatives.
Mr. White is a summer resident at Saturday (love, Northport, and the owner of a
handsome yawl-rigged yacht in which he
had an engine installed last summer.

Services in the Woods school house at 2.00

p.

in.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially
we come.

Following are the officers of the MethSunday school for the ensuing year:
Supt., Frank P. Blodgett; Asst. Supt., C.
F. Merriam; Treasurer, Sabiiu* Morey;
Librarian, Lana Pendleton; Asst. Librarian, li ving Ingersoll; Pianist, Elizabeth
odist

Chamberlain.
The appointments at the Baptist church
for the week are as follows:
regular
preaching service at 10.45 a. in. Sunday
morning and 7.30 Sunday evening; Sunday
school at noon; Christian endeavor at (>.30
Sunday evening. There is a social meeting
of the Brotherhood on Wednesday evening
at 7 30 and prayer meeting at 7.30 Thursday
evening. Seats are free, all are welcome.

Guy Gurney, son of the late Richard
Gurney of Belfast, called on his mother recently in Washington, I). C. lie was on
his way to Atlanta, Georgia, where he will
have a government position.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quin,by, Mr.
Charles A. Pilsbury and Miss Marguerite
1). Pilsbury, Mrs. A. C. Burgess and Miss
There will be a service at Trinity ReGrace E. Burgess will leave today to attend formed church next
Sunday at 2.30 p. m.,
the Maine Press Association meeting and with sermon
by the pastor, Rev. William
Portland.
in
bat,quel
Vaughan. Sunday school immediately afRex C. Gellerson, University of Maine, ter the service. Prayer meeting this, Thurs'07, who is employed by the State Experi- day, evening at 7.30 o’clock. The seats are
ment Station to collect samples of fertiliz- free and a welcome is extended to all.
etc., from the dealers over the State for
examination at the Station, was in town on
business last Friday.

ers,

The following nominations were made by
Governor Cobb Tuesday:
Agent for the
prevention of cruelty to children—Elizabeth
L. Brackett, Belfast; inland fish and game
warden—Walter 1. Neal, Waldo; Trial Justioe—Franklin A. Greer, Belfast.

North church Christian Endeavor
was pleasantly entertained by Kev.
and Mrs. I). L. Wilson at the parsonage
Wednesday evening, Jan. 15th. An auction
was the special feature of the evening and
the bidding was spirited. Games were
played and cuafing dish refreshments served. The evening closed with the singing of
The

Society

college songs.
Guy Tibbetts, who has been visiting his | The services for the week at the North
mother, Mrs. Louisa M. Tibbetts, for the j Congregational church will be as follows:
past few weeks, left January 15th for Mon- Junior (’. E. meeting this, Thursday, afterMr. Tibbetts is engaged in sheep noon at 3.00; prayer meeting at 7.30; subtana.
He ject, Every Day Living. Eccles. 9-10; Gal.
raising add has been very successful.
expects to visit Belfast again in about two 0:10; Knights of King Arthur Friday evening at 7.00; morning worship Sunday at
years.
The many Belfast friends of Ralph Emery 10.45, with sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L.
will be pleased to learn that on Jan. 14th he Wilson ; Sunday school at 12 m. missionary
meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society
was elected vice president of the Citizens
at 7.30. A cordial
National bank of Independence, Kansas, of 8 30; evening worship

and a director in the First National Bank
and the Kalamazoo Trust Co., both of Kalamazoo,

Michigan.

lion, and Mrs. I). N. Mortland of Rockland, well known in this city, have gone to
New York en route for Mexico for the remainder of the winter. They will go from
New York to Vera Cruz by steamer, touching at Havana, and by rail from Vera Cruz
to

Mexico City.

Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Pattee and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett of this city attended the funeral of Capt. E. VV. Pendleton in Islesboro last Friday. When Mrs. Follett was
a little girl she went to Islesboro on an excursion and fell overboard, and was rescued
by Capt. Pendleton.

Tuesday, Jan. 21st, was the birthday of
Mrs. II. C. Maiden and she entertained a
number of her friends in the evening.
Bridge was enjoyed, refreshments served
and the hostess was duly congratulated.
Mrs. John Stevens and little son from
Rockland were present.
Miss Mildred L. Prentiss of Brewer, a
sister of II. M. Prentiss of this city, and
Miss Beulah F. Philbrook of Belfast have
important roles in the play, “The Rector,”
which is to be presented at the University
of Maine, Friday evening, Jan. 31st, by the
students in the department oh public speak-

ing.
The Journal had a pleasant call yesterday
from Hon. George L. Merrill of Dixfield,
who came to Searsportto install the officers
of the Blue Lodge. Mr. Merrill installed
the officers of the Blue Lodge in this city
just after the dedication of the Masonic
Temple. He finds that here as in Searsport
many of his old brother Masous have passed away.
Miss Dorothea Beach, the daughter of
President David N. Beach of the Bangor
Theological Seminary, and Miss Pattison
of London, England, arrived last Friday to
be the guests of Miss Avis M. Morison.
Miss Beach returned to Bangor Monday,
and Miss Pattison will leave this noon for
New York, from which port she sails on
Satursday for England.

invitation is extended to all to attend the
services.

The services next Sunday at the Methodist church will be as follows: at 10.45 a.
ni., preaching by the pastor, Rev. Albert E.
Luce; at 12 m. Bible school, Frank P.
Blodgett supt.; at 3 p. in., Junior Kpworth
League, Miss Lillian Spinney, supt.; at
7.30 p. m. Evangelistic service, conducted
by the pastor. Chorus singing and all seats

Tuesday at 7.30 p. m., Kpworth
League, conducted by members of the
League. Thursday at 7.30 p. m., class meeting, conducted by the pastor. Wednesday
evening, Jan. 29ih, the dollar social, wherein the donor will he expected to tell some
free.

odd ways which were taken to earn the dollar.
This social will be held in the church
vestry and much interest and pleasure will
be taken in the affair.
Outlook in

the

Shoe

Trade.

thorough investigation of the prospects
of the shoe business, coveting practically
all the significant territory, which has reeeiitiy been made, yields much valuable inAs regards the situation in
humation.
New England, local inanulacturei s agree
that, while there may be no rush demand at
present, the outlook for the immediate
From various
future is more than hopeful.
quarters reports agree that the slack demand affects the lower grade of goods alone.
Brockton, as producing a type of highgrade shoes, feels this distinction least.
Ly nnt producing in general a medium grade
(d shoes, feels it only slightly
Of ninety
manufacturers consulted, representing not
l lieisea,
but
Salem,
Danvers,
only Lynn,
Everett and Beverly, the report is, on the
favorable
conditions
for
the
whole, of
presit is from
ent, and excellent prospects,
Worcester that the reply is least hopeful,
and even there the factories w ill run to full
capacity as soon as the spring trade opens.
Elsewhere, with minor qualifications, the
market has quickened.—The Boston TranA

script.
PliOSFECT FERRY.

Mrs. J. S. Uarriman died Sunday night
her home, after a short illness. Obituary
next week....Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Proctor
A. Avery’s several days last
were at G.
week, returning to their home in Dorches
ter, Mass., last Monday. They came here
with the body of their little son, Harry
Brown Proctor, last Friday....The body of
Mrs. Pheobe Sherburne was brought here
from Hallowed last Friday for burial by
her son E. D. Sherburne. Obituary next
week.
it

County Correspondence.
WALDO.

|

occurred Jan. 14th after an illness of two
days. She will be greatly missed, not only
in her family but in the neighborhood, for
she was an active, diligent worker in Jhe
church and in every good cause and was
President of the Ladies’ Aid at the time

HOW 1 CURED SWEENY AND FISTULA.

doing good work under their
Frank Whiting,
teacher, Mr. Niokerson

students

are

!

“I want to tell you how I saved one of our
who has charge of the town farm, under- : horses that had a fistula. We had the horse
Dr.
went a critical operation last week.
doctor out and he said it was so bad that he
Hunt of Bangor was the surgeon, assisted did not thiuk he could cure it, and did nqt
come
by Drs. Newcomb and t ook.
Then we tried Sloan’s Liniment
—

sewing circle has been formed in Waldo
again.
to make fancy and useful articles for a fair
She leaves a husband, an
t.f her death.
and it cured it up nicely.
to be held in the near future, the proceeds
|
LIBERTY1
1
lsora
(laughter, one sister, Mrs.
“One day last spring I was plowing for a
to go toward a new High school building in adopted
Mrs. Merrow of Bangor is visiting her
of Waterville, three brothers,
and
l'lie society invites each and every Gilpatrick
town,
Mrs. W. L. Cargill.AH the neighbor who had a horse with sweeny,
daughter,
Mr. .Janies Myrick of Waterville, Lincoln
I told him about Sloan’s Liniment and he
citizen to contribute something toward the
schools closed last Friday, except the school
rick of Albans and Willis of Unity.
it cured his
fair and also to patronize the sociables held M3
in the Bradstreet district and the High had me get a bottle for him, and
with their families, were present
has returned from j horse all right, and he goes off now like a
Young
for the purpose. The Circle w ill meet to- All,
school.Eben
at the
funeral, which was he’d at
his colt.
morrow, Friday,'afternoon with Mrs. Clias.
Brewer, where ire has been visiting
C. Lamb
home
the
“We had a horse that had sweeny awiully
Friday, Rev. J
in
the
sociable
and
with
a
supper
Mrs. W. I.. Benner.Monthly conHubbard,
sister,
A large attendance and a pronever going to
evening- Please leave donations for the fait officiating.
ference at the church Saturday1, Jan. 25th, ! bad and we thought it was
flowers gave te9timoh3r
('reaching service Sunday ! be any good, but we used Sloan’s Liniment
either with the President, Mrs. Mary Clem- fusion of beautiful
at 2.30 o’clock,
E and it cured it up nicely. I told another
to the esteem in which the deceased was
ents, or the Secretary, Mrs. C. W. Shorey.
morning at 10.30 O’clock by Rev. E.
The burial was in Fairview Cemeheld.
neighbor about it and he said it was the
have been a very
Morse.What
might
SWAN V ILL K CENTER.
best Liniment he ever used.
tery.
was discovered at the residence
fire
serious
Hon. A. K. Nickerson, E. li. Littlefield and
“We are using Sloan’s Sure Colic Cure
Hunt one day last
of Mrs. William H.
the Fuel & Hay Co., lielfast, each loaded a THORNDIKE.
had
and
towels
we think it is all right.”
some
room
Mrs.
In
a
of
week.
spare
The many friends in (his vicinity
car of hay the last of last week at Waldc
A. I). Bruce, Aurelia, la.
fallen against an o-’erdieated receiver in
were shocked to learn of
Whitaker
Lizzie
his
is
Webb
visiting
par
Station.Calvin
fire and gradually
the
catching
at her home in Troy last
death
chimney,
sudden
her
of
Sears
ents.Mr. and Mrs. Fred Small
the
week. Over 20 members of Harvest Moon burning, until it had burned through
WINTER ON BOON ISLAND.
port visited Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Kobertsor
was discov
fire
The
cellar.
was a worth}' memthe
she
floor
into
which
of
Wednesday.Alfred Madducks cut, splii Grange,
to atber, were present at her funeral Frida}'.... ered by James Rowell when he came
Some Facts About the Folks There and How
and piled 1!) feet of cord wood in 8 hours on<
Mrs. James Clements was called to Lynn, tend to the furnace and he promptly called
was
theooldesi
.Jan.
15th
week
last
They Spent Christmas.
day
been
Mass., Monday to attend the funeral of her assistance. The fire had probably
in the Center for the w inter so far—4 below
The little family that comprises the
Clements
hours.Lasl
several
smouldering for
sister, Miss Carrie Calder.. Ralph
zero.Quite a number in this town vril
entire population of Boon Island this
is quite ill with the grip. Mrs. Elden Ward, Sunday, through the generosity and good
Ilale
Lodge in Searsport...
join the new K of
numbers just eight souls.
winter
Liberthe
Palmer
will of the many subscribers of
Mrs. E. II. Ward and Mrs. M. P.
Mrs. Small and daughter are gaining slowly
his wife,
and Belfast Telephone Company, Miss and hearty are the Keeper and
ty
are also on the sick list—E. A. Carpenter
....John McKeeu and wife from Hardwick
at
Mr. and Mrs. Williams. Their years
of Brooks bought a wood lot on the place Annie l’roctor the popular “hello” giri
N. II., visited his mother, Mrs. Ileal, severs
the central office iu North Searsmout, was seem to rest very lightly upon them
as the Robert Hanson farm several
known
days last week_Miss Louisa Robertsou h
and
they have
months ago, and Burton Gross has con- presented with a beautiful gold watch
and the many seasons
attending the High school iu Searsport.
The presenta
tracted to cut a large quantity of cord wood chain, suitably inscribed.
weathered upon the lonely little island
her val
to them ail
for him. He has ten men with him and tiou was a mark of appreciation of
appear to endear their home
Horace T. Muzzy of Somerville, Mass., i; they are piling it up fast. The wood will be uable services, always rendered in such f
the more; and such a thing as pining
be
We
manner.
I for shore life, except to see their friends
in town on business.A. G. Caswell ant
shipped from Thorndike station another pleasant and agreeable
the person win and relatives once in awhile, never ocC. Q. Blown made a business trip to Hock
fall. .Elden Ward has improved the light lieve we have yet to find
i
are the First
land last Friday... Mr. and Mrs. Charlei snow in yarding out a nice lot. of cord, spool has ever received anything but a pleasam I curs to them. Then there
1 and Second assistant keepers, BlackTin
Hunt of Augusta are guests of Mr. ant and pulp wood. In fact., he has a regular reply from our popular “hello” girl.
ii 1 wood and Allen, each having his wife
Mrs. W. S. Hunt.Albert Thompson ha;
wood yard, and passers by say there is subscription originated with friends
with him this winter, the latter couple
w'as added to by suhscri
and
Althis
Ho
was
aeeom
village,
Ward’s
Mass.
returned to Lowell,
something doing at neighbor
I having a little girl. And really this
L
the
reached
the
towns
all
bers
from
by
the
from
bion Kinney and wife have moved
panied by his sister, Mrs. Matilda Iiey
little tot is the most important personGross house into the house vacated in the and B. T. Co. Miss Proctor was agreeably age upon the island. She holds a very
nolds. who will spend the winter there.
w
ith
the
gift
and
much
pleased
warm place in the hearts of all, and virfall by Mr. and Mrs. John M. Ward. surprised
Mrs. Nathan Hunt visited her sister, Mrs
is commander iu chief of the
of Water- _Another landmark is soon to disappea
and
tually
L.
Merrick
J.
family
K. K. Packard last week.Miss Stella
Mafpr
Besides there is Miss
whole garrison.
and from our village, as it is rumored that tin
last
night
were
Saturday
of
Miss
Jen
ville
was
the
guests
of
Morrill
guest
Berry
a place for tin <
Seaward, a niece of Mr. and Mrs. WilProf. L. C. Bate
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. \N. Ward- grist mill, so many years
nie Meservey last week
liams, who is spending the winter with
Mrs. A. H. Higgins went to Vassal boro last farmers to bring their grain to be ground
man of Auburn lectured to a crowded uousi )
them. That makes eight, and a very
mill stone
the
and
to
!
Cutnr.i.iv .ifftirmum to tissist her sister. Mrs.
is
be
discontinued,
little company it is.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 15th, many com
I Millard Gilmore, whose children have all are to be removed to make room for Mr congenial
The island folk recently have puring from the adjoining towns to listen ti
uusmwa
umumue
s
neimeu
increasing
chased a motor boat. That is sotuebeen very ill with diphtheria—Clarence
.heir old-time friend, lie was the guest o
tin
thing they never had before though
Adams and wife of Camden were guests Lack of business is responsible for
Mi. and Mrs. A. G. Caswell while in town
farmer, 1 long needed, and they find its posseslast week of Mr. and Mrs. K. S. Hogan- closing of the grist mill as many
JACKSON.
sion verv convenient. fI hey bought it
of raisin*
Mrs. Lord of Detroit is visiting her daugh- now buy western grain instead
.it 1 oik naiuoi.
J. J. Walker re I of Clifford Armstrong
has
it
as in former years
N.
Mrs. Laura Chase has gone to Livennon
Higgins
Mrs.
Otis
Crosby...-V.
ter,
Seldom a week passes now that someFails to nuise Mrs. L. G. Hatch, who has ; 1 received three handsome calendars from turned from Boston last Saturday—
one of the island does not come ashore
One
Mr. and Mrs. Hatch wen 1 Willard Parsons of Concord, Mass.
Ralph Dennett, salesman for the Kmersoi after the mail, and the distance from
young daughter.
former residents of this town-Mr. an< ! bus the flag of our Union, which Virgo Adams Co. of Bangor was in town ove
shore does not seem so far and at times
so impossible as it did without a power
Mrs. K. H Fletcher and son Ralph visitei I loves so well; one the birthplace of Henry Sunday.
boat.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Fletcher of Belfast ias
It. Thoreau, and one “The Pet of the Farm’’.
villi:.
mo s
No very severe storms have been
Satui day and Sunday.... F. II. Brown wa
_Willie p. Higgins of Salem, Mass, is at
The remains of William Jackson, a for
experienced on the island so far this
in Jl-ifast, Friday on business conneetet
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
winter. That of Nov. Wth was the
nier citizen of this town, were brought hen
with the creamery.Weston Jewett is 01 ! S. Higgins, for a few weeks..
Although
worst, and during that gale the sea
for interment Jan. 17th, in Mt.Repose Cem
His many friends and patron;
ck list.
V\ ill has been in Salem for several years he
tinwashed completely over the island hut
Mont
born
in
was
The
deceased
! etery.
tea route are anxiously awaiting hi.
lias not forgotten the art of handling wood,
did no damage. The southeast blow of
life
ii
of
his
the
ville
and
greater part
spent
Caleb V. Kimball, one of ou
two weeks ago was a pretty heavy one,
as the nice pile at the door testifies....Sunlrecovery..
but about two years ago he went u
but its duration was very brief. The
bought some town,
it,.r Abbott mid soil of Knox
poo
uiiiest residents, who has been in
B
Waterville to live with his son, George
northwest tale of Sunday, Jan. 5th,
health for a long time, remains about tin | hemlock on the Milton Ward farm, and are
hardest from that
one of the
Jackson, where he died-Jan. 14th of pneu
was
The farmers in town are busy fill
busily engaged in yarding the logs by the
san
monia at the age of 77 years, 2 months ant
quarter they have ever encountered,
to haul to mill when
i
in
readiness
Ola
Webb
houses.Miss
their
ice
highway
ing
the display of surf being magnificent.
lie was a veteran of the Civil War
2 days,
snow comes.
attending school at Kent’s Hill this winter
When the weather is clear the men
serving the greater part of the time in tin
_M j-s Mary Kich has rented her house a
at work in the tower during the daylie
had
beei
For
many years
Signal Corps.
API'LKTON.
time or on dutv at night take much in
the village to Harry White. Mrs. Kich ant
Mi;
Tuesday, Jan. 14th, at 12 o’clock noon, fire a cripple, from sciatic rheumatism.
terest in watching the evidences of life
her family have moved to Charleston, Me.
from the roof of life-long occupation was that of a shoi
was discovered coming
and movement upon the mainland. With
FKEKDOM.
Liudlej Gushee’s store at Gushee’s Corner. maker, beginning in the days when tin powerful glasses the intervening space
Tlie concert at the Congregational Churcl: Mrs. Gushee had just left the Store to go to workman made his own pegs. Me was
ot nine miles is overcome to an aston\\ ednesday evening, Jan. 15th, by the Acnit
ishing degree. For a radius of many
the house. Mr. Gushee was at North Apple- man of exemplary character, honored an<
miles small objects are easily discerned
Conceit Co. of Belfast was a decided sue
Me leave,
ton delivering goods. Miss Gertrude Sher- respected by all who knew him.
often readily detercess.
F.very one felt that they had got their man was the first person to give tiie alarm, a widow', two sons, a daughter and twi | and their character
mined. For instance a little boat patmoney’s worth_Frank Flye has rentei; which she did by sending telephone messages brothers to mourn their loss.Mrs. F. S i
ting out of York Harbor is quickly
the Lottie Vose store and will move in soon
Mall of North Searsmont closed her >ear’,
to Mrs. Gusheeand people in the vicinity. A
picked up in their vision, and so famil_A<]a Plummer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
iar are they with all craft hereabout
large company of men, women and children work in the Kingdom school Jan. lGtb
A. A. Thompson of this place, is very sick
Great improvement was in evidence ove
that its identity is soon established. In
were soon on the spot, but it was too late to
has
Her
mother
in
Monroe.
at her home
case of a blow they keep these little
the preceding terms, which goes to prov<
save the building or stock of goods. Nothing
fisher boats well in view’, and they are
gone to care for her.... Albra Flye of Brigh- was saved, not even the books. The high that it is a great waste of both the pupil;
prepared to render assistance at a moton, Mass., is visiting his mother, Susai] wind prevailing at the time was carrying time and the town’s money to change teach
meat’s warning. At night the lights
|
Winnie Dodge has a class of eight the blazing cinders directly on to the build- ers
Five..
as
is
too
often
the
every term,
practice along the shore keep them company
j
the
street.
S.
Gushee
across
that she is teaching instrumental music
of
Mr.
U.
It is safe to say that the pupils made a; 'I
ings
through many weary hours of watchHarry Bangs entertained the whist club in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hills occupj the dwel- much progress in the terra just closed a; II ing. House lights as they appear and
K.
hall
G.
A.
evening-The
Monday
the
ling, and preparations were made to remove in the two other terms of the year. Mrs ! disappear are sort of an index to them
1
primary school in the village closed Friday the household goods, but this was not nec- Mall is a teacher who is well trained am that convey various impressions of
! what is going on in different homes.
until
Kith....
March
and will not open again
essary, as the buildings were saved by most faithful in her work, and it is certain
! An unusual display of lights indicate
The Literal} <".nb will hold their next meet- the roofs being covered with snow. Notand
towi
the
of
the
school
interest
Jy for
sort of festivity is in proging with Mrs. Katrina Bryant. They will withstanding this fact the stable was tw ice that she be retained for another year. Mrs I that some
ress, and thus their impressions betake up the. lite of Kudyanl Kipling—R.
was
store
Mr.
Gushee’s
on
fire.
he
found to
Mall was the recipient of many usefu ] come so sensitized that they are able
F i.)uuton, I'---*i-, ot Belfast was in town on insured for &450, the stock of goods for 81,presents, including handkerchiefs, station i to form very accurate conclusions.
business last week.... Minnie Webb, w ho 500. Mr. Gushee has not decided what he
follow the lights of the trolery, a gold mounted water set and othe: ■; They can
1ms i.een very sick with the grip, is gaining will
but will continue to supply his cus- useful articles.
ley cars creeping along on the shore.
do,
with ai
The
school
closed
Mal tha Vose is visiting her brother,
slew 1}
could furnish evidence if they
tomers with goods and either buy or build exhibition which was far superior to tin j They
i were late or ahead of time, if it happenCharles .Johnson, in Waterville.
a store.Friday evening the officersone held at the close of
the preceding ;
ed they should note the fact. A midelect of
Appleton I. 0. 0. F. Lodge term. The pupils all did well and were
< KM
it MM OI.NVIM.i;.
night car will tell them that a party
L.
Fred
D.
D.
G.
installed
M,
were
by
more at ease than before, showing in thii : from York have been enjoying an eveuThe schools iii town will close this week
as
L.
Lambert
L.
assisted
by
case that additional training had not beer ! ing at the theater, and so in many varEugley,
for the winter vacation.11. E. Rankin
Grand Marshal, C, VV. Creamer as G. W, in vain. During the evening Mr. Charles E : ious ways the people of the little island
has gone C New York, where he has emhave power to overcome their isolation
E. G. Homier as G. K. Sec. all of Germania Davis entertained at various times w ith hi:
ployment as an attendant in King’s Bark
in some degree, and by means seldom
and J. C. Fuller as G. F.
Waldoboro,
Lodge,
Mr.
and
Charles
A.
Boyntoi
lie-pita. Frank Rhodes of Rockland Sec. and II. N. Titus as G. Treasurer of Ap- phonograph,
; thought of by dwellers upon the mainfavored the company with two vocal solo:
was a -iiiest at John C. Dean’s a few' days
land who behold Boon Island’s bright
Lodge. The officers installed are as with violin accompaniment. Following ii
pleton
ia.-t week.Mrs. Sarah Young of Bosi light beaming out across the deep
follows: Elmer Sprague, N. G.; Ormanel the program: concert recitation, “Our Coun
I night by night, and express their conton is visiting her sister, Mrs. David MaKeene, V. G.; F. E. Cat kin, R. Sec.;” Harry try,” by the school; essay, “The Stars anc ! cern and sympathy for the lonlmess of
honey.Mr. and Mjs. Charles Stevens
David
F.
Treasurer;
Hall,
Pease,
Sec.;
Mattie Boynton; class exercise its people.
pleasantly entertained friends at their new Zuinglas Gurnej, Warden; J. O. Sherman, Stripes,”
Christmas was a memorable occasion
“Welcome,” Blanche Wing, Aurelia Luce
Mr. and
home last last Saturday evening
On the night before
W.
E.
II.
N.
S.
on Boon Island.
G.;
Conductor; Isaac Ilale,
Marion
Mildred
Match,
Hannan,
Gladys
Mrs. Willis McKinney are doing light housewas
Prescott, L. S. N. G.; J. C. Fuller, It. S. V. Hannan. Gracie Match and Ida T)avi«: reel j things happened—something really
In fact Santa Claus found so
keeping for the winter in the store tenement G.; F. L. Waterman, L. S. V. G.; Ilavid
!
doing.
tation, “Greetings,” by Mildred and Gladys much business to transact there that
of N D. Ross.... Mrs. Abbie Cross and son
Esaney, I. G.; Jesse Gnshee, O. G.; Will C. llannan; recitation, “A Hoy’s Speech,’ j be came
I erey of Camden spent Saturday and Sunvery near missing other very
R. S. S.; IS. J. Ness. L. S. S.; James
Perry,
Charlie Luce; recitation, "The Garden I important engagements on the main
day at J. W. Miller’s.Miss Margaret
The
installation
was
Fuller, Chaplain.
House,” Marion Hatch; class exercise, ; land. Of course they didn’t have a
Jackson has just closed a most successful
to invited guests, and the largest
was out of the
public
Minnie Boynton, Beulal i Christmas tree—that
“Washington,”
at
the
with
an
atterm of school
village,
But Santa Claus didn’t mind
company ever seen in the hall was in atquestion.
Helen
ElCharlie
Fuller
and
Luce,
Wing,
tendance of thirty pupils. She presented
that a bit. The chimney place answertendance. Music for the occasion was pro- mer
Davis; recitation, “The Hillside Coast- ed bis
each pupil w ith a neat little souvenir of her
purpose just as well, as Mr.
vided by Waterman’s orchestra consisting
“An
Incideul
er,” Laura Choate; recitation,
school the last day. Miss Jackson has taught
Allen,the second assistant keeper, will
of Fred L. Waterman, leader and clarinetof War,” Marian Atkinson; essay, “The tell you. There were gifts galore—two
several schools in this district and is held in
ist, Dr. li. II. Keller, clarinet, Mrs. Frank Two
Princes,” Leola Choate; recitation, big bushel baskets full, and before
high esteem by her pupils ami her associBerry, violinist, and Mrs. Ava Simmons
II
I'
Yf.
..f
rn.,m.aof..n «.wl
“Dolly's Birthday,” Gladys Hannan; reci- Santa Claus got through distributing
pianist. After remarks by visiting memthem be was red as a boiled lobster and
or Not Guilty,” Pearl Oxton
Mis. II. 1). Ilolt ot Lewiston was called to
bers of the order, Rev. G. A. Chapman and tion, “Guilty
That was a
like a porpoise.
puffed
“When
I’m
a
Mildred
the
serious
illness
of
week
recitation,
this
Woman,”
town
by
others, all were conducted to the banquet
very happy night tor the one little girl
class
“When
Are
We
Mrs.
James
who
unHannan;
exercise,
their mother,
Moody,
inhabitant of that sea-girt isle, and
hall, where a bountiful repast was served.
Men,” Horace Atkinson, Frank Meservey, doubtless visions of sugar plums are
derwent a surgical operation for appendiis
citis at her home Friday. She
doing as MONltOE.
Raymond Pinkham, Charlie Luce, Elmer still dancing in her brain. Then there
The village school taught by Miss Flora Davis and Eldeu Choate; recitation, “The were games and song—yes, they are
well as could be expected at this writing.
K. I’.. Fottle, who has been confined to the Tasker closed Jan. 15th, after a very suc- Grumbling Man,” Grace Luce; recitation,
quite a musical little colony. Mrs.
Allen plays the organ, and her husband
Abuut twenty-five parents “Iain a Little Country Lass,” Ida Davis
house, lias so far recovered as to call upon cessful term.
does a very clever turn with the violia,
lie is attended by Dr. Ann- and friends were present and listened to a tableau, “The Little Flower Girl,” Gladje j
his friends,
and when the entire population of the
strong.... Davis Rnbeinstein of Rockland very nice program, which was well carried llannan; dialogue, “The Four Judges,” island
pipes up the thunder of the surf
j
out by the pupils. It consisted of recitawas in town this week.
Bernice Bennett, Pearl Oxton, Clara Me- upon the rocks outside will dwindle inj
and
music.
The
dialogues
tions, songs,
servey, Leola Choate, Grace Luce, Bernice j to comparative insignificance.
Really,
I itov.
! children ditl credit to themselves and their
Prescott; recitation, “Nellie’s Troubles,” I when all is said and done, life upon
Mi.-. Isa Call, widow of the late Frank
isn’t
Boon
in
mid-winter
At the close of the entertainment Aurelia Luce;
teacher.
Island even
recitation, “The Little |
Call of Troy, died in Eurnhuin Jan. 11th at
the pupils presented their teacher with two Light,” Minnie Boynton; dialogue, “Have half bad.—The Old York Transcript.
Mrs.
Ifickthe home of her daughter,
Roy
handsome framed pictures, which a Place for Everything,” Horace Atkinson,
The deceased also leaves an aged very
fonl.
Of Vital Importance
testified to the esteem in which they held Raymond Pinkham, Minnie Boynton, Beumother, Mrs. Sarah Norton, whose home
No other
of the body are so essenher.A little daughter was born to Mrs. lah
Wing and Laura Choate; recitation, tial to good organs
is in Winterport. The inteiment was in
health as the kidneys. Foley’s
Fred Fogg last week....The remains of Dr. “Girls
Wanted," Beulah Wing; recitation, Kidney Remedy makes the kidneys healthy
Fail-view Cemetery in Troy.Willard
Benj. Colson of Bangor were brought to his “Boys Wanted,” Horace Atkinson ; tableau, so that they will strain out the impurities
Norton of Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
native town for interment in the village “The Bashful Lovers,” Pearl Oxton and from the blood which is eonsautly passing
Norton were guests of Mr. and Mrs. ft. 11.
through them. Commence taking Foley’s
last week. He was widely known Charlie
Luce; class exercise, “A Bouquet Kidney Remedy at the first sign of danger.
Ward Sunday.E. P. Hopkins of Ply- cemetery
and had many friends in Monroe.The of Flowers,” Helen
R. 11. Moody.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laura
with
Choate,
Fuller,
Wednesday
mouth spent
W. C. T. U. met with MissS. A. Mansur, Agatha Hatch, Belva Davis, Aurelia
Luce;
T. \\. Hawes.Mrs. Lizzie Smith, who
The January number of the New
vice president, and who acts as president in recitation, “Why Betty Didn’t
Laugh,”
has been very sick with the grip, is thought
England
Magazine has an interesting
The
the
Mrs.
Woodman.
meetabsence
of
attended
Dr.
Gracie
is
by
Hatch; recitation, “A Child’s Dec- story “Defying Napoleon” written by
to be improving. She
A
True
was very pleasant.
uumber
lamation,”
monologue,
ing
goodly
McLaughlin;
that
the
Dr.
It is a true
M. T. Dodge. All are rejoiced
“Aunt Betsey Dawkins Goes to the City,’’ E. C. Plummer of Bath.
were present, including visitors by invitais able to be on the road. For some winHazel Luce; recitation, “The Golden Keys,” story of the capture of a Portland prisome
rewho
encouraging
tion,
gave
very
Agatha Hatch; recitation, “The Farmer’s vateerraan at Memel, Prussia, in 1809.
ters past he lias, a greater part of the time,
The next meet- Point of View,” Stephen Bagley; dialogue,
marks and kindly words.
been confined to office practice.The
“The
Lost Opportunity,” Hazel Luce, Mawith
Mrs.
Annie
Conant_Our
will be
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE
many friends of Mrs. Josie Ferguson are ing
rian Atkinson and Hattie Boynton; recitaLa grippe coughs are dangerous as they
illness. new deputy sheriff, Frank Littlefield, is at- tion, “Johnny’s Opinion of Grandmothers,”
her
serious
of
learn
to
grieved
Folto business and Monroe bids fair to Eugene Tenney; recitation, “Grandfather’s frequently develop into pneumonia.
Fred R. Weymouth lias closed liis school tending
Helen Fuller; tableau, “Faith ey's Honey and Tar not only stops the cough
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Spectacles,”
be
a dry town
Sanford
Rates
at
studies
his
College.
but heals and strengthens the lungs so that
and returned to
from Dover spent a few days with in the Red, White and Blue,” Ida Davis; no serious results need be feared. The gen_Miss Estelle Harding has begun anoth- Ritchie
recitation, Blanche Wing; recitation, “Come uine
M.
E.
a
short
his
Mrs.
time
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no
Ritchie,
mother,
Little Leaves,” Harold Hatch; class exerEtna.Miss Lora
er temi of school in
drugs and is in a yellow package.
ago.Miss Mary Plummer of Searsport is cise, “Good Bye,” Blanche Wing, Aurelia harmful
Refuse
substitues. R. H. Moody.
Harding is at home from Cornville, where
Marian Hatch, Mildred llannan,
Luce,
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
a
few
weeks
R.
spending
she has been teaching.The community
llannan, Gracie Hatch and Ida
W. Mayo_l’ayson Smith, State superin- Gladys concert
How to Avoid Pneumonia
Davis;
recitation, “The Red, White
was greatly slioeked to learn of the sudden
of
the
tendent
visited
school
and Blue,” by the school.
High
You can avoid pneumonia and other serischools,
which
Trafton
Whitaker,
Mrs.
of
death
ous results from a cold by taking Foley’s
recently. lie praised the school highly and
A
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PROBATE COURT PROCEEDINGS.

Petition for new license to sell real estate
Lemuel F., Norman G., and Alma S.
Woodbury, minors, of Morrill, granted.
Petitions for allowance granted to estates
of Edwin Coombs, late of Isles boro, and
Seldeu Hancock, late of Burnham.
Petition by heir of devisee of estate of
of

|

—

fOl£T$HMEr«riftR
heelsluntfi
cotttfh

•tops the

end

be a standard school. A
be added this year, and
assistant teacher will be employed. The

said it would
new
an

soon

laboratory is

to

FOLEYSHONET^IAR
fur uhUdruai tafu, turu. No upiatut

Honey and Tar. It stops the cough, heals
the lungs, and expels the cold from the system. Refuse any but the genuine in the
yellow package. R. H. Moody.

is

true

V

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy "! tins onlei to In* 1
published three weeks successively in I'he Republican .Journal, published at Belfast, that they ;

A

true

to

be

held

copy.

(Has.

p.

Hazeltine, Regi

11' v i,DO SS.--in Court

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

count
auee.

of Probate,

held a:

of administratien

said estate fora,:

oi

Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
ty, that all persons interested may attend
Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, on the
day of February next, and show cause, it
they have, why the said account should not
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Jud,
A true copy.
Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Regisi-

certain instrument, purporting to be an authenticated copy of the last will and testathereof of Laura
Tliurscounty of Middlesex, State
of Massachusetts, deceased, having been present
ed for probate, with a petition praying that the
copy or said will may be allowed, tiled and recorded in the Probate Court of said County of
Waldo, and that letters be issued to Eben F. Littlefield.

IT7ALDO 88.—In Court of Probate, held at
YY
last, on the 14th day of January, 1
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
Charles B. Coombs, administrator, with the
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
annexed, on the estate of Mary I> Cottrell,
oublished three weeks successively in The Repubof Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
seated his first ami final account of adminis
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
tion of said estate for allowance.
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the secOrdered, That notice thereof be given, r
ond Tuesday of February next, at- ten of the
in The Republican Join
weeks
clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, up- i newspaper published in Belfast, in said CV
all
interested
that
may attend at
persons
and
allowed.
proved
he held at Belfast, on the lithe.!
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
| bate Court,to
February ntxt, and slmw cause, if any they
A true Copy—Attest:
why the*said account should nor oe allowed
Chas P. Ha/.ki.tinf. Register.
GEO. E. JOHNSON Jim.

successively,

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
uary, A. L>. 1908.

A true

at Belfast. within and for ;
on the 14th dav "t Jan-

copy—Attest:

Chas. P. Hazeltink.

Kegi.-t

NOTICE. The subscriber
by gives notice that she lias been dti
pointed executrix ot the last will and test.
of
CHARLES P. FERGUSON, late of Sears;
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All p>
having demands against the estate of sab
ceased are desired t<- present the same f*
tlement, and al* indebted thereto are re<p
t<> make payment immediately.
A 1)I>IF F. FERGUS!
Searsport, January 14, 1908,

>1XECUTR1X’S

ol George P. Ward, late
Cou t\ d Waldo, de-

WARD,son
of Thorndike, in said
MARION,T.

ceased, having presented a petition praying that
he may e appointed administrator of the estate,

of said deceased.
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
11 Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
o-urt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11 th day of February. A. D.1908,
at teu ol the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
1
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

!

j

■

The subscribers
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
by give notice that they have been dw
of the last will and testa
executors
pointed
of
HARRISON LEAD BETTER, late of Lincol.
All p<in the County o| Waldo, deceased
having demands against the estate ot san
ceased are desired to present the same foi
tlement, and all indebiud thereto ate retpe
to make payment immediately
SARAH F. FULLER,
GEORGE W. LEADBETTEi:
FRED E. LEA OBETTER.
Liucolnville, January 14. 1908.

I

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January, A. I). 1908.
L^LMEDA E. BOWEN, widow of Jeremiah
Bowen, late of Monroe, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
for an allowance out of the personal estate of said
At a
for

deceased.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published t liree weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
county, on the Pith day of February, A. I). 1908,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

NOTICE.

The

subs-

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been
administratrix of the estate of

appointed

IIIjCi IV

I'

an.in, iiueui

iieunsi,

in the Comity of Waldo, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavin
mands against the estate of said deceased nr
sired to present tlie same for settlement, a*
indebtefd thereto are requested to make pa\

immediately.

PfKEBE E. CKAWFOl

Belfast, January 14. 1108.

At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
January, A. T>. 1908.
e. whitcomb, widow of James h.
Whitcomb, late of Morrill, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance otu of the personal estate of said d« ceased.

A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The subs.

hereby gives notice that he has been
appointed administrator of the estate «>f
DAVID F. HALL, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and

Maggie

bonds as the law directs. All persons liavii.
mands against the estate of said decease
desired to present the same for settlement
all indebted thereto are requested to make

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy «<t this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at :i Probate

inent

immediately.

SI

LAS E. BOWL!

Palermo, January 14, 1908.

to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of February, A. D. 1908,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,

Court,

J

Home by Shaking IngrediWell in a Bottle.

will appear very interesting to
people here is tile article taken from I
a New York daily paper, giving a simple j
prescription, as formulated by a noted I
authority, who claims that he has found a
positive remedy to cure almost any case of j
del

if any they have, why the prayer of said
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
A true copy. Attest:

Probate Court

4

petitionJudge.

held at Belfast, within and
Waldo, on the 14th day of

for the County "t
January, A. D. 1908.

j

1

NNIK E TREAT of Winterport, in said < un ,
il ty of Wjildo, having presented a petition |
graying that John G. Dunning, executor of the i:
ast'will or Inez R. Kendall, late of Winterport.
may be authorized to execute deeds to said pntitioner according to contract.
4

DMINiSTRATOR’S NOTH E.

The

subs.

A hereby gives notice that he has beer
appointed administrator of the estate of
MARY A. CRITPHETT, late of Belfast,
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, and

I.-aids as the law directs. All persons bavin
mands against the estate of said deceased ao
sued to present tl"‘ same for settlement, ai
indebted thereto are requested to make pay

immediately.
RALPH O. CRITCHE'l

<

Bedfast,

January 14, 1908.

DM ITS’ 1STRATOR S NO! ICE.

1 h<

hereto pivot-1 otieeihat he has bcendui’
pointed administrator of the estate ol
WILLIAM B. SPROl L,late of Winterpoi
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
;o all persons interested by causing a copy of the j in the County of Waldo, deceased, and y
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
order to be published three weeks successively in
rhe Republican Journal, a newspaper published I demands against the estate of sai.i deceasedesired to preseut the same lor settlement,
nt Belfast, that: they may appear at a Probate
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said all indebted thereto are requested to make
bounty, on the llth day of February, A. D. 1908. inent Immediately.

augment, ;
backache or kidney or bladder
ten of the clock betore noon, and show cause,
in the following simple prescription, if
f
they have, why the prayer of said petitiontaken before the stage of Bright's disease: ir any
should not he granted.
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A

true

copy.

Attest:

Chas. P.

Hazkltine, Register.

a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
January, A. D. 1908.

At

Belfast, within and
the 14th day of

on

AUGUSTINE H, FOLSOM, administrator de
and can be obtained at a small cost from r\ bonis non of the estate of Mary Whitcomb,
ate ot Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deany good prescription pharmacy, or the
based, having presented a petition praying that
mixture would be put up if asked to do so.
he actual market value of the property of said
He further stated that while this prescripnow in his hands subject to the paytion is often prescribed in rheumatic afflic- Icceased the
collateral inheritai ce tax, the perof
ment
tions w ith splenuid results, he could see no
lons interested in the succession thereto, and the
be
a
remwould
not
reason why it
splendid
inn tint «>f tax thereon, may be deteimined by the
edy for kidney and urinary troubles and : lodge of Probate.
backache, as it lias a peculiar action upon
Ordered, That the said petitioners gi\'e notice to
the kidney structure, cleansing these most
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
important organs and helping them to sift arder to be "published three weeks successively in
rhe Republican Journal, a newspaper published
and Qlter from the blood the foul acids and
waste matter which cause sickness and suf- I at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
held at Belfast, within and for said
Eering. Those of our readers who suffer j Court, toonhethe
lltli day ol' February, A. D. 1908,
fan make no mistake in giving it a trial.
I Jounty,
it ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
f any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
& Relieves sour
*
stomack, i

KndnlFor Indigestion.

palpitation of the heart. Digests what you eat I

copy—Attest:

true

YY
fast, on the 14th day of January,
Joseph G Cookson, administrator on theesBen/amiu M. Cookson, late of Monroe, in
County, deceased, having piesented his fir-

A

tASY TO MIX THIS.

Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Syrup Sarsaparilla, three ounces. Shake
well in a bottle and take in teaspoonful
doses after each meal and again at bedtime.
A well-known druggist here at home,
when asked regarding this prescription,
stated that the ingredients are all harmless,

A

!

at

ment and the probate
ton or Everett, in tne

At a

What

( unit,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of January, A. L>. 1908.

$1,689,016;

many

Probate

lowed.

witli a valuation
The largest plantation is
Rangeley, $351,S78, in Franklin county.
The smallest organized plantation is
No. 8, $13,700, in Hancock county.
Piscataquis county lias no town of
$1,960,000 valuation, the largest being
Dover, $970,050. The new town of East
Milliuocket, in Penobscot couuty, is
valued at $212,539, and the new town
oi isoweruaiiK, in I'iscataquis county,
at $94,442.
The total valuation of the organized
municipalities, not including tvild-land
townships, is $354,510,848.
The number of horses in the State on
the day of taking the valuation, April
1, was 120,130; 3-year-old colts 3,838, 2year-okl colts 4,720, yearling colts 4,012,
cows 160,993, oxen 8,758, 3 year-old cattle 23,477, 2-year-old cattle 31,350, yearling cattle 37,224, sheep ISO,212, swine
39,577; total valuation of live stock,

at

a

Belfast, within and forsaid Comity, on the secoud
Tuesday of Ferbtiary next., at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, il any they have,why
the same should not be proved, approved and ai

$9,920.

ents

appear at

may

ITT A EDO SS —In Court of Probate, held a
VY fast, on the 14th day "t January,
Augustine H Folsom, administrator be bonbon the estate of Mary Whiteomb, late of
port, in said County, deceased, having pie-ids first and final account of ai ministratn
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That nonce mereof be given
we- ks successively, iii 'I he R« publican Join
newspaper published in Belfast, in said (
that all persons interested may attend at a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11
of February next, and show cause, if an\
have, why the said am ount should not be allGEO. E. JOHNSON, .1
■

interested

Washington county,

Prepare it

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Cilas. P. Hazfltine, Register.

copy.

At a Probate Court hem at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January, A. D. 1908.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and Testament of video Robbins, late
of Searsmout, in said Countv of Waldo, deceased.
having been presented lor probate.

Fort Fairfield, $2,044,840; Houlton, $2,-

The number of taxed polls was 191,779, the number untaxed 16,850.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jm
Attest:
Cm as P. Hazeltixe, Regi

A true copy.

lowed.

$354,516,848 Outside
Townships.

$14,842,407.

ITTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held a
V\ fast, on the 14th day of January,
Augustine H. F'oIboiu, executor of the last
Isadore Cornwallis, who was administrate!
estate ot Mary Whitcomb, late of Sears)"
said County, deceased, having presented th.
and final account of admiuis rstion of said
tor allowance.«
Ordered, that notice thereof be given
weeks successively, in The Republican J n
newspaper published in Belfast, in said <
that all persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11
of February next, and show cause, if an

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at* Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and al-

The report of the Maine, State assesThe
was made public Jan. 15th.
list of towns and cities reporting a valuation in excess of $1,000,000 is:
Auburn, $7,153,550; East Livermore,
$1,101,495; Lewiston, $14,122,184; Lis-

of

Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican J«newspaper published in Belfast, in saidC
that all persons interested may attend at
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the II
of Februa’y next, and show cause, it am
have, whv the said account should not be ali
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jin
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. I*. Hazkltink, Regi
a

terested

A

r,

ance.

Probate Coutc held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday
of January, A’. I>. 1908.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will ami testament of Nathan T. Woodman,
latent .Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented tor probate.

TOWNS.

982,894; Presque Isle, $2,081,690; Bridgton, $1,386,030; Brunswick, $3,649,210;
Falmouth, $1,346,320; Freeport, $1,285,
014; Gorham, $1,555,001; New Gloucester, $1,388,001; Portland, $54,184,011;
Scarboro. $1,089,210; South Portland,
$3,037,230; Westbrook, $4,472,695; Windham, $1,114,064; Yarmouth, $1,440,178;
Farmington. $1,868,185; Jay, $1,615,521:
Eden, $6,01-7,779; Ellsworth, $2,024,200;
Mt Desert, $1,862,072; Augusta, $7,397,
722; Gardiner, $3,589,050; Hallowed,
$1,453,135; Vassalboro, $1,005,757; Watorville, $0,190,044; Winslow, $2,210,125;
Wnithrop, $1,303,500; Camden, $2,408,965: Rockland, $5,471,608: Rockport,
$1,210,022; Thumaston, $1,245,143; Waldo boro, $1,182,118; Norway, $1,290,210;
Paris, $1,308,005; Itumford, $3,008,379;
Bangor, $20,297,009, Brewer, $2,055,170;
Dexter, $1,282,724; Oldtown, $2,179,499;
Orono, $1,100,335; Bath, $2,860,835;
Fairfield, $1,556,330; Madison, $1,720,257; Pittsfield, $1,379,552; Skowhegan,
$3,647,575, Belfast, $2,706,276; Calais,
$2,041,790. Eastport, $1,587,396; Biddeford, $7,232,180; Kennebuuk, $2,210,109;
Kennebunkport, $1,441,200; Old Orchard, $1,062,652; Saco, $3,892,029; Sanford, $3,308,033; South Berwick, $1,144,448; Y"ork, $2,377,418.
The smallest town is Forest City, in

WALDO

At a
for

ri'oil anil n/tH/.a

Caribou,

SS —In Court of Probate, held a'
fast, on the 14rh day of January,
Elmeda E. Bowen, administratrix on the est
Jeremiah Bowen, late of Monroe, in said (
deceased, having panset ted her first and fin
count of adininistration of said estate for a

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
whv the same should not be proved, approved
aud allowed.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. HAzeltise, Register.

sors

$2,253,960;

Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Jotirt4
newspaper published in Belfast, in sai C«.
that all persons interested may attend at a i>„
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
day of February next, and show cause, i?
they have, why the said account should not
lowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Ju-i
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Regis

Tuesday of February

of Will Land

bon,

At

ordered. That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

roe.

Valuation

right.

WALDO

A

Mary Whitcomb, late of Searsport, first and
final of I-adore Cornwallis, deceased, administratrix; Benjamin M. Cookson, late of
Monroe, first; Caroline It. Rice, late of
Northport, .Jeremiah Bowen, late of Mon-

Their

set you

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at i,»
fast, on the J4th day of January, I:..,,
Wendell I*. Rice and Joshua O Rice, exe.
of the last will of Caroline R Rice, late of >
port, in said County, deceased, having preset,.
their first and final account of administrate,
said estate foralluwa ce.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
wil! and testament of William J. Brown,
late of Freedom, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

ordered.
Estate of Mary Whitcomb, late of Searsport; petition by be;rs or devisee filed and
notice ordered.
Accounts were filed and notices ordered
Whiton
the following estates: Mary
comb, late of Searsport, first and final;

AND

L. A. Colson.

truly,

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notn>all persons interested by causing a copy I
order to be published three weeks successive
The Republican Journal,a newspaper pubi,.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a I’m
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and I
County, on the 11th day of February, A. I> 1 >
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show
if any they have, why the prayer of said pen
er should hot be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Regi.st.-r

,.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waido, on the second Tuesday
of January, A. D. 1908.

ordered.
Estate of James II. Whitcomb, late of
Morrill; petition for allowance tilled and
notice ordered.
Estate of Inez R Kendell, late of W interport; petition for leave to convey real

CITIES

j

instant cure for
I always

an

adjust the illness and
all druggists, 35c.

Joshua H. Laine, late of Frankfort, granted.
Accounts were allowed as follows: Estates
of Myra M. Dow late of Searsport, first and
final; Phineas G. Warren, late of Searsport*
second and final; William Holt, late of Bel-'
fast, trustee's first; Sarah Staples, late of
Belfast, trustee’s first; Joshua II. Laine,
late of Frankfort, first and final; Job C.
Vose, late of Knox, first and final; Robert
A. Heal, late of Lincolnville, second and
final; Andrew L. Carver, late of Searsport,
final; Albert Thompson, late of Frankfort,
first and final; Nahum E. Murray, late of
Burnham, first; Oakes A. Dodge, late of
Burnham, first and final.
Warrants and inventories returned by
estates of James N. Whitcomb, late of Morrill; Louisa G. Bean, late of Searsport;
Sarah D. Foy, late of Montville.
Petitions for probate of wills filed and
notice ordered by following estates: Nathan
S. Woodman, late of Monroe; William J.
Brown, late of Freedom; Alden Robbins,
late of Searsmont; Laura C. Thurston, late
of Everett, Mass.
Estate of George P. Ward, late of Thorndike; petition for administrator filed and
notice ordered.
Estate of Jeremiah Bowen, late of Monroe; petition for allowance filed and notice

MAINE

ingly.

If the stomach is allowed to get out
of order, the whole system suffers.
To enjoy life the stomach must be
no
tenderly cared for, and there is as
remedy that acts so beneficially
Atwood’s Bitters. 1 bey quickly
“I.. F

port, granted.

ru

almost

Yours

Petition lor confirmation of trustee of
estate of James G. Pendleton, late of Sears-

t.i

INDIGESTION

are

ar,

14th day

are entitled to the balance of said estate m,w
his bauds for distribution, their respective sh r,
therein and order the same distributed ac.nr:!

Monroe. Me., Sept, io, 1906.
“I have used ‘L. F.’ Atwood's Bitters in my family for years and find

they

the

R COOM BS, administrator, with tk
on
ihe estate of Mary 1)
Belfast, in said County of w*.
trell,
dedeased, having presented a petition prajj ;
thit the Judge of Probate may determine V'

headache and indigestion.
keep them on hand.”

■

...

FOR

Belfast, within
on

will annexed,
CHARLES
late of

«

Sherman, late of Burnham.
Petition for adoption of Clifford Paul
Robb, by Frank B. and Gertrude E. Paul
and child’s name
of Morrill, granted,
changed to Clifford Gordon Paul.

«

—

HEADACHE

Petitions for probate of wills were granted to the estates of Harrison Leadbetter,
late of Lincolnville; Edward N. Harriman, ;
late of Stockton Springs.
Petitions for administration were granted ;
to the estates of Mary A. Critchett, late of
I
Belfast; David F. Hall, late of Palermo;
Henry Dunbar, late of Belfast; Minnie E.

.in/mvilinir

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
January, A. D. 1908.

A

true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Register.

THEOPHILLS H. SPROl

I

Winterport, January 14,1908.
KENTISH HONTVII.LE.
Deacon au<i Mrs. Asa

Gowin, who lr.i
life together for nr
years, were buried together Sunday, ,1.
19tli. They had both been ill for a sli
Mrs. Gowin died Ian. 11th, and
ime.
funeral was appointed for Saturday a
A. M. Mr. Gowin was so ill he hardly
alized his wife's death, and failed rapid
He died just as the service was about
begin, and it was decider! to postpom

journeyed through

md bury them together the next day
fi. I,. Edmunds’ condition has changed
tlie better.Silas Howler of i’aiei
visited his sister, Mrs. O. l\ Cushman, .1
11th and 15th.The remains of Willi.
lackson, a former resident of this to>
were brought here from VVaterville, win
his death occurred Jan. 14th, and inten
in Mt. Repose cemetery Jan. 17th.

-j

THE MOSHER MILLIONS.

NORTH WALDO POMONA.

Gounty Correspondence.

•150,000,000, Some of Which
May C« me to Belfast.
[Special Dispatch to the Boston Herald.l
Worcester, Jan. 12. Atty. Clarence
E. Tupper has been engaged to look
after the interests of Maine and Massachusetts people in an effort to come
into their share of the Mosher fortune,
which represents an estate valued at
£150,000,000 in England.
With the George Rounds family, one
of the most prominent and wealthy in
Maine,as the neuclusof the movement,
300 heirs have started proceedings toeast Palermo
ward a settlement of this fortune.
VV. F. Brown of Weeks’ Mills was
The estate was left by Hugh Mosher,
who died in the early part of the 18th the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. Tibbetts
of Liberty
century without leaving any direct over Sunday—Grover Cox
heirs. The British consul at Washing- has sold his lumber lot, known as the
to the
McDougall
ton advertised for Heirs of the estate in Levi Cox lot,
Brothers—Mr. and Mrs. Elden Jones
1834.
Mrs. Fred
are
the
of
and
Mr.
viin
the
guests
There are about 100 living
Maggie McCloud of Cape
cinity of Worcester, Somerville, Mel- Spratt—Miss
Breton. N. S., is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
rose, Malden and Boston who claim rehas
lationship. Mr. Tupper says Mrs. Her- A. J. Tibbetts— Mrs. A. C. Jones
in Somerville and is
man I. Kaler <>f Melrose is one of the closed her school
most interested in the movement to now at home—Miss Fannie McKensey,
who has been passing a few days with
secure the fortune.
The accounts of the last investiga- Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts, has returned to
tion, which was started in 1903 by Jesse Washington.
Mosher of Cleveland, ().. can be secured
MONTVILLE.
by the heirs in Massachusetts and Maine SOUTH
School has been closed for a week, as
only in meagre reports, and the matter
has been placed in the hands of Atty S. the teacher is sick.—Ed. Moore came
,S. Brown, Waterville, Maine, together home last week sick with the grip. lie
has been at work for John Prescott.—
with Mr. Tupper.
According to Atty. Tupper, some of Prof. F.F.Phillips of Cambridge, Mass.,
in
was the guest of his cousin, C. F. Conthe heirs belong to leading families
Maine and Massachusetts. The Maine ner, last Saturday and Sunday.—Rev.
claimants are descendants of Daniel and Mrs. E. A. Dinslow and Mrs. C. S.
Mosher, a brother to Hugh, while the Adams attended the installation of the
western claimants are descendants of officers of the O. E. S. in Liberty Mon
Hugh Mosher, who came to this country day evening. On account of a broken
in tiie 17th century and remained here sleigh they were obliged to return home
on Shank’s mare at an early hour in the
a short time.
The installing officer was
R. II. Mosher of Citypoint, a son of morning.
Mrs. O. W. Ripley, who deserves much
is
James Mosher of Week’s Mills, Me.,
credit for the able manner in which she
one of the descendants interested in the
did the work.
Mosher millions. Other Beliast descend-

,lan.

1st.

travelling

The

was

%ruble, but the day was pleasant
The
jt.hhI attendance resulted.
order by the
was called to
Wildes S. Parker, who
j Master,
vacancies caused by the ab: .
and Pomona by
,1 (’haplttin

■

nnton Moore and Bertha
The Grange was opened
mtii degree in ample form and
of business taken up. Eight
a
for the
i,ues made application

Wakey.

Pomona, were ballotted on
and later were instructed

,.f

j.icd

degiee.
.lowing granges were reported
a prosperous and llourishii.g
Morning Light, Monroe, by
.1
li. Dow; Granite, North
by Master-elect, Frank Trun,,i Progress, Jackson, by MasBrown; South Branch,
11
Northern
hv
A. Stinson;
\ inie’s Corner, by Master A. C.
Sunrise, Winterport, by Past
s. Littletield; O. Gardner,
\\
ciport by secretary, A. B.
..

i.imtt.ee on time, place and
Co- next meeting were A.
! 11. Brown and
ay W. Busn ter lor tlie day, Annie B.
It being the annual elecis the Inilowing committee
sort and
niteil to receive,
Edwin Jenkins, Fred II.
Della Nealiey. l’he master,
.,111(1 /lilll si
not
riuliii's

I

lit 1 y

to

cqura-

1

cast

any

it would be impossito attend to the duties
1 lie election resulted as
I isLci, A. Minsou; overseer,
ry; lecturer, t ints. ('. Clemiid, Fred 11. lliown; asst.
Merton Haley; chaplain. W.
-us',
treasurer. Kdwin Jenny. Annie Clements; gate
'.
Chase: l'omona, Mrs. A.
'Vies, Bertha ('. Nealley;
t icmeiits; i.. Asst, steward,
All then adjourned to
i,cy.
.all, where a bountiful retd them, and as it somewhat
ion hour ample justice was
red to the choice viands on
by the sisters of
,ei*i a.--

1

(till?

ilir

L-iir

-1

C

imuirii

T

vrL

T
**".r

George L. Edmunds is quite sick
with blood poisoning caused by a sore
linger which he injured while at work
lie is attended
in his blacksmith shop.
by Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill.-Almatia and Blanche Nelson of Palermo,
who are attending Freedom Academy,
were guests from Friday night to Sunday night of their friend Cora Goodwin.
-Geo. A. Palmer of Liberty visited
relatives here last Saturday and Sunday.-L. F. Nash has bought the C.
B. Oxton farm.-James O. Bartlett
has had a New England telephone put
in.--Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sprowl visited their daughter, Mrs. L. S. Sylvester,
in Jefferson last week. Mrs. Sprowl is
now
ill with the prevailing cold.Among the people from out of town
who attended the funeral of Mark F.
Messer were Mr. and Mrs. Elden Vose
of Knox, Mrs. -J. J. Latus of Swampscott, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Latus
Cooper of Searsmont.
will remain with Mrs. Eliza F. Bean
for a few days. Mrs. Beau is still confined to her bed by illness.

ford, whose late wife was Miss Harriet
Mo.-her of Week's Mills; anil Mr. Ben,
Mosher,

whose

formerly Miss

wife,

Marion Hayford, has a two-fold interest in the proceedings. It is hoped that
some of this vast fortune may ultimate-

■

ly tind

prepared

Might. The recess having extirange reconvened and the
on next meeting reported as
me, Feb. 5th; place, O. Hardhall, West Winterport; pro.iiig in fifth degree; report of
-,
business routine; conferdegree: recess tor dinner;
iit-r; song by choir: installadicers; address of welcome,

White; response, TV. S. Par
n. continued from January
u inamdei of program by host

thanks was then in order
and hospitality from
,ight Grange, and the Grange
i in form and ail invited to
Fellow’s hall, where the rem
the clay was to he spent,
assembled, including several
lie. and tin- following enterwas
furnished: song, choir;
Vi ladies attired in white,
Clements captain, Fred Cuiiiolinist and 1). L. Dyer plan
movements were graceful and
irk extremely well rendered
I

■

•

i

f

-;es

,.

|

nit

a

hearty applause

hum

M is. 11 A.
'Spouse. Mm. C. \\. NValey.
I,liv-t in their, remarks hut.
the sentiments of welcome
ide fur the tame very pleas-

i

<s

"f

we.come,

then in'.ioduced the
-ter
the afternoon, Frof. J. E.
k. who addressed the audirhject "i Fertilizers and
Mix I cm; also Soil Fertility,
i .if ciose attention of ail by ills
and many quesve remarks,
re asked by those interested
readily answered by the
stiowing his thorough knowlAs the members
Mae subject.
"spilable town of Monroe all
tied hv the change and that
id been well spent: also that
Fight patrons know well how
mu the Pomona.

I
>

POSTS

L

ten

MADE

Sixteen

DURABLE.

Years’

4«lditioiial

.'osts of many kinds of
>lnch ordinarily would
set m the
or

ground

can

twenty years by

cheap
soon

be made
a

simple

t

Most of the
with creosote.
inferior” woods are well

to

the treatment, and this is
true of cottonwood, aspen,

vcamore, low-grade pines, and
When properly
the gums.
hese woods outlast untreated
i oak, which are becoming too
,d too much in demand foies to allow of their meeting
nd for fence posts,
nation with creosote has been
ueaperied by the introduction
open tank,” which can be inr ,1 cost of from $;!« to $45, or
A
-s if an old boiler is used.
tii a bottom 12 square feet in
suffice for treating 40 or 50 fits a day, or double this liurnu two runs
per day can be
1'he absorption of creosote per
(out as follows:
Eucalyptus,
gallon; willow, two-tenths
issafras, ash, hickory, red oak,
s. elm and maple, four-tenths
nuglas fir, quaking aspen and
.Inut, six-tenths gallon; sycattoiiwood and lodgepole pine,
iths gallon. The price of creo"’lit 10 cents per gallon in the
middle west, 16 cents per gal1’aciric coast, and 27 cents
a
in the Rocky Mountain
The cost of treating a post
iore vary from 4 to 15 cents,
treated, it should give service
-t twenty years,
merits of the Forest Service
with preservative treatment
bility of lodgepole pine in
The
increased sixteen years.
eosote is there relatively high,
eating posts there is a saving,
rest at 6 per cent, of 2 cents
yearly. More important than
g, however, is the fact that
preservative treatment other
•ne fitted to take the place of
f which the supply is rapidly
A detailed deng exhausted.
of experiments in preserving
posts, together with practical
'ions for treating them on a
"reial scale, are contained in
-ir
ii7 of the Forest Service.
*
publication can be obtained upon
”''-:Uion to the Forester at Wash-

I

or
1

■
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P Kind You Have

Always Bought

its way to Belfast.

THE ASCENDANCY OF THE TEMPERATE NATION.

The rapid spread of the temperance
movement throughout the country is
most gratifying evidence that Americans are keeping a strong rein on their
appetites. While Euiopean countries
report an alarming increase in the sale
of alcoholic beverages, this country’s
is most
progress in the other direction
happy. It is not believed that this has
come from the "horrible examples” of
the drink habit who have posed upon
The people
Frohibitionist platfoims.
have not been frightened or cajoled
into their attitude, but the temperance
movement is simply a manifestation
BROOKS.
that the new generation of Americans
George G. Davis Post, G. A. Ii., held
has learned the wisdom of exercising
The
an all day meeting Jan. 14th.
complete control over ils appetites.
to sociability,
Nor is this control anything like the forenoon was devoted
of
reminiscences
control exercised by tile prize fighter telling stories and
A picnic dinner was served in
who is "in training.” The fraternity war.
Mrs. W. C. Howe
of the ring has been held up as a shin- the dining room by
and Mrs. Charles Hobbs, which was
ing example, on many occasions, for its j
Then
old comrades.
strict abstemiousness during long weeks enjoyed by the
came the usual smoke, after which all
But the prize
of training for lights.
to the hall tor their regular
lighter who conforms to such strict repaiied
After the routine business
rules while in training usually breaks meeting.
officers were
all those rules when the light is over. of the post the following
by True P. Cilley, assistNearly every lighter is short lived, and ; duly installed Braddock:
quickly relinquishes his championship ed by Henry senior vice Commander,
commander,
"honors,” owing to the excesses he com- Lorenzo Jones;
Few Albert H. Rose; junior vice commandmits when he is not in training.
\V. C.
of them can resist the temptation of er, Lorenzo D. Cilley: adjutant,
E. F. Stevens; chapfast living w hen not in training, so their Rowe; surgeon,
lain, P. B. Clifford; quartermaster,
example is worthless.
outer guard, True P.
It is the man who is temperate in all ; John Johnson;
E. D. Tasker; !
things all the time w ho is setting the \ Cilley; sergeant major,
lie is the mas- quartermaster sergeant, John Batchelmoral pace in America.
j
William C. |
ter, not the servant of his appetites, der; patriotic instructor,
to the State encamp-;
under all conditions, lie is not a crank Rowe: delegate
ment, F. M. Forbes; alternate, Henry
or an idealist, but lives the temperate
were made by the !
life because it yields him the largest re- Braddock. Remarks
of the order.
turns. It is this type of man that is | comr.ides for the good
Thus closed a most profitable meeting.
enabling Ainer'ca to maintain its physi- !
cal and mental standards and to look j
The j BURNHAM.
upon the future without fear.
The death of Mrs. Isa D. Call occurAmericans and the Japanese are the
red early Sunday morrnng, Jan. 12th.
two temperate nations today—and in
She was born in Troy, Oct. 20, 1800, and
consequence they are the nations for was the
only daughter of Hanson and
whom the future holds the most promSarah Norton. She was the widow of
ise.—The Denver Republican.
Frank Call whose death occurred eight
years ago. She lived the greater part
her life in Troy and moved several
u
I of
years ago to Pittsfield, where she had
December 30th a light of the fourth since resided until a few weeks ago,
order was established in the tower re- wheu she came to this town to live
cently completed at Robinson point, with her daughter, ill health requiring
northwesterly side of Isle au Haut, her to make some change. The funeral
southerly side of the westerly entrance SCI Vlcca n cic IICIU uuui me iiuujc ui
of Isle au Haut thoroughfare, easterly her daughter, Tuesday, at 10 o’clock,
The light and the remains taken to Troy for
side of Isle au Haut bay.
She
shows fixed white between NE. 4 E. burial in Fairview cemetery.
and ESE. and iixed red over the re- leaves to mourn their great loss a
mainder of the arc. The light is forty- mother, Mrs. Sarah Norton, with whom
eight feet above the water and forty- shelias lived for many years and one
five feet above the base of the tower, daughter, Sadie Bernice—Mrs. William
and is visible twelve and one-third miles Foster was in Pittsfield Friday to atin clear weather, the observer's eye fif- tend the funeral services of the late
Reuel Drew—The members of the K.
teen feet above the water.
The approximate geographic position P. lodge who attended the Pythian
from
chart
No.
Jubilee in Bangor last week we e
of the light, as taken
309 of the coast and geodetic survey, is, George M. Dyer, F. A. Batchelder, Oslatitude, north, 44 degrees, 3 seconds; car Farrington and Hariy M. Cole.
longitude, west, 08 degrees, |9 seconds.
Inner Ledge spindle, NE. £ E., 5-10 mile; UNITY.
Kimball’s Head, left tangent, N\V. 1-16
Thursday evening Jan. 9th at the MaN., 3132 mile; Saddleback I,edge light- sonic ball, the officers of Star in the
West lodge, No. 85, Free and Accepted
house, SW. by W. £ W., 4 15-32 miles.
The tower is conical and of dark-gray Masons, were publicly installed. About
of
four
to
the
height
twenty
125 members and invited guests were
granite
feet, the upper sixteen feet being cylin- present and the evenihg was very pleasdrical and of red brick, the whole sur- antly spent. Past District Deputy E.
mounted by an octagonal, black parapet D. Chase, assisted by Benjamin A.
and lantern. A white wooden bridge Fogg as marshal, performed the duties
forty feet long, is located on the north- of installing most efficiently upon the
erly side of the tower; a grayish-white following new officers: Worshipful
dwelling 180 feet and a white fuel-house master, E. M. Soule; senior warden,
250 feet ESE., a white boathouse 400 Roy Knight; junior warden, Dr. J. E.
feet E. 4 S., and a white oilhouse 470 Cook; treasurer, Charles Stevens; sec
feet ESE. ^ E., all from the light-tower. retary, Ruel Berry; senior deacon. E.
At the same station there is a bell to T. Whitehouse; junior deacon, Austin
be struck by machinery, during thick Myrick; senior steward, Herbert Clark;
or foggy weather, a single and a double
marshal, B. A. Fogg; tyler, Samuel
1
blow alternately every minute; the in- Myrick.
After the installation cereblows
will be about monies were concluded an elaborate
; terval between
seconds
and bountiful supper was served in the
twenty-seven
dining hall, which was attractively
with red and green. During
decorated
Lewis A. Barker, Esq.
was
the evening a
short concert
to with much interest; solo
Lewis Appleton Barker of Bangor, listened
by Mrs. E. M. Soule, several pleasing
! Me., who won the most famous crimi- numbers
rendered by E. D. Chase, E.
nal case in the records of New England,
M. Soule and Roy Knight, instrumental
freeing his clients after they were serv- music and several
vocal selections.
| ing a life sentence, arrived in St. Louis
yesterday and visited his former school
friend, IV. H. Averill, of Mills & Aver- MONROE.
The school in District No. 9, Monroe,
| ill. Mr. Barker, though a New Englander, born and bred, has traveled taught by Linda G. Hopkins, closed
much in the west and has forsaken the Jan. 10th, after a term of nine weeks.
east to practice law in the w’est. He The attendance was good. Olivia Benwill depart for Seattle tomorrow night, son, who i$ not quite five years of age,
going there by way of southwest points, had not missed a day in 25 weeks.
looking for a desirable place of resi- Those not absent during thisierm were
dence.
Robert Benson, Raleigh Clements and
Back in 1878, when Mr. Barker was a Olivia Benson.
The following short
very young man, the Dexter Savings program was rendered the last day of
Bank in Maine was robbed and Cashier school, and was enjoyed by all: music,
Barron was killed. David Stain and phonograph; recitation, Raleigh ClemOliver Crowmell were tried for the ents; recitation, Annie Ide; dialogue,
crime. Barker’s father defended them Those Careless Creatures; recitation,
at three trials, but they were convicted. Clarence Baker; music, phonograph;
After his father’s death the younger recitation, Robert Benson; The little
man took up the fight, and on the Duster Girls, Annie Ide, Olivia Benseventh trial he won their pardon on son, Lillian Clements; recitations, Milthe ground of absolute acquittal.
dred Smith, Hazel Ferguson; music,
Mr. Barker was formerly a member phonograph.
After Remarks by par
of the Maine House.—St. Louis Repub- ents and friends ice cream and cake
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YORK TRANSCRIPT SAYINGS.

few days last

CASTORIA
Forlnfents^aMChildren^

The Kind You Have

affording you

that degree of happiness your well wishers
sought to inflict upon you?

LIBERTY.'

twenty-five members of Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., of this village went to
Washington and performed the degree
work for several members of the newly
organized Fond du Lac Chapter, O. E. S.,
of that town. A bountiful supper was
served by the Washington ladies, and
all arrived home safely in the small
the morning.—Miss Mary
hours of
Brown has been quite ill the past week
and had to rest for several days. She
resumed her school work last Monday.
—Ella Greeley has recovered from her
recent illness and has returned to Freedom Academy for the winter term.—
Walter Beaulieu is visiting relatives in
Jay for a few weeks.—Flora Sherman
of West Liberty is at home for the
vacation.—About twenty
members of the dancing class enjoyed

similating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Dowels of

The editor who fails to convince his delinquent subscribers that checks are going
to be popular will prubably have to wear
his last year’s suit another season.
A certain Maine daily newspaper had a
half column editor ial the other day on the
practical efficacy of the prohibitory law
lined up against a glaring quarter page ad*

ci

iiocuicui ui

ProtnotesDigeslion,Cheerful- !

ness and Rest.Contains neither

Optum.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

ciuna.

If Taft should become President we
would be pretty sure of having a peaceful
administration. Fat men are proverbially
good natured, and it takes a long time for
them to get nmd clear through.
Indictments at

Thirteen

XUVK afOU Ik-SAMUEL P!77ZHER
Pumpkin Seed
Alx. Senna

grange hall last SatWalker is in Boston
this week.—The new engine for the
tannery arrived last Saturday night
and was put in place this week.—The
new melting furnace for the Palmer
foundry is once more ready for business.— Sherman Cram is now substitute
driver for the Mitchell Belfast-IMberty
stage.—Mrs. George Stevens was called
to New Jersey last week on account of
the illness of her grandson, Lloyd Tindall. Mrs. Stevei s arrived there Tuesday, but. the child had died of pneumonia the day before. Mrs. Stevens
will remain with her daughter several
weeks.—Ed. Mitchell and Walter Young
furnished music for the dance at Gensocial hop in the
urday night.—J. J.

T»„l_4-

1

n

loot

...

Rockland.

0f the shortest sessions in the history
It returned 13 indictf the court.
ments, 11 of which are against liquor
liquor

Norton had a very successful hauling at his Montville farm
last Monday afternoon, the neighbors
turning out with their horses to help
haul the old blacksmith shop on The
Ridge down to the new barn, where it
will be annexed.—Mrs. Lizzie Sherman
of West Liberty arrived home last Saturday from a three weeks’ visit in Belfast.—Will Pierce has given up his work
at the Head of thet Tide, Belfast, and
came home last Friday.

ness

and Loss OF SLEEP.

Facsimile Signature of

matters.

I.

Thirty

NEW YORK.

I

EXACT

is attested

78.
A man who has lumber interests in the
State says the timber cut in Maine this
year will lail behind the cut of other years
by millions of le t and the lumber men of
the State will lose thousands of dollars as
the result of the open winter and the absence of snow.

The new hardwood floor for Colby college gymnasium is finished and the surface

New lockers to
is one of the very best.
the numb r of 100 will at once be set in
the disrobing room and additional baths of
the shower class will be installed before

complete.

NEW YORR CITY.

by

Years of

Constantly
Increasing Sales

<

The Man

the Road

on

50
Highest

unavoidably separated from his
family.
is

Awards
in

But need

I

The first large failure of the new year in
Maine was that of John H. Gibson of ClinThe total liabilities are $18,907.97, of
ton.
which $12 taxes and $28 wages are preferred claims and $5100 are secured claims.
The unmoi tgageu assets are given as $1304.-

THE CENTAUR •ORPANY

Baker’s Cocoa

Half of Maine’s counties, Androscoggin,
Hancock, Kennebec, Piscataquis, Somerset,
Waldo, Washington and York, did not have
an arrest for homicide in 1907.

John 11. Gibson, proprietor of Moosehead
Inn at Greenville, a summer hotel well
known to sporting men, has filed a petition
in bankruptcy in the United .states district
court. Ills liabilities are $19,000, with $13,000 of unsecured claims.

I

THE FOOD VALUE OF

ITEMS.

he parcels post as outlined by Pres.
Roosevelt in a message to Congress was
endorsed at the annual meeting of the league of postmasters of the fourth class oi
Maine held last week in Augusta.
*
Beverly Corneilson, J**hn McLain and
Samuel McIntyre, all of Houllon, have
been committed to the count) jail in Bangor
to await sentence in the U. s. district court
on the charge oi smuggling liquor, to which
all pleaded guilty.

aa^

_

Years

mSTM

COPT OF WRAPPER.

--1

----

The auditor reports a shortage of $1100 in
the accounts of tiie Portland liquor agent
whom the Democratic city administration
forgot* to put under bonds.

are

|

!

Worms,Convulsions,Feverish-

Martin Kusky, who was recently arrested in Boston, was indicted for the
larceny of a gold watch and chain and
$30 from Adam Sobesky. Joseph Francis was indicted for the larceny of a
bicycle at Camden. Domenico Teti,
who was convicted last term of manslaughter, will be sentenced.

The Portland Board of Trade, as shown
at its 55th annual meeting, has a membership of 683. Its receipts for 1907 were $9544.

the improvements

I

Aperfect Remedy forConstipation, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

dealers whose names were not revealed
today. Of the 14 appealed cases 12 are
also

j

/
I

lit CarbonateSoda *

j farm Seed
Clarified Sugar
Wentvyreen Flarvr

Me. Jan 8.—The Knox
county grand jury rose today, after one
Rockland,

Uotnx/l.KT

night.—E. G.

MAINE NEW^

j
j1

*

PotAelleSdlt
Anist Steel ♦
Itppemuat

mid-winter
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Always Bought

AVege table Preparat ion for As-

Monday evening, January 6th, about

Europe

complete

separation be
while he is away?

that

even

and
Not if

America
Registered

U. S. rat. otlice

We have always maintained
the highest standard in the
quality of our cocoa and chocolate preparations and we sell
them at the lowest price for
which unadulterated articles
can be put upon the market.

of

Statioi

s

conve-

thousands of

the

Pay

connected with the New

England Telephone

and

Telegraph

Company.
They

are

indicated

by

the

va-

rious “Blue Bell” signs.
and

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
Established 1780

nience

he realizes the

Quickly
cheaply they will put him in

touch with the loved

ones at

DORCHESTER, MASS, j
It’s worth
It’s worth

For Coughs
and Colds

is

a

home.

great deal

to him.

them.

It’s cost

more to

trifling.
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j
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lic, Jan. 12th.

a

Twombly.
The Almighty Dollar continues to be al-Payson Smith. State superintendent
Jan.
town
in
of
was
7th, to mighty scarce.
school1*,
[ Deferred. 1
visit
the High school.-Mr. and Mrs.
BELMONT.
Goodness! One Bryan is enough. Must
Jefferson Nealley of Newburgh were
Fred M. Staples of Belfast was in in town the
past week, visiting friends. we stand two.
town recently canvassing for the Dem- -Mr. and Mrs.
Elijah Ritchie of Belocratic paper to be started in Belfast. fast were in town Tuesday evening
As long as the navy is at war only with
casualties are not likely to be
-The little son of Mr. Quimby, who Jan. 7
th, to attend the installation of itself the
was so seriously injured a few weeks officers of
the Ilebekah Lodge.-A large.
ago by getting liis arm caught between little daughter was born to Mr. and
two cog wheels in the Chenery cream- Mrs. Fred
When one speaks of a man of mark nowFogg, Jan. 10th.-Marery is doing as well as could be expect
shall Rand, who has charge of the adays this is the kind of mark that usually
is
would
meant—$
he
at
one
ed. It was feared
time
creamery, has been harvesting his suplose his arm.
ply of ice.^
Is your happy new year

A Fortune of

Monroe, enM,,r„mg Light Grange.
'i;llht.(i North Waldo Pomona Wed-

Ritchie of Dover spent

week Mr. and Mrs. William

were

Asher C. Hinds of Portland, parliamentary
clerk to the lower branch of Congress, will
be permanent chairman of the Republican
State convention at Portland, April 30, to
nominate six Presidential electors and delegates to the National convention in Chicago
in June, if he is able to leave Washington.
Information that Andrew Carnegie will
Bates College
a $50,000 building for
for the study of science, providing a similar
sum is raised to support the science department, was received by President Chase

Let;the

Nearly all other Cough Cures are
constipating, especially those containing opiates. Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup moves the bowels.

“Blue Bell’’

Sign

Remind You of Home

Contains no opiates.

erect

Uutow

required

.lun

10

amount

h
Subset'lotions
will be solicited

lor

the

at once.

Of a total of 2139 cases prosecuted by tbe
19 county attorneys of Maine the past year
1314 were for violation of tbe prohibitory
liquor law, according to the annual reports
tiled at the attorney general’s office. Convictions were obtained and sentences imposed in 811 cases. Androscoggin county
leads the list.
John E. Loring, aged 62, who was with
Farragut at tile storming of New Orleans
and served three years under Dewey when
he was lieutenant with Farragut on the
flagship Hartford, died in I’ortland, Jan.
He was horn in Portland. A widow
10th.
and 10 children survive. His occupation
was that of a teamster.
A. L. T. Cummings when he accepted the
position of city clerk of Portland did so
witii an understanding with Mayor Leighton that he should accept a salary of $2000
and turn all fees into the city treasurer. He
paid Treas. Gilbert, Jan. 131 li, $198 74, the
'The city will, it is expected,
fees to date.
save $3000 a year by the arrangement.
Mrs. Elizabeth II. Colley of Old Orchard
lias ma ie application to the State board of

bar examiners lor examination for admission to tbe bar at tbe next session of the
board ; to be held at llangor on the first
Tuesday In February. Mrs. Colley is the
wife of Judge F. fl. Colley', who now lias a
law piactice in Manchester, N. H.

Hidueford is the most cosmopolitan city
of Maine. Here is the birth record by
nationalities for the past year: French, 458;
American, 49; Irish, 38; English, 10; Italian,
The death
6; Jew, 5; Greek, 3; Swede, 1.
record was:
French, 201; American, 96;
Irish, 44; English, 9; scotch, 3; Jew, 2;
Greek, 2; Swede, 1; German, 1; Turk, 1;

Albanian,

lYeniieuy

Arthur

Sewall

Given

Dp.

All hope for the ship Arthur Sewall
She left Philahas been abandoned.
delphia on April 1, 1907, for Seattle
with a cargo of bituminous coal for the

government.

After

more

than nine

months have passed, not a word has
been heard from her since the pilot
left her at the Delaware breakwater.
Capt. Gaffney, who commanded the
ill-fated craft, was a master mariner of
manyi years’ experience. Besides tbe
served.-Mr. and Mrs. Sanford master there were 27 seamen on board.

a

Laxative

Cough Syrup

GRANITE
IN ANY FORM

Cough nearly always
produces constipation—the water all
runs to the eyes, nose and throat in“A Cold

or a

TOMBS

stead of passing out of the system
the liver and kidneys. For
want of moisture the bowels becomt

through

-AND-

dry and hard.”

Kennedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup
relieves Colds by working them out
of the system through a copious
action of the bowels.

Monumental Work
Of Every

j

HEAL & WOOD.

Conforms to National
PURE FOOD & DRUG LAW
m

■

For Sale

by

R. H.

TO

Moody, DruBBi^t.

CURE

PAIN.

Treat the Nerves
Internally and Externally.

Necessary

to

|
Doth

headaches, rheumatism, neutoothache, and other nerve j
ralgia,
treatment as
internal
need
troubles
Get right at the
well as external.
dose
of I
small
nerve
centre with a
Neuralgic Anodyne, which will soothe j
and quiet the whole nervous system,
At the same time, rub a little Anodyne i
on the affected part, and it will find
its way through the pores of the skin
the aching tissues and throbbing
to
Nervous

j

Will present during the months
of January and February some
bargains in goods that he is determined to turn into cash even
if it is at a present financial
loss, as he needs the space for
fresh stock. It will pay you to
call and examine his marked
down goods of various descriptions.

BROOKS,

MAINE.

nerves.

Neuralgic Anodyne is so uniformly
successful in curing all aches and
pains that it is sold by dealers everywhere with the understanding that the

money will be refunded if it does not
A largedo all that is claimed for it.
sized bottle costs but 25 cts.
Neuralgic Anodyne is also invaluable
in quickly curing colds, croup, sore
throat, etc., and in taking the soreness out of bruises, sprains, cuts and
Made
chilblains.
by The Twitchell-

Champlin Co., Portland, Me.

ToinsfcDd’s Postals
j
|

ARE THE BEST

1

|

P

Description.

Bridge St., Belfast, Me.

M. J. DOW

0

_
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The Knox county ministerial association
formed a permanent organization in Rockland, Jan. 13th,when officers were elected as
follows: Rev. £. M. Cousins, Thomaston,
moderator; Rev. Robert Sutcliffe, Rockland, sec.; Rev. H. S. Killburne, Warreu,
treas; Rev. Henry Jones, Camden, member
A paper on “Turof executive committee.
kish Missions” was read by Rev. II. W.
Webb of Warren. Meetings will beheld in
Rockland the second Monday of each month.

Ship

4w\

■/_

To The Public:
CUT FLOWERS AND POTTED PLANTS
FUNERAL WORK A SPECIALTY
WILLIS E. HAMILTON

Undertaking
AND GOODS
-AT-

Spencer & Eaton’s.

The

Republican Journal.

JAMES

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY 23, 1908

Every Thursday by

Published

the

HOWES’

H.

*

f

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A.

)

ni.SBUKY.

Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three

months.

moving for a new High
school building, and as usual the ladies
are foremost in the good work.
Lend
them a hand.
Waldo is

Muslin Underwear Sale

January

-WMrIS STILL

GOING

January

ON.'-w«-

Turf,

Farm and Home has published
article on “Poland Horse News,”
but it makes no mention of the entry
for the Gubernatorial stakes.

an

The^ Independence

League—what

that may be—is said to be fishing
for L. C. Bateman of Lewiston as its
candidate tor Congress. Lively times
in the old second district when Bateman proceeds to
“mop up the floor”
with Congressman Charles E. Littlefield, in debate.—Bridgton News.

ever

Yes,

or

vice

versa.

Two thoughts suggested themselves
to some of the guests of Thomas H.
Marshall Post, G. A R., at the “smoker” in Memorial Hall last week.
handsome hall
is

rooms

a

and

convenient ante-

better

memorial than a

Wflshimtton*

the

three

Lincoln, Garlield and Mc-

Col. Thomas H. Marshall, for
whom the Post was named; Hon. Seth

Milliken,

who was

ready

ever

to

raise his voice or use his influence in

behalf of the members of the G. A. R„
and many others of more or less note.
The portrait of Garfield is a steel en

graving by Marshall,

one

of the fore-

engravers of the world, whose
steel engraving of Lincoln ranks as a
most

masterpiece.
little business done at Cape -Tellisoi

passages of sailing ships, in which Searsport commanders have had so prominent a part, has suggested looking up
the records of the old-time clipper ships.
There is

perhaps

an

impression

among

those not familiar w ith these ships that
they were like the modern yachts, mere
racing machines. But such was not the
Their frames were of oak and
put together with the same

case.

care

ships

were

and skill as were the Yankee-built
that preceded and came after

is therefore a

modeled for speed
and attained it. rivaling the steamer
records of their day and of those down

wondered

to

this season, and some have assumee
that the Northern Maine Seaport U. R

failure.
Others Jjave
why such conditions shoulc
The partial failure of the Aroos

exist

took potato

stringency

crop and the financia
will no doubt account ir

part for this dullness. The falling off
in lumber shipments is thus accounted
for by an official of the Ashland Mfg.
Co:
/
The reason for this last season was
that there was a very poor market for
lumber at the seaports, owing to the
fact that these water markets were
glutted with cargoes which could not be
sold. The only demand for lumber was
inland and consequently a large part of
the lumber which would have been
shipped by water from Stockton went
through all rail from Northern Maine
J unction.
When asked as to the truth of the
that

rumor

the

Mfg.

Ashland

Co

would in the season of 1908

return to

its old method of

lumber

motor from

shipping

Tiutirrnr 111 ic

r»iu

1

by

t*nl q rtxrl

nothing in it. lie furexpressed the opinion that most
of the shipments the coming season will
be by rail; but when normal condition*
that there was
ther

return we are confident that there will
lie

things doing

at the

big Cape Jellison

piers.
There had been intimations for some
time in the daily press that “a ben was

on,” and last week the hen came off
with the usual cackling and disclosed
“A New Plan of Assessing Taxes.” It

purported to be an “interview,” but
was merely a type-written copy, furnished the alleged interviewer, of a
document presented at the January
meeting of the city council. The least
surprising statement in the few words
of introduction
was

willing

That is

was that “the mayor
to talk.” Of course he was.

his chief stock in trade and

most substantial asset.

The

“plan”

is

worth discussing, as it would be
turned down by any “safe and sane”

hardly

government.

city

In

bpief,

it

proposes to “create a board of valuation
or tax adjusters consisting of five,”

to

work for which

do the

we

now

board of three assessors, and although nothing is said as to their compensation it is not to be supposed they
have

a

will serve for nothing. Doubt is exas to the ability of the board

pressed

of assessors—not the present board
but any board—to determine “even the

approximate value of a large per cent
of real estate;" but would the advisory
board of five be any better qualified?
AVe have had as assessors in the past
such men as Nathan F. Houston, Alfred A. Small,
Ferguson,
and others well qualified by experience

George J3.

A betdetermine property values.
“plan” than the one proposed, and
one not calling for an increase in the

to

ter

number of city officials, or additional
expense, would be to have a board of
assessors composed of competent men,
chosen because of their competency,
i

The interesting contribution from our
Searsport correspondent on the record

they

It is well known that there has beer

The milk

in

the cocoanut, or

the

of the egg, to carry out the hen
simile, is to be found in the proposo-called advisition to make the

yolk

sory board a secret inquisition—“to
receive all complaints, information and
recommendations, as hereinafter pro-

vided,

in

names

of

writing, keeping secret the
all parties presenting such

written information before them, to
the end that no citizen need hesitate in
giving them confidential information.”
What an opportunity for personal enemies to vent their spite, with the asthat their tale-bearing will be
“kept secret.” Some of our readers
may recall the fact that under a former

surance

administration of the present mayor a
board of assessors was created to pun-

JAMES H. HOWES

Odd Fellows Block

ish those who had opposed his election,
and that the attempt was made but
fai'ed because of the illegality of the
increased tax assessed. It is also recalled that at the same time the mayor’s
personal tax was reduced about onemart.vred half.

Kinley;
L.

—-

YOU WILL FIND MANY OTHER BARGAINS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

*

expressed to the writer
the hope that when they have passed
away the hall might be retained as it is
and surely no one would want to displace the portraits on the walls. These
include, the first President, the imrnor-

of the veterans

presidents,

Offered

PRICES THE LOWEST OF THE SEASON.
This Sale Our Patrons Wait For
This Sale we Plan For.

One

monument of stone or metal; and the
other, that we shall not have with us
for many years longer the men who
One
wore the blue in the Civil War.

t.n'

Ever

Quality MUSLIN

1

fine building with its

that this

was

—Finest

them.

They

were

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
_

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders spent Sunday in Bangor, the guests of Mr. and Mrs
G. M. Houghton.
The Young Ladies’ Guild will be entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. Albion
Goodhue, Church street.
Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn and Mrs. Everett Staples, J r., spent Jan. 14tli in Bangor for shopping purposes.
Our postmaster, Mr. H. R. Hichborn,
in Augusta Jan. 15th attending to
some business interests.
was

Mrs. J. If. Wardwell returned Jan. 14th
from a brief visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walker, in Bueksport.
Mrs. Horace M. Griffin left Tuesday for
to spend the remainder of the week
as the guest of Mrs. G. M. Houghton.

Bangor

Frank Burns of the firm of Chenery &
Co. of Portland was the guest of the
Wassaumkeag Club last Monday evening.
The

Current

Events

Club

will

meet

recent date. The Wednesday afternoon, January29th, with
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr.,Sylvan street.
in commentGazette
London Pall Mall
Miss Emily S. Overlook arrived Monday
ing on a Parliamentary enquiry as to from Somerville,
Mass., to remain some
the
finest
of
sailing
merits
relative
the
weeks with her
a

comparatively

vessels of the

Royal Navy

and those of

parents, Mr.

iitinry

and Mrs.

uvenouK.

‘The splenthe merchant marine, said:
Miss Ada Atchison returned Jan 14ttu
did ‘clippers,’ whose fame stood so high from a fortnight's visit with her
parents in
safe
Iloulton. She is still clerking for Dr. G. A.
twenty years ago, were not only
ships and good sea-boats, but they were Stevens, in his drug store.
also the swiftest craft that have ever
Sunday brought us a somewhat colder
Not even the fast pasbeen produced.
for our day and a high wind, which drove the cold
senger ships built of late years
iuto the houses very perceptibly. No sleighleading shipping companies have been
able to surpass their best perform- ing as yet to gratify the weary wishers for
This evidently refers to pas- snow.
ances.’
senger steamships, as the article was
We hear with regret that the horse our
published in the ’70’s.. Following is the neighbor H. L.
Hopkins, had shipped to
record of some of the noted clippers:
him for his use while in Daytona, Florida,
VT«
'V....U
T iiropnnnl Ptlfi .Irtplrpt. 13 flftVSdied immediately on being landed from the
1 hour, 25 minutes.
On the 19tii of Jan., steamer at Jacksonville, Florida.
1854, she made 413
Stockton offers congratulations and all
miles in 24 hours.
good wishes to the groom and bride, Mr.
do
Dreadnaught, 13
do
and Mrs. Ned W. Libbey, who are residays, 11 hours.
The Sovereign of the Seas also made a very dents of our upper village. May the bride
rapid passage across the Atlantic, but in a become fond of her adopted home where
voyage from Honolulu, SandwWh Islands, her husband is
justly popular.
she made the extraordinary run of 0,245
Mrs. George Ginu, who was called here by
miles in 22 days—and in 24 hours accomplished the distance of 430 miles.
the decease of her father, Mr. Charles R.
Boston to Liverpool. James Baines, 12days, Rendell left last
Thursday for her home in
6 hours.
Brooklyn, N. Y. She was accompanied by
Baltimore to Liverpool. Mary Whiteridge
her young sister, Miss Ada Rendell, who
13 days, 7 hours.
will spend the remainder of the winter with
Melbourne to Liverpool. Lightning, 63days,
her.
New York to Melbourne. Nightingale, 73

very tastefully and prettily served. Social
chat and pool playing occupied all present
until at a late hour they dispersed, each
feeling tfiat a most enjoyable evening bad
been parsed within the Club rooms.
the joint public installation of officers
of Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M., and Bethany
Chapter, 0. E?S., January 15th, the following persons were inducted very impressively by Mr. A. A. Beaton for the lodge, and
by Mrs. Frank Blanchard for the chapter,
into the following offices: Albert M. Ames,
W. M.; John Merrithew, S. W.; Lewis Barrett,VV.;Capt. Charles C. Park, Treas.;
Louis Murray, Sec.; Rufus Harriman, Sen.
Dea.; L. Albert Gardner, Jun. Dea.s Alvah
C. Treat, Sen. Stew.; Fred Hendricks, Jun.
Stew.; Captain Albert Colcord, Chaplain;
Frank V. Davis, Marshal, Truman Lathrnp,
Tyler, of rownal Lodge; for the Chapter,
Mrs. Marietta D. Fletcher, W. M.; Mr. Al-

|

At

exander A. Beaton, VV. P.; Mrs. Susan llarrirnan, A. M.; Mrs. Alice M. Hichborn,
Sec.; Mrs. Sarah P. Twiss, Treas.; Mrs.
Eleanor 11. Colcord, Conductress; Mrs-Jennie M. Bragg, Associate Conductress'; Mrs.
Lena M. Sanborn, Adah; Mrs. Lizzie A.
Murray, Ruth; Mrs. Rose Blanchard, Esther; Mrs. Florie W. Ames, Martha; Mrs.
LeliaG. Thompson, Electa; Miss Fannie A.
Mudgett, Warden; Mr. Ferd Harriman,
Sentinel; Mrs. M. Etta Beaton, Chaplain;
Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard, Marshal; Mrs.
Grace Britto, Organist. A very large company witnessed this ceremony in Masonic
Hail and partook of the sumptuous banquet
which followed the musical program after
the installation. All participants pronounced
the entire arrangements a decided success.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Chas. K. ('banning, the actor, is visiting
friends in Brooks.*
Mrs. W. R. Boody is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Japhet Grant, Jr., in Jackson.
a

Mrs. Laura E. Jacobs has returned from
visit to her daughter Lois in Boston.

The

City

National Bank of Belfast

Increased the Past Year

$139,000.00.
The Increase the Present Year isr Expected to Far Exceed that Amount.
and Courtesy which this bank extends merits the success which it is receiving

The

Mrs. A. B. Payson started last Saturday
for a visit with relatives in Lowell and Boston.

Safety

Mrs. Eliza Leathers, who has been in poor
now able to be about the house
and to do her work.

health, is

Mrs. F. R. York was called to Bangor
last week to attend the funeral of her uncle, Dr. Benj. Colson.

•

M. J. Dow recently found some apples in
a box in his cellar, left over from last year,
that were as fresh and sound as the crop of
last season.

Paid On

nnnr

__

i

4 %
Savings Money.

given as a benefit to tlie “fire boys" all are
requested to assist by their attendance.
The Good Templar lodge had a very
pleasant meeting last Saturday evening.
The routine work was very nicely conducted by the C. T., Mr. Everett Cilley, a
senior of the Brooks High school, who has
Then at
taken much interest in the lodge.
recess W. C. Rowe brougiit in a pail full of
luscious apples after which the refreshment committee, Mae Huxford, Lula Estes, and Hattie Work, passed around
Nothing
pop corn, candy and peanuts.
literary was attempted, but everybody
had a good time socially, and all went
home happy.
Silver Crown, Pythian Temple, enjoyed a
very pleasant occasiou last week at the
regular meeting, when the officers were duly
installed by Mrs. Inez Payson,D. I). G. C.,
assisted by Mrs. Francis Rolfe, G. S., and I
Miss Mae MoTaggart G. M. The follow ing

..f*_

otber.

f

THE DEPOSITS OF

Hon. Frederick L. Palmerof Monroe calldays.
Mrs. Edward N. Harriman left by Tues- ed on friends here recently. He has been
| iu
do
do
Flying Scud, 75
very poor health of late and has got about
days, and is said day morning’s train for Lowell, Mass., en but little.
to have run 419
route to North Adams,where she will spend
nautical miles in two months with
Friends who recently visited the family
her son and wife, Mr. and
24 hours.
of James W. Austin, now living in China,
Mrs. Janies 11. Griffin.
Her
mauy.friends
68
Liverpool to Port Philip. Marco Polo,
will welcome her return in the early spring. but formerly of this town, report Mrs. Ausdays, and made the return trip in 74 days.
tin as quite seriouiy ill.
58
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Pitcher and little
Callao to Boston. Ocean Telegraph,
Willifred Hall of Fairfield visited his old*
San Francisco to New York. Trade Wind, daughter returned last Friday and immedihere last week. He is a worker in
84 days.
ately began packing their household goods home
the furniture department of some factory
The Red Jacket was built at Rock- preparatory to returning to
Mr.
Caribou,
land, Maine, and the Sovereign of the P. having engaged in the potato business fn there and reports business very dull and
Seas was one of the famous ships built that section of our
many of the men out of employment
State.
We
are sorry to
at Boston by Donald McKay. In this
Roscoe E. Webber, who is a widower, has Holbrook, well known to everybody in
lose them ais residents of our village.
connection the following clipping, date
unknown, will be of interest:
Capt. Edmund Hichborn’s big schooner, the family of C. P. {feuney with him for Waldo county.
the John R. Develin, which unfortunately the winter, the women of the family acting
Bangob, March 9.
The sale of apples has greatly fallen off
It is a very conas housekeepers for him.
I noticed in a local in the News this morn- dragged her anchors
in this vicinity since the strengenoy in the
the gale of
during
the
was
86
that
intimated
days
ing, it was
who
Jan. 12th and went ashore near Cape venient arrangement for all concerned.
money market come on and the buyers
sailing record between San Francisco and
Rev. J. W. were operating here have disappeared. A.
Next Sunday afternoon
New York. Away back in the early fifties Charles, is at this date (Monday) still hangthe Comet, one of the four clippers built by ing where she struck ; but her owners (the Vaughan will take for a topic: “Your Sins B. Payson has deoided to pick the matter up
Webb of New York in 1851, made the pasCaptain among them) hope she may be got- will Find you Out." In the evening he and will now pack apples for those who
sage in 76 days, which is yet the sailing reowiil untie some legal knots. The attendance wish to
ord between these two ports. In 1852 the ten off later.
ship on their own account to the
and interest in the Sunday school is very
ship Northern Light made the passage from
concern in Liverpool.
Dr. I. P. Park of Revere, Mass., arrived
Crossley
a
but
Boston
in
75
to
days,
San Francisco
encouraging.
of Thorndike, but who is
Littlefield
E.
H.
comparison of their logs showed that the Thursday for a short visit with his parents,
T+
id
/Hull timua
in ftia Hrv rrAorlc
on business,
Comet, in making the passage mentioned, Capt. and Mrs. Charles C. Park. He was
very frequently in this village
sailed 1550 miles larther than the Northern dfiAninnuniorl Kir Hie nnnln f1
new
but
must
have
some
T
stores,
they
goods. has been having lots of trouble lately. His
Light; so you will observe that the passage Park of
week
unpacks several huu-1 wife died recently after a long and distressChatham, Mass., who will remain Mr. Dow this
of the Comet was the better performance.
through the week, the guest of his brother dred yards of the peaches and cream as- ing illness, and his son Merle died about a
and wife. Dr. P. left Monday for home, 1 sortment of hamburgs to go with the other week
previous to his mother’s death after
professional duties demanding his attention. I white goods.
an operation for appendicitis, and now anMrs. Josephine Cain, who has returned other son is in the hospital at Portland, it is
Don’t forget the supper in Hichborn
from Massachusetts.and visited her parents, hoped recovering from the same trouble.
Hall this, Thursday, afternoon from 5.30 to |
Otis VV. Lane and wife, has now packed up
The annual meeting of the Brooks TeleG.30 o’clock.
The committee of the Ladies’ ;
Every Claim U Hacked by I.ocal
her household belongings and gone to AuCo. was held in Union Hall last SatAid
the
I
phone
matter
in
having
Society
charge gusta, where she with her husband will beTestimony.
'P.xt fha s.fti
are: chairman, Miss Mary Hichborn; sogin housekeeping for themselves.
made and accepted after which
If the reader wants stronger proof than the
were
cers
Mrs.
H.
R.
liciting members,
Hichborn,
Mrs. Mary Stautial, who has long been an the following officers had been elected for
following statement and experience of a resident Mrs. A. M.
Ames, Mrs. Everett Staples,
of Belfast what can it be?
and who for several years has been the ensuing year: Secretary and Treasurer;
and Miss Mabelle F. Simmons. The invalid,
Jr.,
lower
at
the
Mrs. J. S Hyde, formerly living
to her bed, remains in about the
A. R. Pilley, Directors; A. E. Kilgore, F.
entire Aid Society will assist in the serv- confined
end of Cedar street. Belfast, Me., says: "We forIler miud is clear, but she R. York, M. S. Stiles, T. I. Huxf ord and R.
same condition.
a delicious bean supper with pies
and
we
had
to
it
a
on
farm
but
ing
give
up
liveil
merly
is practically helpless, physically, from E Page. The service of the company has
owing to the fact that my husband contracted and cakes innumerable and hot tea and
of her lower limbs.
been greatly increased and the financial
kidney trouble and was unable to attend to coffee will greet those who patronize these paralysis
outlook is satisfactory.
work. He thinks Ills trouble was caused by a
and
her
Mrs.
Elwell
known
Otis
daughter,
workers”
“willing
enterprise. After the
We uotice in the Bangor News of Monday
cold which settled in his kidneys. The trouble
as Vinnie Chase, recently spent some
meal, whist playing will be enjoyed by all here
was serious because he used to bloat terribly
that the summer schools for teachers in diftime
at
York
Hotel
in
some
the
the
assisting
caring to participate in the game.
and his limbs and feet were so badly swollen at
State will be disconpreparation of the wardrobe of Miss Marie, ferent parts of the
times that he was unable to get Ills shoes on. In
Monday evening was observed as La- laughter of the proprietor, recently married tinued and one institute will be opened
the summer of 1903 he was laid up for nearly
dies’ Night” at Wassaumkeag Club, Mrs. to Mr. Goodwin of Portland.
with the U. of M. atOrono, and that Payson
eight weeks, and his suffering during that time
State Superintendent, will be in
Frank L. Marston, Mrs. G. A. Stevens and
was
It is said that Thirza Twombly, formerly Smith,
terrible, in fact, be was perfectly helpless.
This is a matter that interests us
Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn (the wives of three
One preparation after another was used but no
>f this town now Mrs. Jackson of Morrill, charge.
as hostesses.
Indian decoin Brooks, as we have had a very successful
permanent relief was obtained. In some way members) acting
las presented her husband with a bounrations were used in honor of the name of
school here for the past two years
Doan’s Kidney Pills were brought to his notice
Our friend, Mrs. Fannie summer
jing big boy.
ai d a box was procured at the City Drug Store
this
and were planning for another this year.
gentleman’s club—Wassaumkeag—
well-known
is
the
nurse,
rwombly, the
for him. They did him a world of good and In a
They are especially valuable to the young
jiving a pleasing effect throughout the
of the new arrival.
teachers, and we are sorry to be left out.
surprisingly short time the backache was reliev- rooms. A big Teddy Bear was the mascot lelighted grandma
Chas. Mixer and Miss Ada Waning, who
ed, and being so encouraged, he continued using of the evening, overlooking from the top of
The Acme Concert Company of Belfast
the medicine. The results obtained were highly
of the company. Pro- ivere receutly married, held a reception will give a concert at the Union hall tothe
doings
the
piano
satisfactory, and he has often said to me that he
at the Simeon Lam.
morrow, Friday, evening under the auspices
gressive whist engaged the attention of ast Saturday evening
wished he had known of Doan’s Kidney Pills
Mr. Mixer is a grandson
>her residence.
of the Brook’s Fire Department. This conthe
and
members
the
greater
him
a
guests
saved
have
would
years ago because they
1 if the late
Keuben McKay and they will cert company is one of the best musical atand
the
scores
were
he
has
time
now
than
the
better
of
oart
He
feels
kept
lot of suffering.
ive at the McKay homestead in Knox.
tractions appearing in Maine this winter
at any time during the past three years, and he
>y kernels of Indian corn held in tiny
Mrs. Susanna Holbrook has returned and has been reoeived with general approvoirch-bark bags daintily lettered as folgives all the credit to Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
have visited.
For sale by all dealers. Price ISO cents. FosThf
ows:
“Wassaumkeag—Wampum Bag— from a visit of several weeks with Mrs. al in all places they
includes the well known Hamter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y„ sole agents for
Jquaw Pow-wow, 20 “First Moon, 1908.” iiley Wiggin in Knox, near her old home, company
one of the
the United States.
vhere she lived for many years until the mons Brothers mala quartette,
kt the close of the game refreshments, conKemember the name—Doan’s—and take no
As the concert is
listing of ice-cream, cake and wafers, were leath of hqr husband, the Hon. Franklin best in New England.
„...

Belfast, IVlaine

C.; Grace Tasker, M. E. C.; Emma Holbrook, E. S.; Nettie ISowen, E. J.; Mabel!
Estes, M.; Isabelle- lioody, M. K. and C.;
Emma Iluxford, M. F.; Annie lirown, P.; I
Susie Lord, G. O. T. The work was very
finely done, the Dist. Deputy, Mrs. Inez
Payson, having all the work both as deputy
and as presiding officer perfectly committed.
Short addi esses were made by
lirothers Dow, Holbrook and Payson and
a banquet was served.
Mrs. Geo. Larrabee has been, and still is,
very seriously ill. Since the birth of her

workmen

have more than they can
Henry Reynolds, too, is making bus;
hum at the Ira YV. Bowden
shop. S
Page in Jackson, but whom we con
of our own men, is another
busy
who with an assistant, is
obliged to
work.
away
Frank Stimpson with a
nished shop and plenty of work
keep
shop closed most of the time, as he saj
cannot stand the work. He works 01
farm instead.
John Bowden of >s
Brooks has been seriously ill and his
has been closed. Hugh Gordon’s sir
now used as a storehouse. L. A.
Bache
one of the best blacksmiths
and mos
pert machinist in town, is now busy a;
farm, where he keeps a large herd of
and is evidently making the
dairy bus

If you want to find a busy place just now
call into the blacksmith shop of Henry Cunniugham some of these cold days, if you can
get in past the crowd of horses which are
Two busy
bunched in there every day.

If

one

M

pay.
For a long time the matter of a fir.
partment has been discussed, and the
of more adequate provision againsi
emeigeiioy
now

| last

last child she has been troubled with what
in common parlance is known as a milk leg,
whioh the doctors have been unable to cure.
It is now badly swollen and there are sores
at the ankle, crippling her so that she cannot get about the house to work. There is
a large family of small children and Mr.
Larrabee has a heavy burden to carry. Last
week the neighbors contributed and sent
them a barrel of flour and other necessaries.
Mr. Larrabee and wife personally wish us
to thank their friends for this and other
acts of kindness extended to them in their
time of need.

.1

mis

ueen

,

1

jS

ireely admitted,

something definitely practical

li

been accomplished.
Recently w
ceived from Belfast about fifty ladders
able for use around and upon build
Tlie most of these were personally
scribed for by individuals for their
protection, but the ladders are here
can be used if needed.
A few were obi
ed as a nucelus for supplies for the pu
fire department, which it is hoped wi
increased from time to time until we ob
something approaching what is needen
the place. Our citizens have already
scribed something for this purpose and
thought the town may make an approi
tion at the next- annual meeting. The
annual fireman’s ball at Union Ilall,
14th, was a pronounced success. The nm
by Kendall’s Orchestra of Skowhegan
fine.
The company present was all
could be well accommodated in the h
nice supper was provided, and best of
there was not the scent of liquor to bt
tected on any individual. It was a strn
clean and commendable social affair,
the managers through the generosity of
public secured something for the gen
fund.
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FOLEYSHONEY^tak 1
B
Cures Colds) Prevents Pneumonia

&

(HE NEWSOf BELFAST
are on

intkhpoht.

w

At

the

store of

sale at the

I.

OIUTTLE BOf

w,

H.

Store of 1). .1. Dickens
"camokk.
and M.
Sullivan.

J. Dow,
Searsport
ill
subok* are authorized agents to receive
advertisements.
and
notions
Co.
Ki publican Journal Publishing

were a Solid Mass, and
Disease Spread All Over His Body
—In Four Days the Child was
Entirely Cured—Mother Strongly

His Hands

Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
wiled condition of oar columns we have
of
,,j to discontinue the advertisements
offers, aud will present them
licit

'ebbing

RECOMMENDS CUTICURA
SOAP AND OINTMENT

cth here. They apply only to subscrippaid in advance; aud when payment is
it should be stated what premium, if
It is also necessary to say
is desired.
mailed
A mlne of these publications are
lb The Journal or from this office. We

a

pay for these publications one year
advance, and they are then sent from
,.jr respective offices to our subscribers,
clubbing offers are as follows for one
hi

■

s

subscription paid in advanoe:
and Farm & Home.$2.00

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and

Tribune Farmer.
McCall’s Magazine...
New Idea Magazine..
Tri-Weekly Tribune..

2.-5

2.10

210
2.50

Journal has a few 1908 calendars
distribution to its subscribers who call
tie oftioe.
be

I

special meeting

of the

Improvement

is_\t

...

I’

U7

Pnfa

unlay, Jan. 25th, at 3 p. in.
a
I i,e Y. M. A. base ball team will give
Hall this, Thurse ill the Odd Fellows
.‘veiling with music by the quintette.
are (lances every Wednesday night
avey’s hall, Citypoint, and a dancing

h*‘re

will be formed there tomorrow,

Fri-

night.
Tasker of North Monroe had a
slaughtered the day it was nine months
Who can rehat weighed 417 pounds.

PIMPLES

Darles

a

event

is

toe concert

ana

rOOH

B

BULLS.

*

uo

d«ubtui«U(

viuu

met lest Thursday afternoon and eveutng
with Hr. and Mrs. Charles Wood. There!
was a large attendance.Urs. Abbie
Toothaker has been visiting a few days
with Mrs. 0. A. Wade....Some of the young
people from here went to Belmont to the

Hose Co., Thursday

We

The Trinity Reformed chnrob Ladies’
Aid will meet with Mrs. E. O. Pendleton
this, Thursday afternoon.
There will be a meeting of the Woman’s
dance last Saturday evening.Quite a;
Hospital Aid with Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore number around here are sick with colds....
|
at
2.30
o’clock.
afternoon
tomorrow, Friday,
The men began Monday to cut the lumber i
The rummage sale by the ladies of the for the frame of the new buildiAg that the 1
Methodist society is still in progress at 125 members of the Benevolent Club intend
Main street, opposite the post office.
putting up in the near future.Miss MarThe Universalist Social Aid will meet garet Jaoksou finished her sohool in Linwith Mrs. FredS. Jackson, Church street, colnviile last Friday and has returned home.
....There will be an entertainment at the
this, Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Admis- 1
At the last meeting of Thos. H. Marshall sehoolliouse next Saturday night.
Post the time for the meetings was changed siou 10 cents. Ice cream and cake will be
to the first and third Tuesdays, of each served.

And Blackheads Prevented and
Cured by Cuticura.

better one?

Hartnett of Portland was in
sent here by
tty last week,having been
the
surance department to investigate
hall
.1 Jail. 1st, when Seaside Grange

apt-. T.

Gently smear the face with Cuticura
Ointment, the great Skin Cure, but do

not rub. Wash off the Ointment in five
minutes with Cuticura Soap and hot
water and continue to bathe the face
freely for some minutes. Repeat morning and evening. At. other times use
hot water and Cuticura Soap for bathing the face as often as agreeable.

burned.
lelfast man bought a pair of ten cent
of Henry Staples for use
a gloves
doing rough work, and the other day
iiid a diamond in the right hand glove,
does not promise a diamond with
v

Complete Extern art and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children, and Adulta
consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent (50c.Morin the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills 25e. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Potter Drug & Chem.
Sold throughout the world.
Corp., Sole Prons., Boston, Mass.
iWMailed Free. Cuticura Book on 8kln Diseases.

are
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The first tent of the smelt fishing oolony
the ice near Citypoint Monday
morning, Jan. 20th. Like all pioneers in a
new and untried country this first settler
has gone in for the rugged and substantial
instead of the beautiful and picturesque,
and has covered the whiteness of his tent
with a dull weather-beaten brown paint. It
is hoped that smelts have not the “artistic
eye” and that his fisherman’s luck may not
desert him.

--->

Men’s New Stylish Kuppenheimer Suits & Overcoats
Our regular $1?.00, 16. ?0 and $18.00 lines. They come in the neat, dark mixed worsteds
and the new brown checks with invisible overplaids which are so popular in all high grade
suits, and nice dressy black and Oxford gray Overcoats, with a style and a stay-there shape
that the Kuppenheimer goods are famous for. You can buy them while this sale lasts at

--

the manufacturers’ cost Drices. and

Red Taj; Prices

New Advertisements. Furs are marked down this week at Fred A. Johnson’s,
Masonio Temple. If you have not needed
furs up to this time you soon will, for we
shall no doubt have a real winter between
A sample line of embroidnow and spring.
ery goods have been marked down to almost half pi'ce_Story and a half house
with L, barn, carriage house, work shop
and hen house for sale. Fruit trees, small

j

Starl Crowley, who left Toledo, Ohio, at
a. m., Oct. 25, 1907, to walk around the
United States, arrived in Belfast yesterday,
To accomand will leave this morning.
plish the task he has undertaken he must
travel 17,000 miles and if he completes
his journey in two years and eight months
he is to receive $2,000 from three of the
Toledo newspapers. The distance he travels
He called at
is registered by a pedometer.
the post office and had the post mark
stamped in the book he carries, and made a
oall at The Journal office.
10

roses.
Enquire at 15 BayView street_Mark down sale of shirt
waists at The Fashion, High street....
Farms wanted by William Lincoln West,
New Fork, N. Y.H. H. Maddocks, at
the George A. Mathews’ carriage shop,
Washington street, is prepared to do carriage and wagon painting promptly and
Don’t forget that the Red Tag
neatly
Sale of Harry W. Clark & Co. is still going
on, and that it affords the biggest kind of
bargains in clothing and furnishing goods.
Seethe special offer for next Saturday....
The deposits of the City National Bank of
Belfast increased $139,000 the past yearTenement of five rooms on the ground floor,
corner of Bridge and Main streets for rent..
See notice of J. I). Walker, superintendent
of the Belfast Water Co-Teams wanted

All of

ui

uui uuaui

$11.95, $12.95 and $13.95.

OVERCOATS,

$3.95

“

now

“

now

“

now

|

5.95
6.95 and 7.75
8.75

|

New Widow Jones’ $5.00 Suits and Overcoats now $3.95.

our

Bargains

Men’s $12.50 all wool Frieze Rubber Lined Ulsters,
$9.75
“
3
7.50 Ulsters,
now 5.95
“
5.00 Heavy Gray Reefers
“3.95
“
“4.25
Corduroy Sheepskin Lined Jackets
“
“1.29
Heavy Duck Water Proof Blanket Lined Jackets
“
“2.95
Sheepskin lined Canvas Coats
“
Red Pontiac all wool Jackets, $3.00 value,
“2.29
“
and Boy’s Winter Caps now 19, 39 and 79 cents.
Remarkable bargains in Men’s Pants 98c., $1.98, 2.95 and $3.95. Former prices
ranged from $2.50 to $5.00.
Tremendous cut down in Fur Caps for both Ladies and Gentlemen.
now 98c. and 1.49
Fur trimmed Caps, regular $1.50 and 2.50 value
now 3.49
Genuine Alaska Priced Seal Caps
“2.49
Electric Seal with Mushrat Trimmings,
“
1.49
Rat and Cony Caps, great value, priced
“
3.95
Men's $5.00 Attachable Fur Collars, can be put on any coat,
“
“
.39
50 cent Heavy Fleeced Underwear
“
“
.79
$1.00 Heavy Wool Underwear
.39
50 cent Heavy Gloves,
.79
$1.00 Heavy Gloves,

■

uu

now

Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats at Great

—

The Acme Concert Company gave a conFreedom Wednesday evening, Jan.
15th, under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid
The concert
Society of the Union church.
was largely attended and the audience were
loath kfi leave at the close of the program.
The company has been engaged to furnish
an afternoon and evening program for the
Food Fair to be held in Rockland the week
The Acme Conbeginning February 10th.
cert Company, which is composed of local
artists, has been very successful since its
first appearance here last fall and is having
many engagements.
Light Wanted. At the January meet-

longer:

Great Bargains in Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, Reefers
and Overcoats—Special lot to close out at $1.95 and $2.95. For$T(Jo^ic*5SoS"re

fruit, shrubs and

cert in

no

MEN’S AND YOUTH’S $5.00 AND $6.00 SUITS AND
“
“
“
“
7.50 TO 9.00
,‘
“
“
“
“
“
10.00 to 11.00
“
“
*•
“
“
12.50

perance.

appeared on

pair, however.
(
iiclaimed ietters remaining in the Kel- I
Jan. ,
post office for the week ending
Mrs. Luther Lambert, Mrs. Ralph
At a regular meeting of Thus. 11. Marshall
L. Chenery,
i. Mrs. Julia .'leader, J.
icivuci
uy ricu u<
Post No. 42 Dept, of Maine, G. A. It., the
T.
E.
A.
Jeuuisou,
W.
Chase,
wood.Plain washing done at No. 18
resolution was read and adopted:
following
132.
Hox
ten, O. ". Patterson,
Cross street.
Resolved, That in the death ofjour fellow
M. Prentiss, Howard Heath and Lyn- soldier, Geo. ly Carter, we have lost a comWe
rade whom we all loved and respected.
“I Jones will leave for Portland tomorpassed that the committee on lights be inCATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
are saddened, and deeply feel hi-loss from
to demand of the Belfast Gas &
Frid.ty, morning to represent the our number, and to his widow in her great structed Co. that all street arc
shall with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
Electric
lamps
North
the
of
the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
mhts of King Arthur
bereavement we extend our heartfelt symproduce approximately 2,000 candle power, reach
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
oh at the Annual Hoys Conference to pathy.
the same to be determined by test at the
you must take internal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh
It
may fairly Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
Waldo County Agricultural Soci- pleasure of the committee.
held there Jan. 24th, 25th and 26th.
be doubted whether at any time the city blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
The annual meeting of the stockety.
has had the light it pays for. Often these is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by
young woman of this city was read'iig
holders of this society was held at the street arc lights do not appe^ to have more one of the best physicians in this country for
1
lslesboro news in The Journal last
and is a regular prescription. It is comcourt house in this city last Saturday af- than 20 candle power and hardly serve to years of the best
came to mention of
tonics known, combined with
she
when
and
v„ek,
darkness visible. The police are said posed
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
Officers were elected for the en- make
ternoon.
to have reported 112 of these lights out dur- mucous surfaces.
“three cheers and a tiger” for Mr. SearsThe perfect combination of
Dr.
J
she suing year as follows: President,
ing the month of December. The night of the two ingredients is what produces such wongiver of the ball at Dark Harbor,
vice presidents, Horace Che- Jan. 7th they were all out, and the city derful results in curing Catarrh. Send for testiB.
Darling;
the
on
no
aint
tigers
“limed, “There
The wind was blow- monials free.
was in total darkness.
nery and Arthur Ritchie; secretary, Orrin
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
and.”
ing a gale, the rain was coming down in
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
J. Dickey, treasurer, William A. Mason; torrents and the streets and walks were
Howes has sold his ice boat,
,lines II.
Take
Hall’s
Family Pills for constipation.
trustees, E. R. Conner, E. G. Norton, E. E. slippery. The city could not have been
Coot, and last Friday 1’. G. Hurd
of light under worse conditions
deprived
William
W.
Beckwith,
J.
Jones,
Babcock,
and that there were no serious accidents is CENTER MONTVTLLE.
mled her to South Hope. Her new ownS. Cunningham, Samuel G. Norton,
The rate charged for gas, $2.50
Mr. Harvey
a miracle.
will use her on Alford’s Lake.
F.
H.
Allen Goodwjn is preparing for The JourMason, Dwight per thousand feet, is the largest in this
William H. Arnold,
another boat built for
wes is having
F. A. Gray, Joseph Tyler, country—some say in the world. At times nal an historical account of the Liberty mob
C.
Greenlaw,
Pitcher’s Pond which has been
on
lit has been so bad that it has caused con- who mobbed
Fred Townsend, Selwyn Thompson ami
Joseph H, Pierce of Hoston,
sumers great inconvenience and expense.
I .Lined Hag Picker.
Messrs. J. F. Wilson, The
Giles G. Abbott.
unpurified gas has forced its way formerly from England,at Marshall Springs
a
Instead of soap-stones for warmth iarge Harvey S. Cunningham and G. G. Abbott of through the fixtures and defied all efforts hotel in Montville,where Thomas Ayer now
remedy it. From time to time announce- now lives, in 1815. Mr. Pierce was an agent
n can tilled with hot water is recommeudBelfast, J. R. Littlefield of Brooks and to
ment has been made through the news-d to all people who take long drives in cold
Mason I. Stevens of Northport were apof improvements soon to be made in for the Company of Proprietors of the
papers
weather. L. \\. Pearson of Citypoint is to pointed a committee to revise the premium the lighting service, but they have not ma- Twenty Associates Land
George L. Edbe thanked for this suggestion, and all who list and make any necessary changes to terialized to any great extent, and the in- munds who has been very sick with blood
ordered by the city government
allow it will admit that they have never insure a successful fair. The fair will be vestigation
The schools
for and should be poisoning, is now improving
was certainly called
mud anything better.
in town closed last week.
held on the society grounds in this city made.
The League of Postmasters of the Fourth September 1st, 2nd and 3d.
i-s met in the parlor of Hotel North, AuRobert Homans of
Steamer Notes.
receiver for the
-ta, .Ian. 15th, and elected officers for the Roston has been

j

Here With the Goods

The

The W. C. T. U. held a franchise meetwell in hand for a ing at the home of Mrs. Isabel Langili,
gong recital to be given at an early date Congress street, Jan. 17th. The devotional
under the auspices of the Improvement service was led by Miss Emily F. Miller.
Sooiety. It will be novel and a rare treat The franchise program was as follows:
Full particulars will be ; music; reading of papers by Miss Ellen
to all music lovers.
Frothingham, Mrs. Nellie Macomber, Mrs.
given next week.
The Unity Clnb met at the Unitarian Minnie Coombs, Mrs. P. S. Staples and
Miss ! Miss Miller, followed by general discusparsonage last Tuesday evening.
Mildred Slater read an interesting paper on sion of subject; Mrs. Lillian Parsons, Lead1
“Concord—One LittleJTown and its Greatness,” and this was followed by a disous- was spent socially, after which a picnic
sion on The Trancedentalist and the Over- j supper was served. Mrs. Eliza Hunnewell,
soul, led by the president, Rev. Adolph the oldest member, was present. The
Ro88baeh. The next meeting of the club Union will meet next Friday with Miss
Ellen Frothingham; subject, Medical Temwill be on Feb. 4th.

Arrangements

are

first week of our sehi-annual red tag sale has been
The feason is this—they found the goods in the store just as
a record breaker.
advertised—told their friends who came in and took advantage of our low
prices. Now there are a greaf many more men and boys' that need new Suits and OverThis sale lasts until February 1£th. We want to dose out every dollar’s worth of
coats
our winter stock, and we still have a splendid line to select from.' Here’s some special
,/j
bargains that go on sale this week:

month at 2 p. m.

“One day we noticed that our little
boy was all broken out with itching
We first noticed it on his little
sores.
hands. Hjp hands were not as bad
then, and we didn’t think anything
serious would result. But the next day
we heard of the Cuticura Remedies being
so good for itching sores, etc., that I
thought I would get them. By this
time the disease had spread all over his
body, and his hands were nothing but
I
a solid inass of this itching disease.
went to the drug store and purchased
a box of Cuticura Soap and one box of
Cuticura Ointment, and that night I
stripped my little boy and took the
Cuticura Soap and lukewarm water and
Then I dried him
washed him well.
with a soft bath towel, and took the
Cuticura Ointment and rubbed him
thoroughly with it. I did this every
evening before I put him to bed and in
three or four nights he was entirely
cured. You have my permission to
publish this because anybody who suffered as my baby did ought to know of
the Cuticura Remedies. I will surely
and gladly recommend the Cuticura
Remedies, fo^ they are a godsend to all
suffering with skin diseases. Mrs. Frank
Donahue, 208 Fremont St., Kokomo,
Ind., Sept. 16, 1907.”

to

re

social

Washington

evening, Jan. 30th.

PUBLISHERS’ NOTICE.
Si„gle copies ol The Journal
snowing places: the
post office.
-fuispokt. At
office,
-tockton Springs. At the post

coining

ball of

...

Special in 50 cent Working Shirts this week.
$1.00 and 1.50 Negligee Shirts

now
“

I
{

!

ji
\
\

|j
1
!

35c., 3 for 1.00
69 and 79 cents

—

Special Offer for Saturday, January 25.
75 Odd

Vests, sizes 34, 35 and 36 only, suitable for small men and
The only stipulation being that
goods to the amount of $5 or more.

boys, to be sold at I cent each.
you show this ad. and buy other

—

—

appointed

Z. R. Duren of East. Corinth
president, J. W. Harding of Dixmont, I Maine corporation, by .Judge Lowell in the
The company
usurer and II. L. Pinkham of Palermo a ; United Stales Circuit court.
,-mber of the executive committee.
is engaged in carrying freight, mostly can! he next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua i ned goods, between Maine ports and Boston,
tele will be with Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42, j and own two steamers, the Mohawk and
gh street, Monday afternoon January | Massasoit, the latter being ashore at Cutler,
7 h.
The lesson will be from the C. L. S. j The assets of the company are said to
liabilities
book, American Literature, chapter five amount to about $25,000 and its
an issue of bonds
page 239. Roll-call quotations from Wil- to $20,000, in addition to
amounting to $120,000.Capt. B. W.
un Ellery Cbauniug’s writings.
who is negotiating for the sale of
Mrs. Arthur A. Hamilton was pleasantly Arey,
the steamer Kuth, states that the sale of tnis
prised last Friday evening, by the sudpopular craft will not in any way interfere
rooms on Union
n appearance at her
with the running of a boat next summer benet of twelve of her girl friends. Altween Bangor and Islesboro.Capt. F. C.
ugh the evening was a delightful one,
Pendleton of Islesboro has bought the
dishes—which
tin
i-re was a shower—of
steamer Gardiner which for several years
the
and
the
bride
a as
enjoyed by both
has run between /Boothbay Harbor and
The uninvited but welcome guests
amors.
Augusta. She is 22 tous net and was built
so brought a generous allowance of deThe price paid was $3,500.
at Bath in 1893.
vious home-made candy, and the occasion
It is not known what use Capt. Pendleton
n-uing >ear.

|

was a

jolly

one.

How easy it is to be mistaken. A didlssion as to the last time the harbor was
frozen over led to a bet of a J. A. cigar,
nd a number of people were interviewed
u the subject.
Everbody, including F.
V. l'ote, agent of the Eastern Steamship
o., said the harbor was closed winter beThe
re last, and the
year preceding.
liter was among those who gave that
Reference to The Journal files
nswer.
bowed that two years of open winter had
utervened.
nut

is

11 let, L

records

Agent Pote
atiaicuicill

was

was

\j\av

obliged

to

disposed

to

uii

admit its

cor-

net ness.

It
lil'KOLARIES AT Qu ANTABACOOK.
is
discovered last Friday that all the
ullages at Quantabaoook had been entered
nee tile Sunday
previous and articles of
The
iure or less value'taken from each.
stages known as The Fines, Lakeside and
verside, are the pioneers, and others are
ned by Adrian C. Tuttle, C. llervey
The
l ines and the O. G. Critchett estate.
and the
wes cottage was broken into,
The aru■cks of the others were picked.
ms taken included clothing, bedding, boots
There
md shoes, stores and fishing gear.
-fa strong suspicion as to the guilty ones
and they may be under arrest when The
Journal reaches its readers.
■

■

Kev. A. E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist
church, spoke before the Young Mens’
Association last evening at the regular
meeting with a large attendance. At the
business meeting the most important disusslon was on the topic of baseball and a
committee and manager were selected to
handle the baseball team the coining sumThe success of the team last season
mer.
interested many and this year it is expected
that the association will have a stronger
team than ever before. A beautiful athletic
'•up lias been offered as a prize from the
association to the member who secures the
largest list of members between the first ol
February and the first of June. The cup
will be on exhibition at the store of H. J.
Locke & Son in a few days and it is expected that the contest for this beautiful trophy
will wax warm.
■

will make of the steamer.
Sch. Melissa Trask,
Shippihg Items.
which, has been undergoing repairs on Giichrest’s marine railway, was launched Jan.
15th, but was found to be leaking and was
hauled cut again the next day. She was
watered, the leak discovered, and was
launched again Monday. She will be hauled up here for the remainder of the winter
and in the spring will be hauled out for
painting and hanging the rudder. 0. R.
Webster is now in charge of the railway
taking the place of I. L. Wilband, who has a
responsible positiou in Boston.The
schooners Sarah L. Davis and Grace Davis
are laying side by side at Marshall’s wharf,
The Sarah L. was
but are not related.
built at Belfast in 1871 and the Grace Davis
tA Yarmouth, Me., in 1873....Sch. Winnie
Lawry took another cargo of corn to Searsport for Pike Bros’ last week....Sch. Hastings landed a small cargo of chemicals at
this port last week for Jackson & Hall, and
sailed for Rockland_The three masted
schooner Abel W. Parker arrived last Friday night from Rockland to goon Gilehrest’s
She is 202 tens gross, was built at Boothbay
in 1873 ami hails from Rockland. She is a
fine looking vessel of a fisherman’s model
and is said to be a fast sailor.The follow,
ing charters are reported: sch. Hattie Cl
St. Thomas, iee, p. t.;
sch. Star of the Sea, Turks Island to Portland, salt, p. t.Sch. Harriet Rogers has
gone into winter quarters at the lower
bridge_Sch. Pilgrim has loaded cord
wood and Sch. Sunnyside hay at Lewis

Luce, Rockport

*
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HARRYW.CLARK&CO•*Clothiers, Belfast

$

Girlhood
linked

andyScott's
together.)

Emulsion

i

^
4
4
4

The girl who takes Scott's Emulm
sion has plenty of rich, red blood; she is
plump, active and energetic.

a

food that builds and

keeps

up

Charles R.

Q

Q
Q
Q

ALL DRUGGISTS: SOe. AND $1.00.

Beginning
We Pay

at

the open conditions of the rivers and harbors and the favorable seAon. A Portsmouth, N. H., dispatch says: “The lumber
business, which usually keeps a large part
of the vessels busy, is duller than for some
time, the only large Heights being received
from St. John, N. B„ and other provincial
ports. The stone quarries at Vinalhaven
and Stonington are the only ones in the
State shipping to any very great extent,
and all other industries calling for a coasting traffic are equally dull."

I

j

full line of

Anil do tleloping, printing, etc., at lowest
films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.
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Any 12 Year Old Girl
delicious Lemon, Chocolate and
Custard pies as well as the more experienced
cook if she uses OUR-PIE” preparatton*yhich
Is now being sold by nearly all grocers. Full directions on each package. Pie is not a luxury,
but an article of daily diet ana you might just
a
as well make good pies as poor ones. Order
few packages today and you will be so well
friends,
pleased that you will tell all your
Can make these

|

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

Lincoln ville, Jan.

H

1.4,

JOHN W. MILLER.
1908.

HMADOOCKS,

~

WANTED

CARRIAGE AND WACON
PAINTER AND DECORATOR

Teams to haul peeled poplar and other soft and
hard wood and logs on first class two turn road.
Good prices and
wtaterjob.

In the George A. Matthews carriage shop,
formerly occupied by Green & Ray, Wash2w4*
ington street, Belfast, Maine.

FLETCHEE
Burnham, Maine.

It

The subscriber

hereby gives notice tbat he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
JENNIE E. MILLER, late ol Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.

^*A11 work promptly aud neatly done.
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The Most

of those
who have tested
them
in ti,eii
homes for many
years. The

proval

_
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Piano to Buy

|

*550,000.00
GUY CARLETON, Cashier.

JOSHUA ADAMS, President.

prices

h. f. miller

PIANO

9
*

if uncalled for at

f

*
*

the

most

faction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

PITCHER’S
MUSIC STORE,

BELFAST.

$867.75

$27,278.33

$1,267,824.61

confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future. .VII
immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
the time will draw interest the same as the principal sum.

per annum, and we
interest is

dividerfd

9
S

of

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

%8

economical

oue

DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2,1907, AT THE RATE OF 4 %,

I

pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed uj>ou them.
They give perfect and lasting satis-

is

DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868,.

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

MAIN SfRKKT, BKL.frAST.

K******** *****************

Megunticook National Bank,

im4

a

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

4%

100,000.00
173,248.87

Calls answered prompuy eiwiei unj ui uigiu.
Home telephone, 48*3; office 48-4
for moving the sick furnished
Ambulance
I also carry

Deposits.

RESERVE,.
SURPLUS,.•.

ways in stock.

Period

promptly.

On Savings

DORMAN, Treasurer.

DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2, 1907.SI,457,042.07

Heavy Stale Burial Vaults al-

_

WILMER J.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Modern in
Caskets and Robes.

■

all

ROBERT F. OUNTON, President.

-ALSO-

to

wharf, both for Deer Isle.The coasting
trade is unusually dull notwithstanding

OKG ,VNI/KU1 1808.

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN
on
as my assistant, I can more easily carry
the business, for which L have given 25 years
of my life, to the study of

Next Interest

regular pirces.

I

Everything

our

at

4%

services of

?
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chargee}

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

A

a

credit will be

on

Cools, 4%

a

girl’s strength.

?

CASH, goods sold

means

Q

The reason is that at a period when a girl’s
digestion is weak, Scott's Emulsion
provides her with powerful nourishment in
easily digested form.
It is

This sale

J

are

I

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage ot its present

^
»
V

depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective deV
positors within or without the State.
Deposits received and placed on interest the first of each

9

month.

J

1

Deposits

in this Bank are

exempt from taxation.

i

I

TBU SIX EES:

Ifty ***¥ *******************
ROBERT If. DUXTOX,

for Sale or to Rent
A modern two story house on Congress street
with bathroom, gas, etc. Carriage house and
stable. About one acre of land with orchard.
3W3
Inquire at

36 Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

JAMES H. HOWES,

ARTHUR I. BROWX,

4%

FRED O. WHITE,

Bits D. FIELD.

THE

MISSIONJWAIL
WORTH

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

BAG.

Office of Public Roads, Washington. D. C. [• Listener" in the Boston Transcript.J
Talking canaries were quite a specialThe U. S. Office of Public Roads will
supply this paper with practical articles ty with the Listener three and four
oti various features of road building
years ago. The story of the Rockland,
ana maintenance, which will be pubaccustomed to
lished from time to time,
Our sub- (Me.) canary, who was
scribers are urged to give this matter address the ladies of the family with
careful consideration, and are request- the charming greeting, “Pretty darling,
ed to forward to this office for transcome and kiss me,” had been elicited
mission to the Office of Public Roads
statements from other corany practical question which they de- by similar
sire answered relating to road construc- respondents previously sent in concertion and maintenance. Questions and
ning canaries in this neighborhood
answers will be published by this paper
feats.
achieving similar astounding
at suitable intervals.
the Listener’s, in
of
commissioner
A
THE MAINTENANCE OF EARTH ROADS.
the summer of 1904, called upon the
We may recognize the value of hard Rockland ladv possessing the wonder
and durable roads in alt parts of the of that town and satisfied himself that
country, but still the fact remains that there had been no exaggeration or atfor a long time to come the majority of
tempt to mislead in the astonishing
the roads wifi be composed of earth. statements as
published in this column.
out
in
about
nine
months
Furthermore,
Our commissioner, ou his account alof the year, the earth road, if properly lowed the
lady, Mrs. C. 0. Chandler, to
cared for, is reasonably satisfactory. tell the story in her own words.
The
For many agricultural districts, it is
bird had been very sick in moulting ior
the only road at present available, weeks and she had been in the habit of
flence, these communities should set holding it in her hands and saying,
themselves seriously to work to learn
“Baby is sick,” and the like.
the best methods of maintaining earth
One day 1 was sitting alone in my
serthe
maximum
♦ »>*» nan arc
nurcliPfl Oil tlltt LiHCa
roads and of getting

SAVING.

tidings of terrible disin
tress in Turkey. Famine prevails
large sections and people are literally
Again

comes

starving to death. An American Board
worker there, familiar with famine
that

he

“has

CANARIES THAT TALK.

never

scenes, writes
known sucli conditions." Orphan children clamor to be taken into the misThere is good stuff
sion schools.
One
among these Armenian waifs.
ten
applicant was a little chap about
uative
from his
years old who walked
of
village to the neighboring city
Erzroom for an operation for eularged
to
glands in the neck. He marched
the hospital, mounted the operating
table and took chloroform without a
or
whimper, all alone with not a friend
acquaintance near. The kind Christian
care
doctor gave him the best medical
set
possible, then the child had to be
ad lift, to make room for other sufferThe boy’s eagerness to enter the
ers.
school was pitiful to behold, but that,
too was full to overflowing. A permais greatly needed to
nent

orphanage
orphans.

RUN-DOWN CONDITION DUB TO OVER- ROYAL ARCH MASONS IN LEWISTON.
WORK.

The symptom8 described in the following
are so common today wherever overI case
work
and worry have resulted in a decline
| iu health
that the means by which a cure
was effected deserves the careful attention
of every thoughtful man and woman. It is
such conditions as are here described that
are comniouiy neglected uutil the injury to
the health is past repair. It is therefore the
part of wisdom to take the remedy that
cured Mrs. James Stiuwin, of 488 West
Main street, Battle Creek, Mich., as soon
as the first warning symptoms are noted.
She says:
“For several months I was sick with
anaemia aud part of the time bad to remaiu
in bed. It was brought on by overwork
which produced a run-down condition. I
didn't have much of an appetite and had to
be careful what I ate.
My kidneys were
weak and the secretions contained a sediment.
My cheeks and lips were white, I
had bad headaches, dizzy and fainting spells
and would see black specks floating before
1 would oiten have palpitation of
my eyes.
the heart, could get no rest from sleep, was
My blood
nervous, low-spirited and weak.
was
watery and 1 didn't have strength

enough

to work.

“We employed a doctor for six months
but without avail. Then I read about Dr.
THE CONTAGION
Williams’ Pink Pills in a paper and soon
few boxes
conies to
A
of my chair. All at once a little piping after began to take them.
The tide of enthusiasm in the Lay- vice from them. Prosperity
of
extent
to
a
cured
the
to
me, giving me strength and plenty
There
through
seems
great
country
voice was heard, "Baby is sick.”
men’s Missionary Movement
and strong ever
This
the prosperity of the farmers.
1 was wide biood and I have been well
was no one in the room.
be sweeping over the whole country.
since.”
the importance
a
At one place in Virginia a few weeks fact strongly'suggests
awake, and knew it could not he
bo general is the success of Dr. Williams
of giving the earth road every possible dream. 1 knew tlie hiid had talked.
Pink Pills in curing aidemia that it may be
ago a mill-owner had his plant destroyattention in its location, \\ pen uiv husband came home 1 told
were care and
flames
the
Before
lire.
:
ed by
safely stated that the) are the most certain
construction and mainte- him what had occurred
He laughed ; reined) for all conditions of thin, weak and
extinguished he pulled out his check- drainage,
for the
at me and said it was my imagination, water) blood. They are also a tonic
book and wrote a check for $1000 for nance.
An earth road composed of water but 1 asked lam to hear for himself. nerves and have cured indigestion and gen
foreign missions. The churches in
other
soil should be exposed to the Soon was heard the thin piping voice, era! debility, where the stomach and
N nl -Ik and Portsmouth in the same holding
mgans of the body a:e weakened and disas possible, as
as
air
marsun
and
husband
freely
annual
their
sick.”
My
“Baby is
.Si tt pledged to increase
iii tiered simply through lack of proper nourto 00,- comparison between the shaded and velled, but was convinced, so were, the ishment.
1 hey have also been especially
g;its tor missions from $20,000
of such a road will easito
time
lrom
the
in
in
came
who
sunny
portions
interest
successful in curing rheumatism and aftermn‘
in Tennessee
neighbors,
accomfnrm
in
be
This should
ly indicate.
time. Since then Sankey has lea rued effects of the grip and of fevers.
a sufficient amount
A pamphlet on “Diseases of the Blood
now
to
larger contributions of plished by clearing
many other words, his vocabulary
from
and
trees
different and a copy of our diet book will be sent free
undergrowth away
of
thirty-seven
t
consisting
organizing mission study I of
*1... .A
♦
rnma>nh4irurl
Imtu
on request.
words.
More than a thousand new
Dr. W illiams’ Pink Pills qre sold by all
that sandy and gravelly roads reis not yet two years old, but
ave just been started, thus lay- ever,
Charley
one.-.
druggists, or will be sent, postpaid, on rethese
eases some
in
and
words.
tour
moisture,
of
intelliquire
has a vocabulary
twenty
ing tl ,■ foundation for greater
ceipt ol price. 50 cents per box; six boxes
He was for *250. bv the Dr. Williams Medicine
Iguo- shade should be retained. Further- Both birds sing very plainly,
gence among the young people.
beneficial along river his mother's
beauty darling, just as Compuny, Schenectady, >. x
the root ol most of the more, trees are
ranee lies at
To banks and on steep grades subject to pretty as he can he, and live, live, live.”
prejudice against foreign missions.
This is rather a long sentence tor a caProf.
Work
know what is really being done in non- washing.
hosDrainage is one of the most important nary, and hearing, one marvels at the
( hristiau lands through schools,
with
in
connection
to
consider
as points
plainness of each word.
pitals and industrial plants, as well
When Andrew Carnegie gave $10,OuO,The majority of eartli
an earth road.
Mrs. Chandler lias another bird—a
thiough the churches, is enough to roads in all mountainous and hilly dis000 for the funding of the Carnegie indislike
a
took
soul.
dullest
great
female. Sankey
kindle enthusiasm in the
in Washington, the leading protricts have too much drainage. Occa- to her, and it wasn’t long before he was stitute
was that it should he devoted to
NOT UNLIKE OTHEK LADS.
sionally a road will be found with five singing in a most decided tone. "It is vision
scientific research, in connection with
the
like her; I dislike tier; she is the
A w liter 111 the World’s Work for ditches, three in the middle made by
work of other institutions. Since
of the just
Mrs. Chandler the
December pays a glowing tribute to horses’ hoofs and by wheels
meanest old thing.”
time much has been accomplished
that
All
on
the
sides.
two
and
holds many conversations with them,
the man or woman “who carries the vehicles,
an expert staff of trained investigaare
by
roads
eartli
supwell
constructed
whose
something like as follows?”
go.-pel m a surgical case and
tors and writers and many valuable
no more than two ditches,
"Who are you?”
Mrs. Chandler
chapel is a thatched dispensary in an posed to haveside
books of reference in regard to economic
roadtraveled
of
tiie
on
each
one
“Mother's
in
the
world.”
The
Birds.
beauty.”
out-ot the-way place
conditions in various parts of this couuKeep the water out of the mid
Mrs. Chandler. “What are you?”
Honor is also due those who are preach- way.
have been compiled.
it a crown or
“Just as pretty as can be try
The Birds.
ing tiie gospel of labor through the I die of the road by giving
One of the features mapped out is an
inches
and live.”
manual training schools on foreign ) elevation in the center of 7 1-2
economic history of ttie United States,
of the inner slope of the
Though none equalled the Rockland
missionary ground. One such under above the top
in pursuit of this object, the specthe care of the American Hoard in | ditch for a 20-foot road, and where the case, it appeared that there were sever- and,
ialists are end-avoring to collect all
the
crown
make
a
little
hills
are
conversasteep
s-outl 1 udia gives instruction in carpenal cf these marvels of canary
available matter bearing upon the ecoa crown of about 1
tionalists in various parts of New
try and biucksmithing, and is about to 10 inches. With
in various branches
the
if nomic conditions
he
not
wou.d
It
strange
aud iepartmeuis iu mechanical and inch to the foot from the center to
England.
often built the bird from New Brunswick describ- of activity throughout the country.
free-,,and drawing, agriculture, book- sides, the ditches which are
An important division of this great
on steep grades to de
ed in the Transcript recently were a
keeping. correspondence and vvood-car- across the road
which it will take ten years or
In1 he principal of the school, fleet the water will not be needed.
descendant or near relative of some work, to
v.ng.
complete, is that relating to
across the road
Professor Underwood of more
one of them.
del.'. \. Miller writes: “We hope in a stead of carrying water
and development of banktliehistory
drains
or
conciete
tile
in
open ditches,
lhe Institute ot Technology discovered
Tear or two to be able to add shorthand
That pan of this subject which
ing.
be,
if
They
vacation
provided.
summer's
his
last
possible,
him during
and typewriting and commercial law, shouid,
middle west lias been
and tall in the New Brunswick woods.
The relates to the
but we must first secure type-writing should have sufficient capacity
,ced in the hands of Prof. Robert J.
pi
maximum amount of water
the
to
of
the
circumstances
account
carry
is
a
real
demand
for
There
machines.
published
of the chair of economics and
this way, and while that is expected to flow through them of liis find is accompanied b> the re- Sprague
men trained m
at the University of Maine,
The capacity is in- mark that
at any one time.
one other ins'ance of a sociology
a
little
this
is
“only
doing
along
government
he having formerly been a residentof
to the fall or
which lias had the power of
line, and others are talking about it a j creased in proportion
canary
that section after lie left this, his native
12 inch pipe aid on
is given much credence by natugreat deal, it is the privilege of the ! grade; for instance,
will carry 1,800 speech aid that turd lived so many S:ate, where lie was engaged in teachAmerican missionary to enter and de- ! a one per cent grade
ralists,
ing for many years.
while the same cent lilies
ago that the facts ai e shroudvelop me work along lines of Western gallons per minute, cent
Upon tliis work Prof. Sprague has
grade will ed in mystery,” and it is added that
pipe laid on a 2 per
thought and method.
been at work for a couple of years.
■inw
minute. Further- it has "nevet been claimed tor any
per
2,000gallons
like
iu
carry
here
are
many ways
“Hoys
lie is devoting his
a culvert laid flat will soon till up,
has been At tin- present time
to
which
more,
and
school
life
differs
other
in
America
speech
canary
boys
attention to the subject of banking in
will
attributed that it spoke more than two
but little, save that here it is more sim- while one having a good incline
He spent ins last summer vaitself clear.
words.” These scientific-seeming dicta Illinois.
ple and less expensive. The work of keep the
maintenance of an earth road, throw'some lighi on the broad grounds cation in that State, finding (’Incago
In
the class-room is like that at home and
the mistake of changing the for the Hindu pundits’ serene indiffer- and other parts of the State particularoui text-books are, for the most part, avoid
rich in material for his work, which
of things. Naturally the ence to and
The
contempt for our modern ly
govern- i natural order
Knglish productions.
lie
on top and the elav on the
expects to finish, so iar.as Illinois is
found
is
soil
with
their
ancient
as
comnared
on
all
textscience
ment passes judgment
concerned,
by the last of next summer.
If this order is reversed ill hue.
it
lull
modern
mil
have
books used, as all examinations are con- | bottom.
They
■| lie tmstees of the Carnegie institute
the result will he
science is nothing hut a progressive
ducted by the universities with which constructing a road,
a man to take charge
In athlet- : less satisfactory than it the soil be telt lediseovery oi things the Hindus have are now seeking
tiie schools are allilated.
of the same work for New England.
soil makes a
known for ages, as, for instance, the
ics we try to encourage manly sports; j at the top of the road, for
offeied the post to Prof. Sprague,
than clay. If
liveness of minerals and ail other mat- They
foot ball, cricket and tennis have their better surface to a road
who felt obliged to decline, as lie preto start
as shown by the new chemistry
ter,
devotees, just as with you. We have a the road bed is largely clay
fers to devote himself to certain other
it will be well to place sandy soil that so
upsets all previously held con- work in which lie is more directly invery good outdoor gymnasium and all with,
ot 0
as
this
accomof
atoms—and
students are required to take regular or clean sand on top. A covering
that per- ceptions
terested personally and which lias been
class work therein, but there is no to 10 inches of sand upon clay
plishment oi Down East canaries in
to wait because of the demands
obliged
sists in breaking up into deep mudor
to
break
to
records
establish
English speech.
attempt
with the
holes will usually be satisfactory, and
upon ins time in connection
as we find m schools in America.”
!
middle west banking investigation.
if sand enough be added, tins clay will
DOES THIS DOG REASOM?
BUBONIC BLAGUE.
At a meeting of the Tax Association
If the roadbed is j
cease to make mud.
hast year wTien bubonic plague ap- composed of sand it can be improved by How He Kent 'I lie llDtclio’s Meat Till of North America, held last fail at
the
Called tor.
city ap- an application of clay.
Columbus, O., Prof. Sprague read a
;
peared "in San Francisco
pealed to the government for aid in
The rule for a serviceable eartli road, To the Ellilol ol T lie* New York Times: paper on taxation in Maine which was
stamping out the dread disease. It is then, is as follows; make ditches on 1 It is all very well for people w ho only very favorably commented upon and
111 UIC umuncs
an importation from India, where the each side and keep them open; haul
care lor animals to hunt or to make of Will DC puoiisneu ill 11111
liritish Government expends thousands sand and gravel upon sections needing them playthings or slaves, to talk of that convention. He is now preparof dollars annually in trying to enforce this treatment; use a road machine and about their lack of reason and preach ing a series of articles on ttie same
laws for cleanliness among the people. a
split log drag judiciously (a lull de- to “nature fakirs;” hut I doubt if any subject.
For tilth is the chief cause of the scription of which will be contained in
Prof. Sprague is one of the most
right-minded man or woman could live
to
meet
it
is
disheartening
a later article); follow the “stitch in in sydfpalhetic companionship with an thorough and best equipped students
plague and
with bitter opposition from the natives time” rule and give an earth road the intelligent collie dog for fifteen years, on questions of economics, sociology,
themselves in efforts to improve their same careful persistent attention you as 1 have done, without believing that taxation, banking and similar problems
He is not only familin this country.
sanitary condition. Jtisa remarkable would give your prize acre, factory or lie does reason.
in European
fact, however, that the Christian vil- store, and it will pay as large a profit in
My dog early learned that at 10 A. M. iar witli these subjects
lages are exempt from the disease. proportion to your individual outlay.
and 7 I'.’M., Sundays, he is not expect- countries where he studied them perbecause the men and women
Why?
ed to follow as lie does at other times; sonally, but is also completely familiar
conditions.
who become followers of Christ keep
Rum Cases at Rockland.
consequently he remains contentedly with them under American
of
their bodies and their homes clean.
behind, although there is no change of A brilliant member of the faculty
Rockland, Me., Jan. 14. A general habits, and often no difference in dress our State University, as cultured as he
a
them to do they do willingly of their exodus of alleged liquor dealers was to
suggest lo him the day of the week. is modest, in love with his work,
own accord as soon as a new principle
noticed today when Judge King came At other hours on Sunday he shows his diligent and hard working scholar, havcontrols their lives. lion. John Bar- to inspect the criminal docket in Knox usual expectancy.
Last Sunday for ing the benefit of years of experience
before
rett once remarked that “it is no exagcounty supreme court. There aie 37 i the first time in fourteen years he evi- back of him and a wide future
the
the
missionaries cases
geration to say that
pending, but only live respond- dently lost his reckoning, and started him, Prof. Sprague is yet to take
in
the
are solely responsible for
preventing ents answered in person and only seven to follow. 1 said nothing, knowing he highest rank among experts
tlie spread of smallpox all over China, cases were marked for trial when the would come to iiis senses sooner or la- specialties named, of any scholars in
Japan and Siam.”
criminal docket is called Thursday ter. When 1 entered the church he this country.—Bangor Commercial.
IN A
NUTSHELL.
stood watching me a moment, looked
morning.
Prof. Sprague is a Waldo county man.
In the other 30 cases there was no re- foolish, then went home without a
Since the United States became a
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE NEWS.
world power there is an increasing sponse when the principals were called word from me, although he is often
demand for fresh facts about foreign into court by clerk Butler. Rail to the allowed in the church and enjoys it on
In looking over the new catalog of
countries, in compact and usable form. amount of nearly $15,000 was forfeited other occasions.
Where we lived when he was young the University of Maine, it is of esWithin the compass of 44 pages the and prompt action will be taken to
the
carlie could open the door from
American Board lias condensed into collect it.
pecial interest to the farmers of the
Writs were also issued against the iiage house into the back hall, but tlie State to learn that the College of Agits Almanac for 1908 not only a vast
imfor
be
arrested
to
will
be
had
who
door
hall
opened
outside
amount of useful information on mis- principals,
riculture has made the largest increase
him.
One day, when he wished to in the number of students among the
sions but items of interest concerning mediately upon their return to Knox
and
I
was
latter
in
the
busy
come
way,
of
form
the
several colleges of the University.
government, population, county.
Fear of extreme severity at the told him to go around the other way.
rulers and present condition of various
According to the catalog, the College
to
The first time he failed to understand, of Agriculture has a total enrollment
lands.
Among the illustrations are hands of the presiding justice is said
the
of
cocking his head in apparent thought, of 94 students against 56 for last year.
shown inodes of travel in Turkey, how have caused a hurried departure
so I
tiles are made in West Africa, and the defendants.
repeated it, and immediately he This gives an increase of nearly 68 per
went around and let himself in by the
kind of ileuses occupied by the Filipicent, and taking into account the numIn the February number of the New other door.
nos.
A valuable feature of this little
ber of students who were enrolled in
he
was bringoccasion
the
another
On
Woman’s
ten
Idea
which
costs
Magazine,
etiquette
only
cents,
the special poultry course, the present
pamphlet,
of mourning as well as some very at- ing a package of meat from the mar- total enrollment would be swelled to
is the pronunciation of geographical
tractive costumes for street and house ket, as he is m the habit of doing, afid 103 or an increase of 84 percent. Hownames at the end. We are being shakwear appropriate for this period, are ! 1 forgot him in my hurry to finish some
en out of our provincialism by touchever, it must be said that a part of
ing elbows with strange peoples all discussed at length in the regular fash- \ work. Two or three hours later, need- this increase is due to the Department
that
J
and
also
with
meat
is
the
which
remembering
! ing
supplied
over the globe, but it is still bard to ion article
of Forestry being transferred from the
twist our tongues around the names | some very graceful drawings. A page had not seen him since he brought it College of Technology to the College
of photographs ot hair ornaments con- home, 1 called him, and, after a brief of
of their cities.
Agriculture. But taking this into
tains some excellent suggestions for, conversation, his part of which con- account the College of Agriculture has
women of every age, and for that very sisted of cocked head and wags of tail,
The World’s Politics in 1908.
certainly made a healthful growth and
perplexing situation when the ^ interj made him understand what 1 wanted, the results are or ought tr be, very
he
had
reawhen
is just too weather-beaten for and could plainly tell
hat
.sir Charles Dilke, 11.
gratifying to the farmers of the State
London, Jan 3.
another day’s wear, and it is to early , soned out to his satisfaction what it! and to tlie faculty of the College of
P., in an interview today nil “The World’s
look
left
i
there
is
a
The
was
all
about.
Easter
for
the
puzzled
millinery,
Publics in 1908,” expresses the opinion that
Agriculture.
be a war
between the practically helpful article which tells iiis eyes and he ran out to the garden,
tlieie will not
Next year with the new Agricultural
United States and Japan. “Why should you just how to make a stylish mid- dug up the package intact and proudly
building, a real home for the College
there be?” asks Sir Charles. "You cannot season hat of silk for the sum of live brought it to me, none the worse for
of Agriculture, new and better equipWhat
have war unless one side wants it.
dollars, appropriate for any occasion. its burial. This has happened many ment for class and laboratory work,
possibly could be gained by war? Japan is Our regular departments pertaining to times since, but on that first occasion
of students
supposed to covet the* Philippines, but she the household contain much useful in- how could memory or instinct serve this increase in the number
shouid be duplicated or made larger.
has not vet digested the slice of Manchuria
the
meat
buried
to
can
afford
Instinct
no
one
the
which
formation
purpose?
that the Russo-Japanese W ar gave her, nor
Now would be a good time for the
has she even settled Formosa. Does she miss.
perhaps, but surely reason brought it young farmers to decide to help the
not know that even if she did defeat the
to me. *
boom along by arranging to attend the
Americau fleet her triumph would not be
For Over Sixty Yearn.
If these few instances of the many I College of Agriculture next autumn.
would
build
States
since
the
United
forever,
could cite are the result of guesswork
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
a new fleet and Japan’s expenditure in
is certainly a Yankee.
Maine’s Largest Twins.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been merely, my pet
blood and treasure might be for nothing.
How is it that animals have attri
Referring to the cruise of the uattleship used for over sixty years by millions of
as
such
of
the
mind
bules
memory,
while
teething,
fleet under Rear Admiral Evans to the Pa- mothers for their children
Portland, Me., Jan. 16. The lafgcific, Sir Charles says this is a demontra- with perfect success. It soothes the child, teachableness, and all the emotions—
twins ever born in Maine came
tion of the power of the American Navy softens the gums, allays all pain, cures love, hate, pride, fear, shame, suspicion, gest
to Mrs. Ohanus Kasdarian of 131 Lanand likely to enhance its prestige. Theonly wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diar- and jealousy, if they lack intellect?
caster street today. There was a boy
Sold by
black spot in the foreign outlook, Sir rhoea. Is pleasant to the taste.
Make a companion of your pet, be- and a
Charles goes on, is in South America, and druggists in every part of the world.
girl, each weighing 10 pounds.
and he will
his
lieve
in
intelligence,
is
inIts
value
bottle.
frontier
of
a
unsettled
cents
of
the
The woman is an Armenian and is 35
this on account
Twenty-dve
Frost.
P.
E.
Uruguay and Paraguay. Sir Charles sees calculable. Guaranteed under the Food soon prove it.
years old. The twins are healthy, and
no danger in the American situation.
Belfast, Me., Dec. 28,1907.
and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906, Serial
the mother is rapidly recovering.
1098.
November.
THE CHILDREN LIKE IT
OASTOStXA.
jess—“Did he tell you that he loved you ?’*
B«n tin
/} ^a Kind You Have Always Bought
Teas—“No; but he hugged me.”
jess—“That’s a roundabout way of letting
you know it.”—Brooklyn Eagle.
care

for such

OF

ENTHUSIASM.

Lewiston, Me., Jan. 11, 1908. Dr. Edwin A. Porter of Pittsfield, Most Excellent
Grand High Priest of the Most Excellent
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Maine, made
his annual inspection of King Hiram Chapter No. 9 of Lewiston Friday evening, Jan.
10th. The work of the evening was in the
Dr. Irving
Mark Master Mason Degree.
Pendleton, a former resident of Searsport.is
This
an officer of King Hiram Chapter.
gathering was made particularly notable
from the fact that there were present 24
present and past High Priests, and of this
number Dr. E. A. Porter is present Grand
High Priest, Dr. F. E. Sleeper of Sabattus
is present Grand Lecturer and Past Grand
High Priest; Geo. W. Goss, District D. G.
High Priest; Albert M. Penley of Auburn
Past Grand High Priest.
There were also present five 32d degree
El bridge G. Heath, Chas. E.
Masons:
Libby and Albert M. Penley of Auburn;
William J. Burnham of Lewiston and
Frank E. Sleeper of Sabattus.
Al a late hour the liue of march was
formed for the banquet hall, where was
spread one of the finest feasts ever eaten
from a Masonic table. The menu included
escoiloped oysters, mashed potatoes, cold
turkey,celery, cranberry sauce,hot rolls and
butter, coffee, bananas, oranges, cakes and

A Buttle Creek Woman Describes Her Symptoms and Tells How Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills Cored Her.
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was present in a body by special invitation,
spoke of the kindly courtesies extended t*.
his Chapter and in well chosen words
thanked King Hiram Chapter and hoped
soon

to be

able to return the favor.

I

Rev,

■

r ilmrtv

spoke of Jus long acquaintance with I)r
Porter, the honored guest of the evening
St.
Geoiges Chapter considered it theii
greatest honor that, the present Grand iligl
Priest was by them made a Royal ArcL
Mason. The speaker considered it a grea'
honor to himself that Dr. Porter was
present and assisted in conferring a part ol
| the chapter degrees upon him.
There were about 200 at the banquet, bin

For Bowel Troubles
Price 25 cents for a bottle of Lee’s containing nearly a half
more than you can get of any other good liniment for the same
Your dealer sells lots of Lee’s Liniment.
price.

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.
Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment is unequalled for

those from the neighboring towns were unable to remain as they were obliged tore
turn to their homes on the electrics.
Two

!

J

I

price 8c. each. Sale price

ular

price 10c. Sale 2 for

ular

Lamp Burners,

|

cream.

Bangor,
all skin diseases.

Maine.
10

cents.

Unwelcome Visitors Here

At this season La Grippe and Pneumonia
Focause more deaths than consumption.
ley’s Honey and Tar cures la grippe cough*
that may result in pneumonia over night,
Do not take chances with a cold when Fo
ley’s Hone} and Tar will quickly cure it,

On and after Oct. 7, 1907, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland anc

at

Boston, will

run as

R H. Moody.

Jtil

BELFAST.
PM

AM

The will of
Stamford, Ct., Jan. lo.
Samuel Fessenden, li ed in tlie probate court
of
an
estate
worth
about
Tuesday, disposes
$700,000. There are no public bequests, liequests ranging in sums from $3,000 to $10,000
are made to brothers and sisters of the testator and Helen Davenport Perry, a. friend
of Mrs. Fessenden’s daughter, is given Sin,.
000, because she rook the name of Helen
Davenport, whj^h w;t.> the name of 1 is (Fessenden's) wife. The residue goes to Mr.
Fessenden’s son, Gladstone, and his daughter, Mrs. Fred Archibald of New York and
Miss Content Fessenden, share a id share
alike.
This is

Worth

Keineinberimr

Whenever you haven cough or cold, just
remember Dial Foley’s Honey and Tar will
cure it.
Do not risk your health by taking
It is in a yellow
any but tlie genuine.
package. R. II Moody.
To Manage

Maine Central.

I If

follows:

FROM

Samuel Fessenden’s Will.

j

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

AND SMALL PROFITS HAVE MADE THIS STORE POPUL AR
MY MAILING LIST NOW EXTENDS FROM BELFAST TO BANOOK.

QUICK SALES

Later Mr. Lane, High Priest of King
Hiram Chapter, called for post prandial remarks. J»r. Porter spoke of the good work
of the evening and of the pleasure it always gave him to meet with the companions
of King Hiram Chapter.
High Priest Merrill of Bradford Chapter of Auburn, which

I.'

I

8 CENT SALE
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Belfast depart
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Clinton.....
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A GLENWOOD
Parlor Stove
And do ycur cooking with

m

4 50

9 2C

( E. D.. 3 25
Boston, w D. 3 20

7 55
9 00

5 3(
7 21

A

A GLENWOOD

M

TO BELFAST.
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4 15
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Unity
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Thorndike.
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City Point.
11 55
9 60
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4 60
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5 16
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6 16

Portland. 11 35
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warm
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you want to

Keep

You wilt

coal and add

save

to your comfort

by

so

doing.

AM

Waterville.

7 15

Bangor. 7 00

I
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I
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We carry

4

Morris McPortland. Me., Jan. 17.
Donald was elected vice president and genof
the
Maine
Central
eral manager
Railroad,
succeeding George F. Evans, deceased, at
the monthly meeting of the directors of that
road this afternoon, lie also was elected
vice presideut of tlie Washington County I
and Somerset railroads. Mr. McDonald has TP lag station.
been general superintendent of the Maine
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
Central. Georges. Hobbs, comptroller, was | $5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Brandi
elected second vice president and given j Through tickets to all points West ami Nortf
west, via all routes, for sale by Lewis Sanbors
charge of the traffic department.

a

full line of

Also LAMPS, PAINTS, OILS,
VA RNISHES, RRL SUES,
ETC.

Agent, Belfast.

Maine G. A. R.

Encampment.

MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. BOothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Portland, Me, Jan. 17. The next encampment of the Department of Maine, G.
A. R., will be held at Auburn June 10th and
lltli, the dates having been selected Friday
by the Council of administration. The various auxiliaries w ill meet at the same time
and place.

Mitchell & Trussell.
FOR

BANGGR DIVISION.

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

We Sell

yinbl

the positive guarantee
that if it does not give satisfaction we will return the
entire amount of money paid
us for it. We mean this—
and ask all those who are
sick and need strength to try
it with this understanding.
on

R. H.

Reduced fares—Belfast
$2.25.

to

SALE

One of the best hay farms In the county, containing about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good bouse, ell. shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons bay, which will be sold
Also all farming tools.
with farm if wanted.
Located li miles from postotllce. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
35tf

Boston,

Help Wanted.

Men

or

women

to

Steamers leave Belfast at 2.30 p in., Mondays,
and Thursdays for Camden, Rockland and Bos-

terest from year

For Searsport, Buck sport and Winterport at
7 45 a. in., or on arrival of steamer from Boston,
W ednesdays and Saturdays.
KE1 UKKINCJ
Steamers leave Boston. Foster's wharf, at 5.00
p. mM Tuesdays, and Fridays
Leave nockland, via Camden, at 5.30 a. in or
on arrival ot steamer from Boston, Wednesdays,
and Saturdays.
All freight, except live slock, is insured aua nst
fire and marine risk
Fit Eli W BOTE Agent Belfast, Waite.

to

year in

Specifics cure by acting directly on the
sick parts without disturbing the rest of
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
Worms.
No. 2
No. 3
Teething.
Diarrhea.
No. 4
No. 7
Coughs.
No. 8 •' Neuralgia.
Headaches.
No. 9
No. 10 " Dyspepsia.
No. 11
Suppressed Periods.
Whites.
No. 12
No. 13
Croup.
The Skin.
No. 14
Rheumatism.
No. 15
No. 16
Malaria,
Catarrh.
No. 19
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
No. 27
The Kidneys.
The Bladder.
No. 30
La Grippe.
No. 77
In small bottles of pellets that fit the Test
pocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys’ Med. Co., Cor. William A John Streets,

New York.

Spring
42tf

MRS. H. L. BUCKLIN.

$25.00 REWARD
aujje

Ayer’s Kfdge.
Farm of the late Albert O. Porter, containing
75 acres, well divided Into tillage, pasture and
woodland. Good bouse and barn, good well of
F.
water, apple orchard, sehoolhouse near by. B.
D. delivery trom both Liberty and Freedom, Me.;
terms
For
house.
Inquire
also a telephone In the

on

Streets, Belfast,

Will afford instant relief loi headache, earache,
toothache, baekaehe, cures rheumatism, neural
gia, uunbag", eorns, burns, bruises, sore throat,
pains around tbe liver, swelling of joints and
pains of all kinds. Allays inflamni.itum and prevents p'{soiling. For external use only. Price
cents at if Ii. Woody’s. Made by S. I*. Trundy,
lvrit*
Stockton Springs, Maine.

Heating Company.
HEATING AND PLUMBING.
Steam, Furnace*. Stove* and Stove Repairs.
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.

STAPLES’ BLOCK, SE-UfSPOlfT, MAINE
lvr61

on

thePlace.orofi)K

tf32

d

I

Hie above reward will be paid to any person
wliowill bring infoinialion that will lead to the
or persons
ant-st and con victlon of any person
walls frnm the Otis
empvlng any of the

Montvllle,

n a n

SEARSPORT

35 Cedar St., Belfast, Maine.

FARM* FUR SALE

frrops’

1

details of same.
up of these goodsiand'.various
These samples may also be seen at my home
on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

III

d-

Trundy’s Liniment

Searsport House accompanied by a
competent to advise as to the making

Telephone 159-4.

con

pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
VVAl.T FK II. COMM MS,

Corner Cross and Federal

the line that is second class or that is an imitation.
hey are the best, that the American,
English, French, Scotch, Irish and Swiss markets afford. I shall be in Searsport Mondays

Belfast, November 26,1907.—m48

JOHN F. CHAPMAN,
Belfast, January 16,1908.—3m3»

postal

jobbers of dry goods, New York. These are
samples of choice material, not 10 be found in
the dry goods stores. There is nothing in the

at the

e

a

Announces to the ladies who wish to buy for
the coining season, that she has more than the
usual number of samples (large enough to
enable the purchaser to see what she is buying) of new dress goods from tlie reliable firm
of Buckley & Jennings Co., importers and

woman

21

Street, Belfast.

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, car-

in

irs.

created.

Mince Pies, Cookies and Doughnuts, at

s

__£--—-----

Single horse stood in ID cents. Pair horses
stood in 15 cents. Single horse stood in and
feed bay and grain ib cents. Horses boarded
by the dav or week. Wagons washed and
harnesses cleaned at all times, open all night
We have an ofBce for ladies only.
Telephone connections.
I p os
AMOS A. COLCORD,

business

PUK bALt

MOODY, DRUGGIST,

HUMPHREYS’

American

Experience and capital net necessary. Good,opportunity Write ,I N. TKAIN KR, 2.; West 20th
Street, New York City.

ton

BELFAST, MAINE.

The

represent

Magazine, edited by F. I’. Dunne (“Mr Dooley”), Ida M. Tarbell. Lincoln Steffens, etc.
Straight proposition. Good pay. Continuing in-

EDwiNA p0BTER
Pittsfield, Maine.

WANTED
Housekeeper to do general house work
*
Small family.
CHARI.KS K. HILL,
Searsport. Maine
3*r3»

a

r?
'u

SEARSPORT SKIPPERS AHEAD.

it is

very important, and in fact
utely necessary to health, that we give
at the first
f t,, the stomach promptly
f trouble— which are belching of gas,
IS

stomach, headache, irritability
These are warnings that
inach has been mistreated; it is
much work and it is demanding
Take something once in a
ill you.
something
especially after meals;
iDOI. for Dyspepsia and Indiges-

The

„,ur

'vuusness.
•,

s,i

will enable your stomach to do its
,,erly. Sold by K. It. Moody.

[1

on he mine, angelic girl?”
sed in melting tones.
-o warmly toward you, George,
said Miss Kajones.
—Chicago Tribuue.
■’

bleeding, protruding or blind
Chronic
1 to Doan’s Ointment.
relieved, finally cured. Drugsell it.

i,,11

dea of that lawyer asking me such
iiestions 1”
auntie, how else did you expect a
witness for the other
to treat a
l

told this was a civil suit.”—
American.

was

re

;11

■psia is America’s

Burdoek

curse.

liitters conquers dyspepsia every
1; drives out impurities, tones the

restores perfect digestion, normal
and good health.

sorry,” said
ii venue,
bidding good-night to her
after the leception, “that the storm
our best people away.”—The Tatler.
liegulets cure constipation withling, nausea, nor any weakening
25
Ask your druggist for them.

Sympathy—“I’m

e

so

box.

r

per—"Tommie,

you teli

can

me

is?’’
“Yes, ma’am.”
what is an encore?”
is
second-hand
encore
'—Yonkers Statesman.

what

re

iue—

Business.

The

Does

It

music,

E. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Maine,
I luck ten’s Arnica Salve: “It <068
I have used it for piles and it
I’sed it lor chapped hands
•iiein.
it to an old
ured them.
it healed it without leaving a sear
25c at It. II. Moody’s drug store.
ne.--:

Applied

for dead
‘i es is pretty slow work.”
“That’s just what I
Nephew
I’ve offered to lend uncle myau-

Nephew—“This waiting
—

Harper’s Weekly.
Higher Health I.evel.
reached a higher health ler^l
Life
iiegan using Dr. King's New
wiites Jacob Springer, of West
Maine, “They keep my stomach,
If
t,i,wels working just right.”
A

ve

■

disappoint

>

you

•'funded at R.

H.

trial,

on

money

Moody’s drug

.’3C.

coin without a motto every
than a motto without any eoiu.
ugton Times.
n,i- upon the pill you take. Detie K .i.Risers are the best pills
constipation ami sick lieadache.
ii 11. Moody.
,i

: -i

:

do

4 you

your last automo-

aud

dust

,ed

on

speut

money.”—

want the best, get DeWitt’s
It ts good
Witch Hazel halve.
is
r big cuts, boil- or bruises, and
for
piles, hold by
recommended

cm

l

Moody.
boarder—“Why did Mr. Hall Roome
morning when he was reading the
“He saw an article
1 Hoarder
iid that California will ship 70,000,Eastern markets this;
c-s to the
>t. Louis Globe-Democrat.
—

have backache occasionally, or
in the side, and sometimes do
.m tired out, w ithout ambition and
are
energy" if so, your kidneys
Take DeWitt’s Kidney aud
, Her.
iis. They promptly relieve back,ik
back, inflammation of the
aud weak kidneys, hold by R. H.

■u

•Moan—“Here, madam, is a footstool
ig a music-box attachment.”
I’ve been
..stonier “I’ll take it.
a ireadfu! time about my feet going
p. and tins will keep them awake,
;>•■_Cleveland Plain Dealer.
•What kind of tea do yon like
Priscilla
“Go-tees, some, hut
4 untaiii Tea best.”
John—“Why
Rockv Mountain Tea best?”
••It speaks for itself, John.”
\
b. complexions.)—R. 1L Moody.
■

—

>

Miik, our new cook gets up at ti
about being called.”
4 tie a jewel.”
.4i,-'s going to be married to the
next week.”—Family Journal.
arteries with rich, red blood,
flesh, and healthy men, women
ii.
Nothing can take its place;
has done so much good as Iloiky Mountain Tea. 33c, Tea or
Pi. Ii. Moody.
lie

A

Hie, who has been looking up
-“.■-ay, pa, why is it that soldiers
-43 a month and Congressmen get
W

■Soldiers, my

son,

do not

iix their

lies.”—Chicago News.
Mothers:

-to

Don’t let your chil-

Keep them strong and

i-te away.

Haring the winter with Hollister’s
Mountain Tea. It is the greatest
Pure and harmless,
r
children.
greatest good. ;t5c, Tea or Tablets.
—R. 11. Moody.

1

tell us all Johnny, what worm is
Lie for mother’s beautiful silk
iid mother, encouragingly, as desput on the table.
per,” answered Johnny, without the
; hesitation.—London Chronicle.

oinly loves

our

baby,

rosy,

sweet and

-urn
nlunon

her
i

was so

e

nn

hur np(*lf And (iimnlfifl

arms.

tbio and cross, used to cry

tb pain—

gave her
■II again.

Cascasweet, now she’s
Sold by R. H. Moody.

Redd—“Do you know we were overii moths in our parlor?”
rreene—“Yes, 1 heard so before.”
■n't one since we got our automo-

■

how is that, do you suppose?”
we keep the ear in the parlor, you
Yonkers Statesman.
once gets into your system it
cry muscle and fibre of the body
It especially
■s y ou ache ali over.

nigh
■.

intestines anil makes you constiin order to get rid of a cold
_lily and without delay you should
anything that will tend to constiIvmiiedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup
hi the bowels and thereby (lriv%
It contains no
out of the sy stem.
it is
pleasant to take and is
recommended for children. Sold by
■

■

1

Moody.

oburgger—“It isn’t right to charge
with taking that money out of your
Why don’t you accuse me?”
gger—“because it wasn’t all taken.”
■>rpel’s Weekly.
■

ae

■

WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.

Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
overworked your nervous system aud
1 sell
trouble with your kidneys and
■Idol? Have you pains in loins, side,
>. groins and bladder?
Have you a
> appearance of the face, especially
I lie eyes?
Too frequeut a desire to
urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney Pills
cure you,—at Druggist. Price 50c.
Hiams’ M’f’g Co., Props., Cleveland, O.

o'

"My dear boy, that’s the seventh cigarette
dinner. I believe you’ll die smoking.”
1

■•

os

of

I’m afraid I shall have to take a
cigarettes and matches with me.”

by matches?”—Pick-Me-Up.

any pain, from top to toe, from any
apply Dr. Thomas’ Eelectrio Oil.
can’t stay where it is used.
'n old lady, hearing somebody say the
mails were very irregular, said: “It was
in my young days; no trusting any of
*•

on

cm.”—Tit-Bits.

Phelps Is
Ship

Not “The Fastest

Sailing

In The World.”

Erskine M.
The Bath-built ship
Phelps, now in San Francisco, receiving general repairs, holds the record as
the fastest

being

sailing ship

in

the

into Sau Francisco
leaking last week owing to injury re
ceived by being run into while in SeatThe
tle by "the steamer Yucatan.
Phelps has made a remarkable record
of
her
birth
since she left the cradle
at;
the vard of her builders and owners, j
is
She
in
1898.
in
A. Sewall Co.,
Bath,
the only American ship adoat built of
steel in the United States.
Aside from her wonderful lines the
On
vessel’s records are marvelous.
whatever course the Phelps has plied
she holds records for speed, hourly,
daily and weekly.
Perhaps the Phelps’ proudest record,
and one which has never been equalled,
was made when she sailed from Nor-

She put

world.

William H. Uoodell of Searsport, made
the run from Hamburg to Cape Horn
in 58 days en route to San Francisco.
The bark Herbert Black, commanded
by Capt. Forest W. Treat of Searsport,
made the run from Buenos Ayres to an
anchor in Searsport harbor in 39 days.
This was a very fair passage in those
days. The late Capt. J. C. Nickels,
while in command of the ship Wild
Rover in the 60’s on a passage from
New York to Valparaiso made the run

PJCACXICAL ai>uc axiom.

Eleanor Francis Household Letter.
Mrs.

newlywed’s Entertaining.

A Flea in its Behalf

Her Stock

by the State Superin-

^Rlll^Cholera Morbus^BBfil

tendent of Schools.

of Culinary Reserves.
(Written for The Republican Journal.)

Before the Twentieth Century club
of Bangor, an organization of business
and professional men, including many
of the University of Maine faculty, the
State superintendent of schools, Baysou Smith of Auburn, Jau. 8th, made
some remarkable statements and advocated a radical change in the school
system of Maine. He contended that
industrial education, and not the higher
education, was the more needed in
Maine schools. He based his contention on the fact that only 10 per cent of
the pupils in the lower grades in the
public schools of the State get to the
High school and less than 2 per cent go
to college. Supt. Smith argued that
the time spent by the 98 per cent on
dead languages, higher mathematics
and certain of the sciences was to a
large extent wasted or could be used to
vastly greater advantage in the industrial education or the development of
the present manual training now in
vogue in a few of the cities of the

One of the most difficult problems
that confronted Mrs. Newlywed in her
pretty but simple little home, where she
“kept house-’ without help except for
occasional day’s work, was to Bud a
way of being always ready for the occasional guest whom Mr. Newlywed
liked to ask home for lunch or dinner

THNM

]
■Kk=JL
;

Green or over-ripe, fruit will cause it
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will cure

aJfMyy

its

^MEpBHp

An infallible remedy for all
it.
similar disorders—cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses of'X

'1

ra JOHNSON'S

In 1802 the
to.the equator in 17 days.
ship Marcia C. Day, commanded by and sometimes for over night. These
Capt. Chase of Damariscotta, made were apt to be business friends whom
the passage from Valparaiso, Chili, in it was important to impress favorably,
62 days, thus beating the Phelps Chil- and as John relied upou his wife's beean record by 28 days.
Capt. James P. ing equal to any reasonable demand
Butman told the writer of this article made upon their hospitality she was
recently that he sailed from New York determined not to be found wanting.
in 1890 in command of the ship Henry Usually the only notice that she had
or less beB. Hyde, bound to San Francisco, and was a telephone call an hour
fore her husband and his friend arrived,
folk to Honolulu, a distance of 15,000 crossed the equator in the Atlantic in
miles, in 97 days. Weather conditions 20 days, thence to Cape Horn in 19 so that there was seldom time to get State.
considered, this record of 155 miles a days, making the passage from New extra supplies from market, and cater“We are confronted by a condition,
day probably will stand for years.
“Eduas she did, for only two people not a theory,” said Mr. Smith.
and now York to Cape Horn in 39 days, which ing,
The Phelps established
cation
is preparation for work. Our
as little waste as possible, iher
with
of
starch
out
the
the
to
Philadelrather
takes
from
Chili
hoids a record
present school system, excellent as it
phia, a distance of ten thousand miles, Erskine M. Phelps run of 67 days from planned menu was rarely sufficient for is, provides only a one-sided education.
of
stretch
that
traversed
deep
or
two.
having
It aims to train only the mental powThe an added vigorous appetite
an Atlantic port to Cape Horn.
in 95 days.
ers.
There is an element of justice in
CULINARY RESERVES.
to San
On a run from New York to Java Hyde's run from Cape Horn
the demand nf the vnnncr man who inMrs. Newlywed found that the best tends to become a worker with his j
Head the Phelps averaged 162 1-2 miles Francisco was made in 68 days, making
a
day for 80 days. The vessel has the passage from New York to San solution of her problem consisted in hands, that tiie same attention be given j
crossed the Indian ocean, a distance of Francisco in 107
days. It is very evi- having a stock of ready to serve foods to his needs that is given to one who 1j
6,500 miles in 26 days.
records of passages of the best possible brands, also as will be a worker with his brains. We
these
dent
from
of
the
run
hour’s
Phelps
best
The
educate teachers, lawyers, doctors, I
was fourteen miles, the best day's run that the Phelps will have to wait some many
preserved raw ingredients as ministers, but we neglect the earpen-1
320 miles and the best week’s run of time betore sue becomes queen oi uie
at
ters, machinists, decorators, builders.
possible, so she had always material
six days 1.675 miles.
J. H. s.
seas as a sailing ship.
hand for making up a sauce or salad The one is provided with all the pre- \
Following are the records or me
limiuary equipment at the public ex-1
Searsport, Jan. 13th.
Phelps which entitle her to claim supense. the other must leave school at
In only |
periority over all other sailing vessels:
cookery at which she was an adept, i an early age and pick it up.
THE
FORESTS.
DRAIN
UPON
THE
Miles Days
She was careful to confine herself in our larger city schools do we tit young j
97
The
15,000
men aud women for business.
Norfolk to Honolulu
Fast as
are Being; cut Three Times
purchasing only to those brands that
77 I They
14,480
in the country or small town has
Norfolk to Ambrav Pass
They Grow.
for many j boy
since
knew
were
reliable,
she
80
j
13,000
no opportunity for a business educaNew York to Java Head
The increase in consumption of timreasons those were the only sort worth tion.
11,000
Java to Chili
5.81 ber since 18S0 has been
more rapid than
95
10,000
“The two great industries of the State
Chili to Philadelphia
purchasing, the only kind that she
961 the increase of the population, and
10,100
are
Chili to Baltimore
manufacturing and agriculture.
credit
reflect
would
sure
upon
in
be
similar
could
than
in
period
any
20 greater
6,500
them depends the welfare, the
Across Indian Ocean
Upon
This
shows
of
the
the
country.
history
her as a hostess, and bemnreeoguizably
181
3,100
prosperity, the support of the people,
Equator to Hatteras
in a striking manner how much the
as “canned goods” by her casual guests. it is the business of the educational
In addition to these records the J nation
depends upon forest products,
symPhelps has rounded Cape Horn from !I and indicates how greatly all interests As these were men, for the most part, system of the State to train intoand
as
with these occupations
the Atlantic seaboard in sixty-seven must suffer as lumber becomes scarcer
the quality pathy
went
by
mystified
away
they
far as may be possible into skill in
days. Sailing vessels which make this | and dearer.
in
that
her
of
considering
cookery,
carrying them on.
voyage in 125 days are said to make
Statistics gathered by the Bureau of
“The demand for skilled labor was
cases their own more elaborate
fast trips.—Exchange.
the Census and the Forest Service many
The apprentice system
no such never greater.
furnish
could
establishments
of
timber
that
the
quantities
I show
no longer
exists.
Opportunities for
If they had known
used last year for lumber, shingles, ties, delectable fare.
learning the trades are rarely found and
After looking over the passages of j pulpwood, cooperage stock, mine tim- about her
supply of culinary reserves, there is almost no opportunity for skill
the old time American clipper ships j bers, lath, distillation, veneer, poles, i
line. Almost marex- her shelves that were always kept sup- j along any particular
and
and
rosin,
turpentine
tanning,
velous results are accomplished by even
and some of the passages of the Ameri- j
in board feet, reach a total of plied with the delicacies liable to be
pressed
the rudiraental principles of manual
I
can ships of modern times one is rather
needed at any time, the mystery might j training now carried on in some of the \
approximately 50 billion board feet.
While these drains upon the forest
doubtful about the yarn of the marvel-/
been explained,
have
though
they;
I
Maine city schools.
with reasonable certainty,
ous passages of the Bath-built steel j are known
"This question of equality of manual I
there is no would probably have equally appreciat-'
a
1
is
which have | there are others of which
M.
and
intellectual
training
Erskine
Phelps
training
ship
These are the demand for ed the good management that lay back ;
record.
question of justice. The 98 percent of
been going the rounds of the press for j posts, fuel, and domestic purposes, reof her success as a hostess.
the rising generation who must light the
the past month, emanating from Capt. j garding which it is more difficult to obbattle of life with their hands should
SOME ESSENTIALS.
tain information, because the products
receive equally as much conGraham, the commander of that ship. |
A few cans of fine soup were always certainly
often pass through no market, but are
sideration as the 2 per cent who go to j
It is very evident that the newspaper! consumed on the farm where they
on the shelf, needing only to be heated |
college."
Careful estimates, to
man who visited the Phelps in Seattle
were produced.
serve, some especially fine beans and
Francisco had his interview; however, place the total of wood used
or San
Kttiik Foolishness.
or
either
for serving
plain
at an equivalent of 50 French peas
with the sailor boys in the forecastle of j for fuel alone
When attacked by a cough or a cold, or
in salads, jars of dainty preserves and
billion board feet a year.
is sore, it is rank foolishthe ship. There is no necessity in this j
It will be seen, then, that the present j fine jellies—these latter of home^make, when your throat
ness t"o take any other medicine than I>r.
case for quoting the passages of the ; consumption of wood in all forms is
j though she could have bought equally King’s New Discovery,” says (.’. 0. Klannually. |
clipper ships back in the 5u’s, as the j above 100 billion board feet
of the best qual. dridge, of Empire, Da. “I have used New
the forest area of the good ones; chocolate
Estimating
different
Discovery seven years aud I know it is the
at
passages of modern ships
for those tine best remedy on earth for coughs and colds,
materials
milthe
to
700
United States at from 500
ity, and
times have excelled those of the Phelps. lion acres, and the annual growth at 00
and all throat and lung troubles.
sauces and relishes that go such a long croup,
My children are subject to croup, but New
The passage of the Phelps from Chili board feet per acre, the yearly increase
lunch
or
dinner
a
make
to
appetizDiscovery quickly cures every attack.”
At this way
to Philadelphia in 95 days was left in is from 30 to 42 billion feet.
As far as she could the young Kuown the world over as the King of
ing.
the
annual
barely
equals
growth
rate,
throat and lung remedies. Sold under guarthe shade by the Belfast, Maine, built the amount consumed
for lumber housekeeper kept herself supplied with antee at R. II.
Moody’s drug store. 50c. and
bark C. P. Dixon, back in the SO’s, alone. Considering all the drains, the
Trial bottle free.
would
81.00.
that
and appliance
material
every
when the bark was commanded by annual consumption of wood is probain any way to her success as a
bly three times the annual growth. conduce
THE PHONE BELL.
Capt. Frank L. Carver of Searsport, Detailed
estimates of standing timber hostess.
to
who made the passage from Iquiqui
range from 1,400 to 2,000 billion feet.
She ran to cook his pancakes,
AND SALADS.
SAUCES
The ship Jere- Using the larger figure,’and considering
New York in 84 days.
And the phone bell rang.
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a bottle every where
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
Boston,

25c and 50c
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Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906. Serial Number 513.
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quickly relieve the most severe cases. I:’s just
in curing sore throat, coughs, colds, grip,

sure

bronchitis, tonsilitis,and kindred respiratory trojbles.
If y°u have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle n
your medicine chest for emergencies.
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miah Thompson, built in Williamsburg,
N. Y., in 1854, of 1690 tons, while in
command of Capt. Kennedy in the
made the passage
from Callao to New fork in 76 days
and would probably have towed the

part

latter

of the

60’s,

the entire distance from Callao
to New York at that time and made
which the Phelps did in 95
the

Phelps

passage

days.

ship Hope, commanded by
Capt. Lebbeus Curtis of Sears-

The

the late
port in the 7o's, made the passage from
New York to Callao in 84 days, and the
Hope on that passage had moderate
winds the entire passage although the
winds were fair most of the time. The

ship Tillie E. Starbuck, commandby Capt. Eben Curtis of Searsport,

iron

ed
made the passage from New Vork to
Yokahama, Japan, in 112 days only to

days later by the ship
Selkirk, Capt. Crowe, in 107 days. The

be beaten

five

Starbuck made the passage from Philadelphia to Portland, Ore., in 107 days,
from Havre to New York in 15 days,
and for seventeen consecutive years in
command of Capt. Curtis her work was

A/A

govern-1

Light

shore leave
ir..__.

.. ..

O J

here,

that

nnniafilllt

missing

and is

Marnal

Mr.
rtf

tllO

is

<1

LaTTO

probably drown-

In the Phelps article piinted
days.
above it is stated that the passage was
made by the Phelps in 08 days from an
Atlantic port to Cape Horn and 125

considered a fast passage.
days
Capt. Andrew S. Pendleton of Searsport, while in command of the ship
Aryan, the last wooden ship built in
the United States, made the passage
from Cape Henry to Cape Horn in 58
days, which he considered a very fair
was

row’s boat via Vinalhaven.
The remains of Beatrice Mitchell, a
young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Mitchell, formerly of Bass Harbor, but
residing of late at Rockland, Me., arfor interment.
rived here yesterday
She was their only child and was about
had
been enjoyShe
ten years of age.
ing good health until recently, when
she was stricken with appendicitis.
An operation was performed and she
lived but a short time after it. This is
a very pathetic case, as the mother is
at the point of death and the father
was unable to leave her bedside, so that
neither could accompany the body here
or attend the funeral.

The ship
by Capt. Special
Daniel S. Goodell, Jr., of Searsport,
passage, but nothing extra.
Brown Bros., commanded

State

Teachers’

Examination.

A State teachers’ examination will
sailed from San Francisco Jan. 14,1882,
be held at the State House, Augusta,
and arrived at Havre Apr., 29, 1882,
on Friday, February, 21, 1908, from
discharged and sailed May 20th, arriv- eight A. M. to five P. M.
This examination is especially aring at San Francisco Sept. 26th, making |
who desire to
the round trip in 8 months and 12 days. | ranged for those persons
for the position of District Suqualify
commanded
B.
The ship Henry
Hyde,
perintendent of Schools, but is open to
by Capt. Phineas Pendleton, sailed any teachers who may desire to take it.
Examination will be in the following
from San Franeisco Oct. 27, 1885, and

arrived at Liverpool Feb. 1, 1886, making the passage in 95 days. The run
from the equator in the Atlantic to
Liverpool was made in 20 days. In all
the passages made by this ship from
New York to San Francisco while owned in New York and commanded by
Captains Phineas Pendleton, John G.
Pendleton, Joshua B. Nichols, James
P. Butman, Theodore P. Colcord of
Searsport and Capt. David Scribner of
Thomaston was made from New York

Cape Horn in less than 50 days. The
ship Gov. Robie, commanded by Capt.
to

r;

subjects: Reading, Orthography, Penmanship, English Grammar and Composition, Arithmetic, Geography, United States History, Civil Government,
Physiology and Hygiene, Nature Studies, School Law, Theory and Practice
of Teaching.
Preliminary returns must be filed at
the office of the State Superintendent

of Public Schools on, or before, February 18, 1908. Blanks for these returns
will be forwarded on application.
O JE*.
Bam the
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PILES! PILES! PILES!

Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles, it
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
for Piles and itching of the private parts.
Sold by druggists; mail 50c and SI 00. Williams’ M'f'g, Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
How to Avoid

Appendicitis
Most victims of appendicitis are those who
Foley’s Oriuo
are habitually constipated.
Laxative cures chronic constipation by stimand restores
bowels
and
liver
the
ulating
Foley’s
the natural action of the bowels.
or gripe
not
nauseate
does
Orino Laxative
Refuse
and is mild and pleasant to take.
substitutes. R. II. Moody.

M RHEUMATIC
INVITED TODAY

ing.
WAFFLES.

for which

famous, were made with the
cream, as follows: Two cups of
flour, one teaspoonful of best baking
powder and a half teaspoon of salt

she was

magazines published
an

hold

topics.

mixed together and thoroughly
sifted, to this was added the yolks of
three eggs well beaten and three quarters of a cup of the cream diluted by
The
one and one-half cups of water.
whites of the three eggs beaten stiff

To Test and Try a 75c. Bottle of Uric-O
At Our Expense.

k

Every issue is tilled with beautiful Hiustra-

?

practical

j

If there are still any sufferers from Rheumain this county or wherever this paper
reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderful
Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O, we want them to try
it now at our expense. We (irmly believe that
there is not a case of Rheumatism in the world

greased hot waffle irons, j
When Mrs. Newlywed had honey or J
genuine maple syrup, she served these j
At other times, especially i
as a sauce.

that wi.l not yield to the wonderful effects of
Uric-O, and we want to prove it to every doubter
beyond all possibility. The best way to do this
is to give a large trial bottle of this remedy outright to every sufferer and let him test and try it
to his own satisfaction. If jou or any of your

were

added last, and the batter

baked in well

tism

for luncheon, she made a sauce of white
sugar and water, to which lemon juice

family suffer from Rheumatism, no matter what
form, just cut this notice out of the paper and
send it together with your name and address,
was added, and often used these waffles
also the name of your druggist, to the Smith Drug
for dessert at one of her hastily con- Co., 2 39 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y and they
cocted dinners in place of a more elab- will send you by return mail an order on your
You take the remorate dish, to the deiight of her guests, druggist for a 75c. bottle free,
edy home and use it according to directions until
especially the masculine ones.
thoroughly satisfied of its merit.
Eleanor Francis.
We cuuid not afford to do this if we did not
know that after you

are

freed from this dreaded

Misery.
disease that you will recommend it to all your
“I have found a cure for the misery mala- friends who have rheumatism. We know from
K.
of
M.
James,
ria poison produces,” says
that personal recommendation from
"It’s culled Electric Hit- experience
Louellen, S. 0.
one person to another is the most valuable adverters, and comes ill 50eent bottles. It breaks
bilious attack in al- tising, and that is the w ay we intend to acquaint
up a case of chills or a
most no time; and it puts yellow jaundice the world with Uric O. Send for Uric-O, no mat
This great tonic ter where you live. It is sold by druggists all
clean out of commission.’
medicine and blood purifier gives quick re- over this country, and we want you to have a
lief in all stomach, liver and kidney com bottle free.
plaints and the misery of lame back. Sold
Uric-O is sold and personally recommended in
under guarantee at R- H. Moody’s drug
Belfast by R. H. Moody,
store.
A

Cure

for

instruction

on

tions in hall-tone and color.

Big Magazine in

A

ORDER TO-DAY and get

a

a

Bargain Oiler

Year’s Reading for the Whole

Family

7he Republican Journal Publishinj Covnoany, Belfast.

Insurance and Real Estate

-RED ATWOOD, 'VS”KT'

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS,
hire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
insurance

Boiler

and Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought and sold.

LIVE STOCK

Commission Merchant.
Burnham, Maine,

F. L. LIBBY,

-AND-

AMERICAN

HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday mornug and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox1 solicit your
;roft every Saturday morning.
•onsignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and adIress 1 sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Market.

<

Iriections and my

weekly market letter, free.

WE
WANT
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION
Co

THE

REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL.

We

(paut you to take advantage of our com

rination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
;hat

we

offer the two

together

office.

Moina

Order of Notice.
STATE OF MAIM
JANUARY TkUM, 1908.
WALDO SS.
George F. Sherman vs. Lonville A. Libby.
for that the defendant at
In
plea
said Burnham, to wit. at said Belfast, on the day
of the purchase of this writ, being indebted to
the plaintiff in the sum of $89.85, according to the
account annexed and the balance thereof, then
and there in consideration thereof ptomised the
plaintiff to pay him the same on demand:
Lonville A. Libby in account with
George E. Sherman,
1907. Oct 8.
$39.15
To ‘25 bags Swift's fertilizer.,
Interest on same from June
•20, ’07.
of the

That’s what our Coal is -as good
Coal as was ever mined. As free
from slate and dirt as it is possible
to get Coal.
Carefully screened,
and every ton a full ton.

Why should it not be a burning
success? Try us with your next
order, and you will certainly get
Coal that will please you both in
quality and price.

Til SWAN 4 SIBLEY CO.,
M AIN

BKLFAST,

this

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
D/tlfoo*

j

K.

for $2.10.

Itegular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at
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immense variety ci

same

were
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She could make some biscuits tasty—
Her hands with dough were pasty,
And the phone bell rang.
All day her housework waited
While the phone bell rang,
No time for rest or labor
When the phone bell rang.
At last he came to fold her
In his arms, “Poor girl” he told her,
For a second he consoled her,
And the phone bell rang.
—Newark Evening News.

diluted with an equal quantity of
water, and finished by adding two
tablespoonfuls of vinegar, drop by drop,
as lemon juice is added to an oil dres-

t
K

issue contains the Latest Fashions, the CcEt

neighbor came to gossip.
And the phone bell rang.
She thought by being hasty

and pepper with one tablespoonful of
melted butter, the whole well mixed.
Next she stirred in by degrees four
tablespoonsful of the “Peerless” cream,

Mrs. Newlywed’s waffles,

urn

V

NEW IDEA WOMAN’S MAGAZINE Is the best ol a
lor women and the heme. Every

rjlHE
*

A

A cream salad dressing for which she
achieved quite a reputation was made
by mashing the yolks of three hard
boiled eggs fine and making them into
a smooth paste with the yolk of one
raw egg; to this was added a little salt

PLAIN

puuue

THE

n

J

|

She tried to dress the children,
A.id the phone bell rang;
She went to wash the dishes,
And the phone bell rang.
The parlor needed dusting,
And the silverware disgusting,
Hut the phone bell rang.
The grocer stopped for orders,
And the phone bell rang.

j

..V

Hook in 19 days, making the passage
from Cape Horn to Sandy Hook in 38

nui me

§

BOSSl fcreCN£LY 2.10

She rushed to start the coffee,
Ami the phone bell rang.
Breakfast he went without it,
“Good-by,” they had to shout it;
She would have wept about it,

At present only about 22 per cent of
area is in State or
our total forest
a company dessert of many an othernational forests, the remainder being
wise simple cake or pudding, and the
unreserved public lands or in private
hands. The forest area is amply suf- can of “Peerless Evaporated Milk”
ficient, if rightly managed, to produce that was never absent from her reserve
sventuallv enough timber to supply all j
shelf made it easy to have this delicious
Yet nrivate owners, as j
our needs.
ingredient at a few moment’s notice.
well as the State and National
merits, must use their forest lands in a She had only to open the can and whip
right way if we are to maintain our the contents with her wire whip, sweettimber supplv.
and tlavoring the cream to suit
Circular 129, just issued by the For- ening
est Service, contains a discussion of her need, just as if it had been the
the drains upon the forests and the fresh material, to have a sauce that
sources and the duration of the timber
was as perfect of its kind as if made
supply. This publication will be sent from new cream.
;
to
the
Forester,
free upon application
She used the Eagle Condensed Milk
U. S. Department of
Agriculture,
D.
C.
made by the same firm for all sorts of
Washington,
cooking as well as for coffee, since its
MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.
sweetness was an added advantage reManset, Jan. 12, 1908. A telephone placing sugar as well as cream for thismessage was received here today by latter use.
Mr. Vern King, 1st assistant keeper of
CREAM SALAD DRESSING.
Saddleback
Station, who was on

superior to that of the Phelps. The light,
ed. He left Viualhaven harbor yesterPhelps record of 18 days fronr the day noon for the light in a small lightis
very easily house boat and nothing more was
equator to Cape Hatteras
side-tracked by the Bath-built ship heard until his boat was found washed
ashore on Robert’s Head near VinalHenry B. Hyde, commanded by Capt, haven.
Mr. Newman was a young
JUIlll VJ. rCUUICWU
man and resided at Sea Wall, Maine,
made the passage in the 90’s from San and had been in the lighthouse service
is the only
Francisco to New' York in 88 days. several years. The keeper
man on the station and is without any
On that passage the Ilyde made the
boat, as the spare one was smashed
Mr.
run from Cape Horn to the equator in | during the heavy sea of last week.
19 days and from the equator to Sandy King will leave for the light on tomorfar

j

sumption.

She knew how to make many differappetizing sauces and relishes
and some of her most successful efforts
in this direction were attained by the
simplest means. Whipped cream made
ent and

and

Republican Journal jii

>

the annual growth of 40 billion feet, it
appears that there is not more than a
thirty-three years’ supply of timber in
this country at the present rate of con-

.!

Magazine

Woman’s

p

case

Oh-

RS

F

January

Beginning
Anil will

1,

1908,

continue to the close of

this season's sale of Furs.
add no value to

a

fur.

Profits

This sale

will present the best opportunities
you will i ave to bu> belated Furs.

I. V. MILLFR, Furrier,
54

£lT*Goods

High Street. Beltast.

sold on their

Me.

merits.

_£0

$39.85
it
as appears by the wrjt in this action; amt now
appearing to this Court that this action was commenced by attachment of the defendant’s property and that at the time ot the service of this
writ said Lonville A. Libby was not an inhabitant of this State and has no tenant, agent or attorney within the State, and that no personal
service has been made upon the said Lonville A.
Libby, it is ordered that notice be given to said
Lonville A. Libby to appear at the Supreme
Judicial Court to be held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1908, to show cause it any he lias,
why judgment should not be rendered against
him in said action, and that said notice be given
by publishing in the Republican Journal, a newsBelfast,
paper published and printed at said
tiiiee weeks successively, the last pubi.cation to
be fourteen days, at least, before said thud Tuesday of April, an attested copy of this order.
A. M. SPEAR,
Justice of s J. Court.
A true copy. Attest:
TILESTON WaDLIN, Clerk.
3w3

in Maine at a barpi
gain sale. Send for
u
4*
wr
K catalogue. E. A.
■
Ul I I 10 MEKK1MAN, Real
Estate Agent, Madison, Maine.
iyi5

III

COTTAGE LOTS
Any size from

a

lew hundred feet to 175

acres.

All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Cove. Fine view ot bay and islands. I
also have a large list of <*ity property and farms,
ali sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. S HOLMES,

Real Estate

Agent, Belfast, Maine

ARE YOU VERY BUSY?
YOUR TIME

IS

HONEY.

good, active agent who has a
general acquaintance and popular, to .sell our
MONN CHEMICAL. It actually makes ln-at from
what is now useless ashes. No smoke «>r soot.
Will not burn your grate lining' or injure metal.
So simple a child can apply it. Satisfaction and
Monn Product will,
sure results guaranteed.
where used, save S per cent o» coal bills.
resentatives of ability wanted to handle the quickest seller in the market today. No competition.
Trial box and full particulars by mail. 15 cents.
3t3
Address
We want

one

Rep-

TRACY & FORBES,
International Trust

Now England Agents
Building, Boston, Mass.
»

Mr. and Mrs. L. F. French have returned
from New York....Mr. and Mrs. Edward
B. Lowe of Silverbell, Ariz., formerly of
this town, are receiving congratulations
on the birth of a daughter, Georgia Bruce-.
The Methodist pulpit was supplied Sunday,
Jan. 19th by Willard H. Curtis, a student

-ROYAL-

from the Bangor Theological Seminary.
The text for the morning discourse was
from Psa. 17-15 and in the evening the text
was “The path of the just is as the shining
light, that sbineth more and more unto the
perfect day.” Both discourses were verymuch enjoyed.... M r. and Mrs. Eddie Mo
Cormick have moved into the house owned
by Mr. William Page on Willow street....
The W-. C. T. U, ,pietatthe home of Mrs.
Maria Willard Tuesday—A. K. Downes
is seriously ill....Mrs. Wilbur Crockett and
two children of Bangor have been the
guests of Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Crockett—
The funeral services of John Bolan were
held at the Congregational church on Thurs.
Jan. 16th at 2 p. m., Rev. I. H. W. Wharff
He is survived by an aged
officiating.
mother, four brothers, U. A. Bolan of this

BAKING POWDER.

Imparts that peculiar lightness, sweetness, and flavor
noticed in the finest cake, biscuit, rolls, crusts,
etc., which expert pastry cooks declare
is unobtainable by the use of any
other leavening agent.

Made from pure, grape
ROYAL

BAKING POWDER

cream

of

tartar.

CO., NEW YORK.
1

V

SEAR,SPORT LOCALS.
Iiev. R. G. Harbutt left Saturday for points
in Aroostook county.
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Towle of Brewer are
visiting friends in town.
Miss Mary E. Putnam of Belfast was in
town last week on business.
Henry B. Black arrived Saturday from
Boston to spend Sunday in town.
Captain Henry G. Curtis hqs bought the
John Putnam house on Water

(street.

M. A. Cook advertises an 8-cent sale for
this week. See hisadvt. in another column.
Miss Mildred E. Bowen left last week for
a visit w ith relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos P. Lord of Belfast
James B.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Sweetser.
The Ladies' Guild met Tuesday afteron Bay
noon with Miss Frances E. Smith
View street.
N. Colson and family have

Capt. Cyrus

moved into Mrs. J. M. Gilkey’s house
Slain street.

on

Scii. Prescott Palmer, Capt. Carlisle, finished discharging Monday at the Penobscot
coal dock at Mack's Point.

Leroy D. Littlefield began cutting ice on
Opeechee stream F'riday and will store
about GOO tons for local

use.

Miss Clara Roulstone arrived last week
from New York, called here by the illness
of her father, Nehemiah Roulstone.
Mr. Fldward R. Johnson of Waterville
spent Sunday in town, the guest of Mrs.
Charles A. Rice on Reservoir street.
Mr. and Mrs. FTed W. Burr of Brewer
were in town Sunday, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Sweetser on NiehoN
street.
Geo. E. Carr, foreman of Gilkey’s livery
IV.

1
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land Monday for a few days visit with his
family.
Kev. Harry Hill preached a very impressive sermon Sunday forenoon from the 24th
chaplet' of Matthew
of i.'heist.

on

the Second Advent

Sell. Paul Palmer, Capt. Allen, arrived
Thursday from Newport News with 3,117
of coal for the Penobscot Coal Co. at
Mack’s Point.
1 'he members of Anchor Chapter, Cl. h. S.,

t.o

assisted by friends of the order, are preparing for a minstrel show, to be given during
the month of February.
Sell. Will am II Davenport finished disclaiming fertilizer at tlie A. A. C. Co’s,
plant at Mack’s Point Wednesday anil sailed l>>i Rockport to haul up.
Miss Maude It. Colcord, assistant librariaii in tlie University of Maine, was in
tow n last week, tlie guest of Capt. and Mrs.
Amos Nichols on Main street.

Wellington Ingraham, brakeman on the
1!. & A. railroad, moved last week to lloulton.
Mrs. Ingraham, after a short stay in
lloultou, will visit in Woodstock, N. If.
The Searsport band will give a concert,
assisted by local talent, at Union Hall this,
Thursday, evening, Jan. 23d, followed by a
social dance. Tickets to concert 15 cents;
tickets to dance 35 cents.

the annual meeting of Marriner’s
Lodge, No. (iff, F. & A. M„ the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Joliu Murphy, YV. J]., G. P. Carter, S. W.;
h. Webster,,!. W ; C. YVhittum, Secretary ;
If. K. Colcord, Treasurer; YV. A. Colson,
K. K. Sawyer, J. D.; S. Leavitt, S.
S. Ii
S.; H. I’errie,J. S ; YV. N. West, Tyer.
At

The following outHotkIi Akki v Al.s.
of-town guests registered last week at the
II. T. Huzzell, Bangor;
Searsport House:
VV. S. Jones, A. C. Stanley, Boston; YV. S.
Kenuislon, Rockland; Capt. K A. Jensen,
II. S. Coffin, Boston; D. L. Constantine,
Bangor; E. S. Hudson, YV. 11. Buzzell, Portland ; F. Cunningham, Prospoct; C. A.
Wade, II. L. Haskell, Portland; YV alter
Thompson, J. S. Cooper, Boston; S. J.
Robinson, Bangor; II. B. Black, Boston;
..»

annual meeting of Searsport Lodge,
I. O. 0. F., No. 82, held Friday evening, Jau.
17th, the following officers were installed
Walter E. Towers,
for the ensuing year:
N. G; Roseoe Doty, V. G; Charles A. Rogers, Secretary; II. 1’. Richards, Trearurer;
A. L. llosman, \\ ; Guy Leighton, C ; L. P.
Closson, 0. G; G. A. Bowen 1. G; Lester
Robertson, R. S. N. G ; C. H. McAroy, L. F.
S. N. G; John Innis, R. s. S;George Young,
L. S. S; Webster K. Staples, R. S. O. G;
Ernest Grey, L. S. V. G; Thomas Wagsier,
At the

Chaplain.

\

Calendar Club of the Cong’l Society
scored a success last Thursday evening
when the month of January presented
“the Scraggles Divorce Case.” Miss Mabel Griffin'represented this first month
and with her corps of weeks and days
The
added thirty dollars to the cullers.
The

extremely tunny, the cast remarkably well chosen, and the entire proAfter
duction went olf without a hitch.
the performance cake and coffee were
Martiu L. lla I Co. of Boston
served,
With a prekindly donating the coffee.
cedent of this sort it is up to the remaining
farce

was

mouths of 1908 to “get busy.”
annual meeting of Anchor Chapter,
O. E. S., the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Elizabeth Trundy,
Worthy Matron; J. W. Black, Worthy
Patron; Eunice G. Larrabee, Associate
Matron; Harriet M. Erskiue, Conductress;
Adelaide M. Parse, Associate Conductress;
Jessie M. Black, Secretary; Emily T. Coicord, Treasurer; Mamie Littlefield, Adah;|
Florence Colcord, Ruth; Jennie Crockett,
Esther; LouiseS. Pike, Martha; Jennie M.
Gilkey, Electa; Ida A. Adams, Warden;
Josie O. Webber, Chaplain; Elizabeth B,
Goodell, Marshal; Mildred E. Shute, Organist ; S. C. Pattee, Sentinel.
At the

Charles Bolan of the Sailors Snug
Harbor, S. I„ James Bolan of Somerville,
of Mass.; two sisMass.,;and Frank
ters. Mrs. James Nason of this town and
Mrs. Nan liosmer who lives in California..
D. L. Dyer is able to be out again after a
few days sickness caused by a shock which
He
was immediatly followed by another.
is a prominent member of 0. Gardner
grange and at that time was its lecturer—
Mrs. Benjamin Thompson has returned
home from Boston, accompanied by her
laughter, Mrs. Lou Williams, from Bangor.
Mrs. Williams is one of the nurses at the
Eastern Maine Insane hospital, but on account of a recent illness with grip has returned home for a much needed rest.... Mr.
Frank Cole of Warren, R. I., has been the
suest of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Snow.
Mrs. Laura A. Stokell is speudiug the
winter in Visalia, California.John I.
Frederick
is
shipping large quantises of
hay, potatoes and apples.
rheophilus H. Sproul will administer
he estate of his late brother, Wra. B.
Sproul.The crossing at the Wriuterport
Ferry has been very nice all w'iliter,
n
fact, the Ferry Company have not
uissed a mail train for over 2 years. It is
he real “Winter port” of the Penobscot
iver, for when the ice embargo is on the
Western Bay, there is always an opening
)y the Eastern.Steamer Stockton towed
vessel to Wrinterport Wednesday night,
Ian. 15th.Mrs. Mary A. Haley is spendug the winter with her daughter, in Hartord, Copn.Chas. McDermott is busy
m monumental work_ No snow, conseluently very little wood coining to market,
t he first snow will probably develop it in
rush.The Odd Fellows and Masons
lave been in a very flourishing condition
be past year.Capt. L. A.Farnsworth has
eturned home and has been putting in a
j lot water heater .in his residence on Kaler

BgjSn

concert and show by your presence you
are for the band first, last, and all the time.
And next summer, when the warm evenings
arelwith, us, you can come out and hear
their free open-air concerts and feel that it

by your encouragement and assistance
the boys were enab led to persevere in
bringing out a band that we all take such
town pride in.
was

News was received last
Obituary.
week oi the death, -Jan. 6th, in Grinneli,
Iowa, of William W. Sargent, one of the
who played a prominent part in

pioneers
the developments of the town of Grinneli
in its early days. He was a son of the late
John and Abigail C. Sargent and was born
in Searsport, Feb. 12, 1829. In his younger
<,

t,e

fniimvcil

the

see

for

several veais

The best kind

“Sold for
M

AMERICAN

TOUTS.

Shad bolt and G. T. Baggs.

t

jii.

Sld, sch.

Brunswick, Jan. 16

S.

G. Has-

(from Satilla), Portland; 17, sailed, sch.
J ell
aliie I’On, Fall River.
^

DISEASE.

Will Battle Stomach Troubles
in Belfast.
The increase of stomach troubles in Belfast
has led A. A. Howes & Co. to take effective
measures to combat the disease. They have
the local agency lor Mi-o-na stomach tablets, and in order to induce people suffering
with weak stomach or indigestion to use
the remedy, offers to supply it with the distinct understanding that money will be refunded in every case where it does not cure.
Mi-o-na is not a mere digestive, hut an
absolute strengthener and builder up of
the whole digestive tract. If you suffer
with headaches, giddiness, palpitation, bad
taste in the mouth, nervousness, coated
tongue, distress after eating, use Mi-o-na
and see how quickly these symptoms of a
weak stomach will disappear.
The remedy strengthens the muscular
walls of the stomach and increases the flow
of gastric juices so that nourishment is extraded from the food and the refuse is ex
pelled without the aid of purgative or laxative medicines.
Remember that A. A. Howres & Co. give a
guarantee to refund the money unless it
cures.
They take all the risk, and there is
no danger of your losing anything except
indigestion w hen you buy a 50 cent box of
2w4.
Mi-o-na.

Druggists

c

Port Tampa, June 15. Sld, schs. J. Mauhester Haynes, Baltimore; Henry F. Kre-

f! er,

Philadelphia.

Port Inglis, P'la., Jan. 15. Cld, sch. Clif»rd N. Carver, Cart ret, N. J.
Newport News, Jan. 17. Sld, sch. Dorothy
I. Barrett, Searsport.
Savannah, Jan. 16. Sld, sch. Helen G.
,
loseley, Boston; 18, sld, sell. Peudleton,
\ isters, London; 19, ar, sch. James B. JorL an, Norfolk.
Jacksonville, Jan. 18. Ar, sch. Henry B.
f

1
1

iske, Philadelphia.
New London, Ct., Jan. 18. Ar, schs. Nat
Bangor; Irene Pi. Meservey, do for

L>er,

Newburyport, Jan. 18. Ar, sch. Luther
Garretson, Newport News.

J '.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 19
Ar, schooner
saiab K. Stetson, St. John, N. B.
Koch port, He., Jan. 15. Ar, sch. Hattie
1
Luce, Stockton, Me.
Stockt oi, Me., Jan. 16
Sld, sch. John J.
1 lauson, Norfolk.
15.
Jan.
Ar, sch. Paul Palmer,
Searsport,
iewport News; 17, sld, sch. Win. H. Daven1 ort, Bootlibay Harbor, to haul up.
Stouington, Jan. 16. Ar, sch. Mary E.
.ylich, Boston; 17, sld, sch. Loduskia, Marhall’s
8
Island, thence to Salem for orders.
Georgetown, S. C., Jan. 20. Ar, schooner
J 'Iota Rogers, New York.
Noifolk, Jan. 20. Ar, sch. Frank Barnet,
] Jew York.

--

jl

Juan, I’, ft., January 8. In port, sch.
1 lenry Crosby, from Mobile.
Kahului, Jan. 10. Sld, stinr. Columbian,
San

(

FMIYSKIDNEYCDRE
Baku
Kidneys and

Bladdar

Bight

CHERRY PECTORAL.

Prices

|j

season

Paid Producer
ton,

4.

8.76

rom

Algiers.

Lewes, Del., Jan. 15. Metomkin station
eports stranded schr John E. Devlin is in
Merritts unable to make a
i ame position.
ontruet with the owner ami tug Rescue has
j j eft Norfolk.
Machiasport, Jan. 14. Dynamite will be
1 ised to free str Massasoit, stranded in Cuter Harbor.
Her freight has been removed
I
md will be forwarded on the company’s str
llnhawk.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 16. Cargo of garbage
ankage of schr Mark Pendleton, from Boson for Savannah, which lost sail.- and put
n here in distress, has heated and is being
<
lischarged on wharf.
London, E., Jan. 17. Cleufuegostelegraphs
hat schr T. W.Dunn, Simmons, from Aruba
or New Orleans, during a hurricane Jan. 11
] ost foremast and sprung a leak. Was tow'd iu by str Trafalgar (Nor), Tborsen from
J \ rfobile
for Progreso.
New York. Jan. 20. Sch. Annie R. Lewis,
j rom New York for Perth Amboy, went
s ground in the bay near Keansburg, N. J.
Vrecking tug William E. Chapman and anther tug went to her assistance and she
vas floated at high water last evening and
] irobabiy taken to Perth Amboy.
A message receiveed
Manset, Jan. 17.
*Tiday brought information of the strandi ng at W inter Harber of the gasoline fishing
I >oat Alert recently purchased by J. L. Stan
] ey & Son of this place and worth $2500, in
I he southern gale Thursday. The accident
1 lappened while the steamer was running
nto the inner harbor, the engine beooming
< lisabled.
Capt. Parks and his crew of two
The steamer
uen reached the shore safely.
vas pounded badly by the heavy sea and
illed with water. It is hoped efforts to float
ter will be successful, but the result is uniertain. She is about 66 feet long.

]

i
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new_Fur stock—so

a

here goes:

1200

“

4*75

“

■■

5.98
6.50
6.98

“

«

“

“

FURS GO FOR

-

9.501

210)

“

«

25.00

“

"

27.00

11

"

30.00

“

«

$|3.5Q
14.98
14 gg
14.98
16.98
18.98

“

35.00

are

some

lines.

These Furs

are

Barton. In Isle au Haut, January 2. to Mr.
and Mrs. Frai k Barton, a son.
I11 west Brooksville, January 11,
Faknham.
to Mr and Mrs Otis FariVham. a daughter.
Gray. In nluehill, dai uary 2, to Mr and Mrs.
Ahuizo S. Gray a daughter, Elsie Elthia,
In Lincolnville, January 5. to Mr. and
Gray
Mrs Martin S Gray, Jr., a daughter, Doris Estelle.
Heath. In Penobscot. January 18, to Mr. and
Mr-. Fdwin K » ealh, a daughter.
•Jackson. In w;aido, .Jauuary 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kodney Jackson, a son.

Almost Half Price for

Iii Providence, B. I January
Curtis Swan
15, James Cuitis of Howard, K. I., and Vesta
Swan of Camden.
Hutchinson-weed. In stoningtoti, January
5. John 1. Hutchinson and Lorinda Weed, both
nf Stonington.
I>IEI>.

days

Eames. In Winthrop, Mass., December 19,
Sarah vt wife of -rista It. I ames, formerly of
Belfast, Burial a Derby, Conn
Gott. In Duriiam, January 13, Joseph H.Gott
of Surry, aged <4 years.
Gowen.
In Montville. Jar nary 18, Asa M.
month and 14 days.
Gowen, aged 80 years,
Gowen. In Mont'il e, January 14, .Mrs Loira
M. Gowen, aged 8'* years, 2 months and 8 days.
In Elmira, N Y.. December 25, Oakes
Hobbs
P. Hobbs, formerly of Camden.
Herrick
In Penobscot January 11, Mrs.
Mary Herrick, aged 3tt year
In Prospect, January 19. Mrs.
HAHKiikAN
Martha .r Harriman, wife of Captain Joshua
Harriman, aged 73 yeais.
Ho t. In Worcester, Mass., January 15, Anile Maria, widow of John H Hoyt, aged 71 years,
I months and 21 days,
[An obituary will be pubished next week ]
Heaoan. In Belfast, January 20, True S. Hea;an, aged 56 years, 11 months, 21 days.
Maxcy. In Belfast January 9, Mary A. Maxcy,
aged 79 years, 7 mouths, ll days.
In >edgwtck, January 9, Freeman
.McIntyre
K. McIntyre, formerly of Kluehill.
Cartridge. In Hucksport, January 7. Josiah
H. Partridge, aged 65 years.
Bobbins.
In Wollaston, Mass., January 13,
John Bobbins, a native «.f Machias, for many
fears a resident of South Deer Isle, aged 93 years,
» months and 18 days
Burial at South Deer Isle.
Tyler. In Worcester, Mass January 8, Theolore Tyler, a native of Appleton, aged 78 years.
Uurial at App’eton.
Whitaker
In Troy, January 14th. Lizzie,
vile of Traflon " hitaker, aged 67 years.
York. In Bangor, January 14. Henry Franklin
York, a native of Montville, s-gt-d 69 years.

!

Sample Line Embroidery Goods.

Some are slightly soiled but the lot as a whole is in
prices that enable you to buy cheaper than ever before.

good condition and it is offered

at

PUT THIS QUESTION SQUARELY UP TO YOURSELF—
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS THESE TWO BIG BARGAIN SALES?

]A
} The Waldo Trust
SAFE BANK.

AT A BARGAIN.
Brick stores Nos. 7land 75 Main
street, known as the Marshall stores.
Front

Marshall’s

wharf.

%

WE ARE IN BUSINESS

BANK|

A STRONG

Company, Belfast,

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

♦

Q % Interest

♦

f

on

Checking

i
*

YOUR ADVANTAGE 10 OPEN AN ♦

#

J

%

/TV j4TV7> TF# W77X BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU HOW WE PAY THIS
+
2 % WHILE YOUR MONEY IS SUBJEC1 TO CHECK.

ITHL

BANK WITH A

i

or

+

BANK.
♦ ACCOUNT WITH THIS

J

from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. The

Accounts.

--

♦ /F FOf/ HAVE $300 HANDY 77 TF7ZX BE TO

6% is done with currency, the other 94
% being done by inedbs of checks and bank
drafts? II you do not already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize

J

J

▲

tf39

S. but

j

ON BUSINESS PRINCIPLES AND TRY TO SATISFY OUR

♦ PATRONS WITH PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION TO THEIR BUSINESS.
♦
WE ARE PAYING

inquire at

will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.

when you

25 GENT GOODS FOR 15 CENTS.
50 CENT GOODS FOR 29 CENTS
$1.00 GOODS FOR 59 CENTS.

ForSale
on

us

Charles E. Adams & Co., Boston, the agents for the
famous tirm of Belding Bros. You can judge from that
the superior quality of these goods and when you see the
prices you’ll admit at once that this is a bargain chance
worth sharing in.

|*

Hlaisdkll. In Hast Orland, January 11, Caroline r... wile of Guilford I). Blai.*dell, aged 72
years, 3 months and 27 day*
Iii Bangor. January 14, Dr. Benjamin
Colson
Co!>oii, aged 81 year*. 11 months and 14 days
Mr*.
in Hancock, January 8,
Crabtree,
Almira T. Crabtree, aged 7f> years, 8 months and

Storehouses and wharf

a

agree with

Consisting of Pillow Tops, Center Pieces, Bureau
Scarfs, Doilies, Tray Cloths, Hanukerchiet and Glove Boxes,
Bibs, Aprons, Waists, Hots, Belts and all ihe other goods
We
found in a big line of samples for Embroidery goods.
of
this
out
the
line
bargain
sample
picked up
by closing

AKKIKIl.

as

with

mostly Neckpieces, though there are a few Muffs in
Mink, Bear, Marten, Fox, Opossum, etc.
These prices give you bargains not to be equalled—and you’ll
come and see the Furs we are sacrificing

BOHN.

|

j

"

These

j

j

1100

15.00

\

j

«

13.00

MARINE MISCELLANY.

New Y’ork, Jan. 14. Revenue cutter Se1 ninole reports spoke schr Henry B. Fiske
of Boston), from Philadelphia for Jackson•ille, anchored 5 miles eastward to Cape
] lomaiu, with foremast and jibboom carried
way ; offered assistance, which was declin( d.
Darien, Ga., Jan. 17. Schr Malden (of
loston) Bates, from San Juan for Mayport,
ouudered 300 miles off Sapelo. Crew all
afe and brought here by str Kirnwood (Br)

!

$4 Qg $18.00

$9.00 FURS GO FOR

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

Ar, sch. Emily I.

more

\2.0Oaif.«c

1.10
Beef, corned, p tb, 8(610 Lime ^ bbl.,
5
Butter Salt, 14 lb, l8a:o Oat Meal #4 ft,
3
Onions
17
Corn
ptb,
bu.,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 74 Oil. Kerosene, gal.,13al4
6
74 Pollock >' T»,
Corn Meal, %4 bu.,
11
Cheese, $4 tb,
20(6221 Pork #4 ft.
i.l3
Plaster $4 bbl.,
Cotton Seed,
cwt.,
3*
Codfish dr\, *> lb.
869, Hye Meal *4 ft,
1.55
10 Shorts 4£> cwt.,
Cranberries, $4 qt.,
6
Clover Seed.
in)Sugar #4 ft,
38
Flour
bu.,
bbl., 5.75a6.75 salt, T. I.,
4
11. G. Seed v bu.,
2.60 Sweet, Potatoes,
6
12! V heal Meal.
tb,
Lard,

For prices

durable—

Better sell them away below value now, giving
you a
bargain you’ll remember—and start next

Hay p
pules £ bu.,
3£a4
dried, f> It.,
7iHides|4ft,
Id
2.00(62.25 Lanib #4 tb.
Beans, jpea,
50
yel’eyes,2.(X)a2.25 Lamb Skins,
8
24626 Mutton & tb,
Butter £4 lb,
45
5(66 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
Beef, sides, P lb,
50
Beef fore quarters,
4a5,: Potatoes $4 bu.,
7
ho Hound Hog,
bu..
Barley
8 (H)
15a 1H Straw Jp ton,
lb.
Cheese
I3al4 Turkey ^ lb,
26428
Chicken $4 lb,
3
Calf Skins, per !b.
lOjTallow p lb,
9a, 10
Duck
lb,
18; Veal *4 lb,
23
26!
unwashed,
doz..
Wool,
fcggs $4
1261a Wood, hard,
4.00@4.5o
Fowl |4 tb.
3.00
18 Wood, soft.
Geese p lb.

street, known

are

mop'ey.

CURRENT.

50a75i

15

sell

money next season, but we will
have to store them and insure them and that costs

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
A

we

yet this

SARSAPARILLA.

flyers

produce Market.

season—and the kind of Furs

>eil them for

testimonial—
sixty years.”

9

these Furs tor sometime

can wear

the kind that last tor years with proper care. That
gives you an idea'of the value you can get out of
Furs bought at this sale. If we keep them we can

a

HELFAST PRICE

alinaCruz.

Nassau, N/P., Jan.
\ Vhite, Philadelphia.

—

...

r

by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Maas.
Alio manufacturers of

ZJ

FOREIGN PORTS.

The remains of William P. Blanchard,
who died in Somerville, Mass., recently,
were brought here and buried iu the family
lot. He was the son of Charles and Abby
Blanchard and was the last of the family.
He leaves a wife, who before marriage was
Miss Amanda Chase of Bangor, and who
has the sympathy of her many friends in
town—Mrs. Ira Ward of Prospect is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary F. French.
-Mr. dames Robinson fell on the ice and
dislocated his elbow last week...Mr. Henry
Staples spent Sunday in Belfast with his
family
Capt. Elden Shute and wife from
the village visited here last week.Mr.
Arthur Snowman, wife and son, spent Sunday in Buck sport.... Herbert Libbey, Ivan
Grant and John Clements left last week on
sell. J. H. Hanson fora southern port....
Miss Laura Blanchard attended Prospect
Grange installation and assisted in the
musical program.Mrs. Bert Snowman
and little daughter Pearl have gone to
Bucksport for a visit.Mrs. Orpheus
Staples came from New York by train Monday morning to attend the Mineral of Capt.
J. P. Stowers....Mrs. Sewall Williams of
Portland was here recently on business....
Mr. Edward W. Libby went to Livermore
Falls, Jan. 15ih, and was married the day
following to Miss Gladys M. Wyman of that
place.Several from here attended the
Masonic installation at the village Jan. 16th.
.The remains of Capt. J. 1*. Stowers, who
died Jan. 18th in New York, arrived here
Monday evening by traiu. The funeral was
held Tuesday at 1 o'clock.It was with
pleasuie we read the letter in last week's
Journal written by our former townsman
and neighbor, F. K. Daggett, Esq., who is
wintering in California ....The writer pickM a pansy blossom from a neighbor's garleu, Jau. 20th; also picked Mayflower buds
nearly ready to open, Jan. 12th....The Lalies' Aid meets Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. Fred F. Perkins.

Made

#■

of

over

You

^

druff,no pimples.no eruptions.

!\!

New York, Jan. 18. Sld, sch. P’rank BarKvie B. Hail,
^ let, Norfolk ; 20, ar, schs.
iionington. Me ; George I). Edmands, Vin! Ihaven ; Abet (’. Buckley, Bangor; P’lorenee
.eland, Rockpoit, Mass., (lalter arrived .it
)>>ter Bay, L. I., this morning);21,arrived,
chs. Adelia T. Car leton, Stonington; Irene
Meservey, Bangor; Serena S. Kendall,
-; eld, bai k Penobscot, Axim.
independent,
Boston, Jan. 15. Ar,
Saitimore; sld, stmr. Bay Port, .^earsport
i or Newport News; 16, ar, schs. Georgia
< rilkey, Brunswick; Lyman M. Law, i’hilaeipliia; Independent, Baltimore; sld, sch.
j Edward '1'. Stote.sbary, Philadelphia ; 17, ar,
Merri I C. Hart, Moningtou; 18, sailed,
> ch.
ch. WelfWt, Norfolk and Porto Rico.
Philadelphia, Jan 16 Ar, sch. Brina P.
j Vndleton; sld, sch. Edward 11. Cole, New
( tileans; 17, cleared, schs. Alicia B. Crosby,
1 Jutland; Mary Pi. Palmer, do; 18, ar, sch.
Augustus H. Babcock, Pint Tampa; 20, cid,
ch.
rina P. Pendleton, May port.
Reedy Island, Jan. 15. Passed down sch.
1 loiliswood, Philadelphia for sail Juan.
Baltimore, Jan. 18. Ar, sch. Jacob M.
^ laskell, Portland, via Delaware Break, water; 20, ar, sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Bos-

FIGHT

Hair Vigor.
It is a regular scalp-medicine.
It quickly destroys the germs
which cause this disease.
The unhealthy scalp becomes
healthy. The dandruff disappears, had to disappear. A
healthy scalp means a great deal
to you—healthy hair, no dan-

it reel.

Infantry and remained with that regiment
until the close of the war, alter which fie
returned to Grinnell, where he resided uir
til his death. He was a faithful member
of the Congregational church and of Gotion Grange, Post, G. A. R., of Grinnell. He
Miss Amelia
in marriage to
was united
Ellis at Searsport\ in 1849, who until her
death in 1893 was his faithlui and loving
helpmate. One daughter was born of this
happ} union, Miss Emma Sargent of Grinnell, who survives him. Mr. Saigent also
leaves one brother, Leander M. Sargent of
Jrearsport, and one sister, Mrs. Harriet M.
Rice of beai'spurt. Funeral services were
held at the (ongregational church and
conducted b)’ Rev. II. M Hascomb, Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 8, and the remains
laid to rest in Hazelwood cemetery. The
pall bearers were C. F. Childs, \N. M. Bartill, J. II. Blatherwiek, II. A. Field, E. E
TO

thing that will

*

ami lose from cabin boy to captain. In 1855
he gave up the seafaring life and went west
to Gunnel!, arriving there two years after
the settlement of the town. When the civil
war broke out he enlisted with the 8th Iowa

PLAN

one

it—Ayer’s

cure

town,

We notice the band boys are circulating
bills announcing a benefit concert this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock at Union
Hall, to consist of vocal and instrumental
music, readings and recitations, with an
Do our citizens
admission fee of 15 cents.
realize what this means? It means, first,
that we have an organization of young men
in town who are meeting together twice a
week for the purpose of study and practice;
this, in and of itself is deserving of the
glad hand from every man, woman and
child in town; but these boys go farther;
they have bought some fine instruments, a
nobby uniform, and by constant practice
are rapidly perfecting themselves in modern
up-to-date music, and are playing well
enough to elioit praise fron* persons skilled
in the art.
Now, every citizen in the town
of Searsport has a duty to perform in this
matter; and that is, to uphold the hands of
the boys in their laudable efforts to maintain a baud in our village; and one of the
best ways to do this is to appear at their

AND MARKED DOWN LOW.
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There is

Down

Furs Marked

For that j
Dandruff \

LARGE SURPLUS

\
:

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS

WE HAV^ MARKED

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00

OUR

ENTIRE STOCK OF

SHIRT WAISTS

down and will close out the entire lot at
about cost (drop in).
All sizes.
Prices 98c. to

ORGANIZED 1881.
_

_

$2.50.

TO RENT
A tenement ot 5 rooms on the ground
lloor at the corner ot Main and Bridge
streets.

Apply to
MRS. J. M. FLETCHER,
(53 Main Street.

THE 8TOER

fcOK MONEY SAVERS

Belfast, January 23, 1908.—tf4

Washing Done.
Any

one

wishing plain washing done call

at
2w4.

No. 18 Cross Street

WANTED
]

Active, hustling insurance solicitor and collecor; can make $15 weekly while establishing pernanent income. Experience unnecessary. W rite
,t

once.

CONTINENTAL CASUALTY CO..
Chicago, Illinois.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Aldus of

|
by

his mortgage deed date
day of
December, A L)., 19*6, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds. Book 279, Page 394,
conveyed trrone the undersigned, Fred A. Bobbins, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Belfast, described as follows, to wit: Beimr
the same premises conveyed to the said Eueene
Aldu« bv Eliza E. Aldus, by her warranty deed
dated October* 11, a. D. I9i 6, and recorded in
Wa!*.‘o Registry of Deeds, Book 283, Cage 323;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage lias
been broken, n*-w, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said moi tgage.
Dated this twentieth day of January A.D 1908.
FRED A. BOBBINS.
3W4

“NOTICE

FARMS

in the

Belfast,
Eugene
WHEREAS,
County of Waloo and Slate of Maine,
d the seventeenth

County
complete description with

I have customers for several Waldo

farms.

prices

Send

and terms.

WILLIAM LINCOLN WEST,
524 West 160th St., New York, N. Y.
tf4

House for Sale.
i

Story and half house with ell. Seven rooms,
pantry, cellar ami clothes presses, tiood cistern.
Barn,‘carriage house, work shop and hen house.
Apple, pears, plum and cherry trees; raspberries,

gooseberries

and grapes; all kinds of shrubs and

Public safety demands that all persons be here- roses. Fine house lot connected will sell with or
by warned not to meddle with any hydrants in without the property. Terms: part down, balance
ou easy terms to the right parties. Enquire Monthe city, unless for fire purposes or authorized by
me.
Per order,
days and Wednesdays at
HATTIE MAKKINER’8,
J. D. WALK Kit,
{ 3m4*
16 Bay View Street, Belfast.
Water
Co.
Belfast
3w«*
8upt.
|

